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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

STRUCTURE AND CATALYTIC PROPERTIES
OF ULTRA-SMALL CERIA NANOPARTICLES

Cerium dioxide (ceria) is an excellent catalytic material due to its ability to both
facilitate oxidation/reduction reactions as well as store/release oxygen as an oxygen
bu�er. The traditional approach to assess and improve ceria's catalytic behavior
focuses on how e�ciently O-vacancies can be generated and/or annihilated within
the material, and how to extend established understandings of \bulk" ceria to fur-
ther explain the greatly enhanced catalytic behavior of ultra-small ceria nanoparticles
(uCNPs) with sizes less than 10 nm. Here, using density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, we reexamine the atomic and electronic structures of uCNPs, especially
their surface con�gurations. A unique picture dissimilar to the traditional point of
view emerges from these calculations for the surface structure of uCNPs. uCNPs
similar to those obtained by experimental synthesis and applied in catalytic environ-
ments exhibit core-shell like structures overall, with under-stoichiometric, reduced
CNP \cores" and over-stoichiometric, oxidized surface \shells" constituted by vari-
ous surface functional groups, e.g.,{Ox and/or {OH surface groups. Therefore, their
catalytic behavior is dominated by surface chemistry rather than O-vacancies. Based
on this �nding, reaction pathways of two prevalent catalytic reactions, namely CO
oxidation and the water-gas shift reaction over uCNPs are systematically investigat-
ed. Combined, these results demonstrate an alternative understanding of the surface
structure of uCNPs, and provide new avenues to explore and enhance their catalytic
behavior, which is likely applicable to other transition metal oxide nanoparticles with
multivalent ions and very small sizes.

KEYWORDS: density functional theory, ceria nanoparticles, surface, catalysis, ther-
modynamics
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\What things were gains to me, these I have counted as loss on account of Christ.
But moreover I also count all things to be loss on account of the excellency of the
knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord, on account of whom I have su�ered the loss of

all things and count them as refuse that I may gain Christ." |{Phil.3:7-8

\For it is God who operates in you both the willing and the working for His good
pleasure. Do all things without murmurings and reasonings that you may be

blameless and guileless, children of God without blemish in the midst of a crooked
and perverted generation, among whom you shine as luminaries in the world."

|{Phil.2:13-16

\And do not be fashioned according to this age, but be transformed by the
renewing of the mind that you may prove what the will of God is, that which is

good and well pleasing and perfect." |{Rom.12:2
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Chapter 1 Overview

1.1 Introduction

Catalysts are essential engineering materials used to promote speci�c chemical re-

actions in a host of applications and processes. Typical catalysts inuence target

reactions by enhancing the binding or localization of reactant molecules at catalyst

surfaces while lowering reaction barriers and allowing desorption of product molecules.

Ideal catalysts have high activity, speci�city and stability, as well as low contamina-

tion rates under operating conditions. Various pure metals and, increasingly, metal

oxides are widely applied as catalysts. Reversible reduction/oxidation catalysts have

particular technological value in energy, environmental and biomedical applications.

Cerium dioxide (CeO2, ceria) has served as an excellent reduction/oxidation catalyst

for 30 years. In fact, ceria has been shown to have wide applications in environmental

remediation, energy generation and biomedicine, in addition to other important ap-

plications in microelectronics, optical �lms, gas sensors, and polishing materials1{13.

The e�ects of a catalyst on a chemical reaction are necessarily surface e�ects. That

is, the physical and chemical action of a catalyst occurs at the interface between the

catalyst and its environment|namely, at the catalyst's surfaces. Enhancing or tai-

loring a catalyst's behavior, therefore, �rst requires an understanding of the structure

and properties of catalyst surfaces. In ceria or ceria-supported catalysis, the discovery

that bulk cubic uorite CeO2 can be reduced through the formation of O-vacancies

and reversibly (re-)oxidized via the annihilation of O-vacancies has led to the de-

velopment of a general understanding that the presence of (or potential to form)

O-vacancies on ideal, bulk-terminated CeO2 surfaces drives the catalytic activity of

ceria in reduction/oxidation reactions. In fact, explanations for the mechanism of ce-

ria catalysis have, to date, assumed ideal, bulk-like CeO2 surface structures, or minor
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perturbations thereof. But does this picture apply to ultra-small ceria nanoparticle

(uNCPs)? Do uCNPs actually exhibit ideal, bulk-like surface con�gurations? Are the

redox properties, or catalytic behavior in general, of uCNPs simply dominated by O-

vacancies? Is tuning the thermodynamics and kinetics of O-vacancies within uCNPs

the correct and unique means that can be resorted to for realizing the functionali-

ties of uCNPs targeted at multiple applications, especially in energy and biomedical

related �elds?

1.2 Cerium oxides, catalysis and O-storage capacity (OSC)

Cerium is the most abundant rare-earth element, and easily donates three or four

electrons to oxygen. Ce forms two stable, distinct bulk stoichiometric cerium ox-

ides: H-Ce2O3 (hexagonal, space group P3m1) and CeO2 (cubic uorite, space group

Fm3m). In CeO2, referred to as ceria, Ce cations occupy every site of a face-centered

cubic (FCC) unit cell and O anions occupy all octahedral interstitial sites. Each Ce

cation is assigned a formal charge of 4+ (CeIV) and is coordinated to eight nearest-

neighbor O anions with formal charges of 2{ (OII). Each OII anion is coordinated to

four nearest-neighbor CeIV cations. In CeO2, the four CeIV valance states (4f1, 5d1,

and 6s2), are formally empty, and reducing CeO2 (that is, generating CeIII cations)

returns electrons to the Ce 4f band.

The excellent catalytic properties of ceria were �rst harnessed in the late 1970s

when ceria was utilized for the treatment automobile exhaust, serving as a key com-

ponent in three-way catalysts (TWC)14,15. During the same time period, studies on

the phase diagram of the cerium oxide system were carried out. It was discovered

that bulk ceria (cubic uorite CeO2) can be reduced at elevated temperatures to form

a range of O-de�cient, non-stoichiometric oxides (CeO2�x), referred to collectively as

\reduced" ceria. In addition, it was shown that ceria is able to reversibly transfor-

m among these various reduced phases16{18. Further studies19{21 directly exploring
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these transformations found that bulk CeO2 retains a cubic uorite structure despite

removal of 25% of lattice O atoms when subjected to reduction below 900K. While

these studies noted an anomalous lattice expansion during reduction, they found that

O-vacancy-containing reduced ceria could be completely recovered to stoichiometric

CeO2 when exposed to an oxidizing environment, even at room temperature.

These discoveries implied that ceria can store O by adsorbing it (via the anni-

hilation of O-vacancies) under O-rich conditions, and controllably release it by (re-

)forming O-vacancies under O-poor or reducing conditions. The number of OII anions

(per volume or unit mass) that can be reversibly extracted and recovered during a

particular reaction (e.g., oxidation or reduction of CO/CO2) is quantitatively char-

acterized as the \oxygen storage capacity" (OSC) of a ceria system22,23. Hence, ceria

has two related, technologically important capabilities: (i) the ability to strongly cat-

alyze redox reactions, and (ii) the ability to serve as a solid state oxygen bu�er for

redox reactions.

Since the 1970s substantial experimental and computational e�ort has been ex-

pended to understand, control, and ultimately optimize ceria's natural ability to

support and catalyze redox reactions. Over the course of these investigations the ex-

perimentally measurable OSC of ceria and ceria-containing systems has become a kind

of litmus test for catalytic activity. That is, the realizable potential of a ceria system

to form and annihilate O-vacancies during reduction and oxidation has become both

the lens through which the general catalytic properties of all ceria-based materials are

viewed, and the default basis for understanding all reduction/oxidation mechanisms

in such materials. Speci�cally, the existence of O-vacancy-containing cubic uo-

rite \reduced ceria" phases and low-barrier reversible transformation paths between

them (simply the formation/annihilation of O-vacancies) suggests a straightforward

mechanistic hypothesis explaining ceria's excellent catalytic activity, as schematically

illustrated in Figure 1.1. For oxidation this is:
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of the four-step mechanistic hypothesis explaining
ceria's excellent catalytic activity.

1. Formation of O-vacancies and associated CeIII cations.

�
2CeIVCe + OII

O

�bulk ! VO + 2CeIIICe,bulk +
1

2
O2 (1.1)

2. Migration of bulk CeIII cations to the surface.

CeIIICe, bulk ! CeIIICe, surf (1.2)

3. Adsorption of O-containing molecule (R1O) at surface CeIII cations.

2CeIIICe, surf +R1O
(g) ! 2CeIIICe, surf : R1O

(ad) (1.3)

4. Interaction of adsorbed O-containing molecule with another O-containing molecule

leading to catalyzed reaction enabled by (re-)oxidation of CeIII cations.

2CeIIICe, surf : R1O
(ad) +R2O ! �

2CeIVCe + OII
O

�bulk
+R1O +R2 (1.4)

The above \four-step" mechanism operates on the basis of two assumptions: (i)

that reactive CeIII cations are present only in conjunction with vacant OII lattice

sites, and (ii) that the intrinsic ceria surface itself has no direct role in the catalyt-

ic reaction|that is, redox catalysis by ceria requires that a vacant O lattice site
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must migrate, along with it's concomitant CeIII cations, to the surface, and that this

(surface) defect structure, not any intrinsic feature of the stable surface itself, is cat-

alytically active. These assumptions have important consequences, namely implying

that optimizing the activity of ceria catalysts requires increasing the concentration

of surface O-vacancies (e.g., by reducing surface O-vacancy formation energies, or

increasing bulk O-vacancy concentrations). Given that, this implication drives much

of the recent research on optimizing or enhancing ceria and ceria-supported cata-

lysts, it is worth considering under what conditions the assumptions leading to the

\four-step" mechanism are applicable.

The �rst assumption (that CeIII cations are present in conjunction with O-vacancies)

is well-justi�ed in bulk CeO2 systems with �xed charge, where reducing bulk CeO2

(that is, generating CeIII cations) while maintaining charge nuetrality requires the

formation of one lattice O-vacancy for every two CeIII cations. On this basis, it

is general practice to consider the reduction of CeO2, the creation of CeIII cations,

and/or the creation of lattice O-vacancies to be equivalent processes in bulk CeO2.

The existence of large numbers of reactive CeIII cations in ceria systems is itself jus-

ti�ed by the existence of a range of sub-stoichiometric cubic uorite reduced ceria

phases (CeO2�x) which can be reversibly oxidized or reduced.

The second assumption upon which the \four-step" mechanism is based, that

catalytically-active surface sites are CeIII cations present as lattice O-vacancies on

ceria surfaces, implies by extension that stable ceria surface structures do not intrin-

sically exhibit CeIII cations, and that no other stable surface structures (other than

surface CeIII cations) are catalytically active. An argument can be made that this

assumption is applicable for ideal, bulk-terminated surfaces on semi-in�nite CeO2

samples, particularly on the basis of STM images of such surfaces revealing ideal,

unreconstructed structures populated with �nite concentrations of vacant O lattice

sites24. The \four-step" mechanism of ceria catalysis (and the assumptions it is
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based upon) is therefore well-supported for bulk CeO2 samples (or more correctly,

for structures with surfaces well-approximated as ideal, unreconstructed, semi-in�nite

and stoichiometric bulk cuts). But the direct translation of the above assumptions to

nanoparticle structures ignores the possibility of completely new atomic arrangements

and catalytic mechanisms accessible only on the surfaces of nanoscale systems.

1.3 Motivation and overview of the entire research work

Over the past 30 years of exploring ceria as a catalyst, numerous experimental studies

have proven that cera is indeed an excellent catalytic material. The development of

experimental techniques to synthesis nanoscale ceria materials, especially uCNPs, has

raised their catalytic performance and signi�cantly broadened their applications in the

energy and biomedical related �elds. More and more researchers are investing time

and e�orts to drive uCNPs into various practical applications. A key hurdle to real-

ize practical applications of uCNPs, in particular in biomedical applications1{3,7,9,10,

is that uCNPs tend to agglomerate into bigger sized clusters, thereby diminishing

their high-activity and oxygen modulating characteristics11,25,26. Although various

surfactants have been tested to alleviate this problem, it is still not possible to coat

uCNPs with appropriate surfactants that meet all following requirements: (a) pre-

vent agglomeration; (b) enhance biocompatibility; (c) retain high catalytic activity;

(d) allow controlled and tunable redox property. To address these needs, and more

generally, to realize improving and designing functional uCNPs targeted towards var-

ious speci�c and practical applications requires clear and thorough understandings

concerning the microscopic structure of uCNPs, critically the structure of their sur-

faces, where catalytic reactions are expect to occur. In terms of exploring the surface

structure of uCNPs, especially on the atomic level and resolution, experimental char-

acterization techniques are limited and indirect. Although state-of-the-art microscopy

techniques can provide direct and distinguishable atomistic images of nanoscale ceria
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materials, it is di�cult to directly reveal molecular species adsorbed at surfaces of

uCNPs as they can hardly remain under high vacuum environment. In addition, the

intrinsic electronic properties of functional groups decorating the surface of uCNPs,

for instance, the interaction of an individual surface species with another incoming

species from the environment, are very hard to be properly characterized experimen-

tally. Moreover, in this age of fast advancement of science and technology, it strongly

calls a more e�ective, e�cient, and reliable research paradigm established through

joint computational and experimental study.

Here, we apply DFT calculations to address the problems related to understand-

ing and controlling the structure and catalytic properties of uCNPs. Chapter 1 is

a general introduction on the well-established understanding concerning the struc-

ture and catalytic mechanism of bulk CeO2 materials, as well as the motivation of

studying the structure and catalytic properties of uCNPs along with the overview of

my entire research work. Chapter 2 presents the background information pertinent

to my research work including a brief review of current perspective on the struc-

ture and property of various kinds of ceria materials from both experimental and

computational studies, an account of problems arising from constructing CNPs with

ideal, stoichiometric surface con�gurations, and associated challenges of constructing

realistic, physically-representative structures compatible with experimentally synthe-

sized and applied uCNPs as calculation inputs. Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical

background as well as required computational tools, methods and settings to prac-

tically carry out this computational study. Starting from Chapter 4 up to Chapter

7 are the primary results of this computational study. In Chapter 4, we remove the

constraint of ideal, stoichiometric, bulk-cut surface con�guration, and systematically

investigate what is the thermodynamically stable surface con�guration and related

structural properties of uCNPs in response to a pure oxygen environment. We show

that after eliminating the constraint applied in all previous computational studies
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to explore the surface con�guration of CNPs, we have gained a new picture that

various {Ox groups adsorbed at surfaces of uCNPs. Intuitively, those {Ox surface

groups are hypothesized as active sites and potential factor dominating the catalytic

behavior of uCNPs. Chapter 5 is a further test of this idea, and using a typical

catalytic reaction (CO oxidation) realized by CNPs, we show that if uCNPs are dec-

orated with various {Ox surface groups, their catalytic behavior is in fact critically

dependent on those {Ox surface groups rather than surface O-vacancies. Chapter 6

considers a more complex and realistic case where the actual environmental e�ects

(i.e. synthesis and application conditions) on the surface con�gurations of uCNPs is

considered. We show that surface con�gurations of uCNPs are both sensitive to and

determined by the environment they are in. This is a dynamic picture concerning the

surface con�guration of uCNPs in response to the real environment, a stark contrast

to all previous computational studies that assume surface con�gurations of CNPs are

static. The greater importance of these results is that we can provide recipes to di-

rect experimental synthesis of uCNPs with desired and controlled surface structures,

shedding light on using computational studies to facilitate experimental design and

develop e�ective, highly e�cient, and reliable experimental approach of producing

new functional uCNPs, none of which has been exercised previously in ceria-based

research world. In Chapter 7, we further show how water-gas shift reaction is likely to

proceed over uCNPs with one of the stable surface con�gurations obtained through

the typical synthesis condition. It elegantly provides an alternative perspective on

what possibility can be achieved when exploring the catalytic behavior of uCNPs

with surface con�gurations resulting from actual synthesis and application environ-

ments. Chapter 8 concludes this research work by highlighting some key results and

discussing some future research directions.
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Chapter 2 Beckground

2.1 Previous experimental techniques to identify CeIII cations

CeIII cations are one of the basis for experimental \four-step" hypothesis used to

explain ceria's excellent catalytic activity (see section 1.2). Although \reduced"

ceria refers to a range of sub-stoichiometric cubic uorite ceria phases (CeO2�x), it

is widely viewed as (stoichiometric) CeO2 containing a �nite concentration of CeIII

cations. Therefore, experimental detection of CeIII cations is the default method for

identifying reduced ceria materials. Several techniques including X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), valence band electron en-

ergy loss spectroscopy (EELS), and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR),

have been employed to identify CeIII cations27{30. In 1976, XPS was �rst used to

examine the photoemission spectra of the Ce 3d band in both CeIII and CeIV com-

pounds27. The XPS spectra indirectly provided some information about the coupled

excitation of O 2p to Ce 4f associated with transformations between CeIII and CeIV

in cerium oxides.

Following this work, Ce 3d5=2 core level spectra have been further investigated

in order to clearly delineate CeIII from CeIV cations28. Results have shown that a

broad v" feature (binding energy around 888.6 eV) is characteristic of CeIV while

two distinct v and v' lines (binding energy at 882.1 and 885.8 eV) are characteristic

of CeIII. In addition, XAS has been used to study the LIII edge of both CeIV and

CeIII compounds. In contrast to the multiple transitions observed for CeIV cations,

CeIII cations universally exhibit a single transition corresponding to the 2p54f15d�;1

�nal con�guration. Hence XAS on the Ce LIII edge can serve as a �ngerprint for the

presence of CeIII cations.

In 1998, a series of electron spectroscopy techniques were applied to explore the
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features that can distinguish CeIV from CeIII cations in fully oxidized CeO2, sputtered

CeO2�x and Ce2O3 oxide �lms29. It was found that the Ce 4f photoemission peak,

the D peak in the Ce 4d spectra and the excitation in the band gap between 0 and

3 eV in the EELS spectra can be used to provide the evidence for the presence of

CeIII cations. In addition, XPS analysis of the O 1s photoemission is an alternative

method to recognize the oxidation state of Ce cations31. The O 1s XAS peak at

535 eV was associated with CeIII oxide while the O 1s XAS peak at 530 eV was

assigned to the transition from O 1s to Ce 4f0, an ideal indicator of the presence

of CeIV cations29. Finally, Binet has applied FTIR to CeO2 sample before and after

reduction and pointed out that by comparing their IR spectra, a weak but well-de�ned

peak at 2127 cm�1 can be assigned to the electronic transition of CeIII cations in bulk

defective sites, as an marker for the existence of CeIII cations30.

In summary, a range of experimental techniques exist which can identify CeIII

cations in bulk cerium oxides. These techniques do not provide direct information

about the O-vacancies that are understood to be required in order to allow the exis-

tence of CeIII cations in bulk ceria. None of these techniques can be applied directly

to uCNPs in their application environment|which typically consists of uCNPs in gas

or liquid environments.

2.2 Computational methods used previously to study bulk ceria, ceria

surface and CNPs

2.2.1 Molecular mechanics calculation

In the early 1990s, a set of interatomic potentials were developed to describe ceria

system32{35. These approaches generally separated the energy of a ceria structure into

three contributions. The �rst of these is a Coulomb energy from pair interactions,
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e.g.: X
i 6=j

qiqj
rij

(2.1)

, where qi is the charge on atom (ion) i, and rij the interatomic distance between

each ij pair of atoms. Note that this term explicitly requires that the oxidation state

(that is, the charge, qi) be speci�ed a priori for each atom (ion) in a given system.

The second energy contribution is a short-range interaction arising jointly from the

electronic repulsion and attractive van der Waals forces, expressed in the form of the

Buckingham potential: X
i 6=j

Aij

�
exp

�
rij
�ij

�
� Cij

r6ij

�
(2.2)

The �rst part of this is a repulsive (Born) term, the second part an attractive (van der

Waals) term, and Aij, �ij, and Cij are variable parameters. The �nal contribution

is an ion polarizability induced by the electric �eld produced by all other ions as

described by the shell model, assuming each ion is represented by a point core and a

spherical shell, coupled by a harmonic spring:

X
i

Ki�
2
i (2.3)

Here Ki is the force constant, and �i the distance between core and shell centers

for a particular ion. Studies employing these potentials have focused on the atomic

structures of bulk ceria and ceria surfaces.

To test the applicability of such potentials to CNPs, Migani has examined the

structure, energetics, and stability of ten con�gurational isomers of Ce19O32 with dis-

tinct CeIII/CeIV cationic ordering36. The results were compared with those obtained

from DFT electronic structure calculations and quite similar trends on both struc-

tural parameters and relative energy ordering were observed. Such good agreement

between interatomic potential calculations and DFT calculations was understood to

highlight the key dependence of CNP energy on a sensitive balance between long

range electrostatics and local bonding contributions to the energy, and to imply that
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the empirical models employed were a reliable (and rapid) choice for seeking mini-

mum energy cation (that is, CeIII/CeIV) arrangements. However, it does need to be

noted that assigned charges are not able to vary during structural relaxation, limiting

the ability to apply empirical potentials to seek complex atomic con�gurations that

di�er from initial (and presumably bulk-like) initial con�gurations.

2.2.2 Embedded cluster method

The embedded cluster method was speci�cally developed as an alternative to peri-

odic boundary method to treat defects in ionic crystals and on their surfaces37,38.

For the traditional embedded cluster method, the basic concept focuses on dividing

the ionic defect-containing solid system into a number of local regions. Each local

region consists of a defect structure treated by, e.g., quantum mechanical methods,

as well as the defect surroundings, whose electrostatic potential is described with a

point charge model. While such embedding schemes have been shown to accurately

describe isolated point defects, it is challenging to calculatelong range potential ef-

fects in complex systems or structures poorly represented as point charges39. Several

di�erent approaches have been developed to address this challenge, e.g. by including

a calculated Madelung potential in embedded cluster schemes. One such approach,

the periodic electrostatic embedded cluster method (PEECM)40 leveraging recent

development of the periodic fast multipole method (PFMM)41 (in turn based on a

multipole expansion42), has sought to provide a correct Madelung potential within

the local quantum mechanical region in a periodic array of point charges of any dimen-

sionality. Several studies have used the traditional and developed embedded cluster

method to investigate the surface structure of ceria surfaces and clusters40,43{46.
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2.2.3 DFT electronic structure calculation

Although interatomic potential models and the embedded cluster method are fast,

they require a priori knowledge of the oxidation state of individual Ce and O atoms

to calculate the energy of ceria structures. In contrast, quantum mechanical (QM)

calculations do not necessarily require such knowledge, and can, in some cases, be

used to solve for the oxidation state of atoms in ceria structures36,47{49.

When studying the structures and energetics of ceria based systems with QM

techniques, conventional DFT calculations50{55 adopt either one of the following two

assumptions: (i) a core-state model (CSM), treating Ce 4f electron states in Ce2O3

as part of the core and neglecting their contribution to the chemical bonds50,51, or (ii)

a valence-band model (VBM), explicitly treating Ce 4f electrons in CeO2 as valence

electrons and recognizing their contribution to the chemical bonds53{55. CSM-based

methods accurately predict Ce2O3 as an insulator, but have two drawbacks: (1) their

predictive power is limited because the distribution of CeIII or CeIV cations has to

be assumed as an input of the calculation (similar to empirical models), and (2) it

is not possible to directly obtain the energetics of the CeO2/Ce2O3 redox reaction56.

In contrast, VBM-based methods accurately predict CeO2 as a metal, but do not

accurately predict the band gap experimentally observed in partially reduced ceria

(CeO2�x). This has been primarily attributed to a failure to correctly capture the

electronic localization on the Ce 4f states{an important shortcoming, as these states

have been shown to be key to controlling the oxygen-storage mechanisms in ceria52.

In turn, inaccurate modeling of Ce 4f localization in conventional DFT has been

attributed to incomplete cancellation of the Coulomb self-interaction in exchange-

correlation functionals, and e�ect that stabilizes delocalized solutions.

The challenge, then, is to achieve a uni�ed QM treatment of both oxidation s-

tates of Ce cations as well as to accurately capture both metal/insulator properties

and Ce 4f electron localization. Both the LDA+U method57 and various hybrid
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exchange-correlation functionals58{60 have been developed to overcome the limita-

tions of conventional DFT in these regards. Hybrid functionals are computationally

expensive, in particular when implemented on plane wave basis. Local Gaussian ba-

sis functions in combination with e�cient integral screening have been attempted to

reduce the computational cost59.

Given the computational cost of hybrid functionals, the most widely adopted

uni�ed treatment of the oxidation states of Ce cations is the LDA+U (or GGA+U)

method. These DFT+U methods have been widely used to study bulk ceria, ceria

surfaces, ceria clusters and CNPs, and they correct for errors in conventional DFT

calculations by modifying the on-site Coulomb repulsion for Ce 4f electrons using an

empirical parameter (Hubbard parameter). In the DFT+U formalism of Dudarev61,

which has been widely and successfully applied to ceria systems56,62, a rotationally

invariant simpli�cation of the full Hubbard Hamiltonian results in a single parameter,

Ueff = U � J . U reects the strength of the on-site Coulomb interaction, and J

adjusts the strength of the exchange interaction. From an ab initio point of view, it

would be desirable to determine this parameter in a self-consistent way63. Moreover,

the Ueff parameter has been shown to depend on the chosen exchange-correlation

functional62,64,65. A number of studies have been conducted to optimize the value

of Ueff to best reproduce experimental results (e.g., electronic structure properties

such as band gaps56,62,64,65, the position of the occupied Ce 4f band with respect

to the valence band edge56,62,64,65, and structural properties such as lattice constants

and bulk modulus56,62,64{66) and have found no optimized single value of Ueff can be

used appropriately throughout all calculations. The range of tested Ueff values from

previous computational studies is between 2.5 and 6 eV56,62{74 and the choice of U

depends on what properties are most essential and need to be best captured for a

particular computational study. In conclusion, it must be noted that given a properly

chosen U parameter, DFT+U calculations have been shown to accurately model the
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Figure 2.1: Atomic structure of of f111g, f110g and f100g ceria surfaces. Purple
balls represent O atoms and yellow balls represent Ce atoms.

CeO2/Ce2O3 system56,62{74.

2.3 Previous computational studies on semi-in�nite ceria surfaces

Given the critical role of O-vacancy formation in the \four-step" model of catalysis

by ceria, various computational studies aimed at understanding O-vacancy formation

in bulk ceria and at ideal bulk ceria surfaces have been carried out. In 1992, Sayle75

investigated O-vacancy formation (that is, step 1 from above) in stoichiometric bulk

ceria, and on bulk f111g and f110g ceria surfaces. Both of these surfaces have stoi-

chiometric ideal terminations|that is, cleaving a bulk sample along f111g or f110g
planes results in ideal (unreconstructed) surfaces with CeO2 compositions (see Fig-

ures ??a and ??b). Sayle found that O-vacancy formation was energetically more

favorable on ceria surfaces than in bulk, and more favorable on f110g surfaces than

on f111g surfaces. Later the same group systematically studied the structures and

energetics of and O-vacancy formation energies on three low-indexed ceria surfaces32

in the context of CO oxidation over ceria. Again, all considered surfaces have stoi-

chiometric ideal bulk terminations. Apart from con�rming the conclusions of their

earlier study32, Sayle, et al., found that along with f110g surfaces, f310g surfaces

exhibited lower O-vacancy formation energies than f111g facets. Given the role of

O-vacancies in enabling catalysis by ceria (see steps 1{4 in the \four-step" hypothesis
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of ceria catalysis), surfaces with lower O-vacancy formation energies were predicted

to exhibit higher catalytic activity.

In addition to f111g, f110g and f310g surfaces, Conesa studied the structure and

energetics of three other low-indexed ceria surfaces, f100g, f210g and f211g, of which

only f211g has a stoichiometric ideal termination33. This work found that f211g
surfaces relaxed into stepped f111g con�gurations. Consistent with the previous

Sayle results32,75, O-vacancy formation energies on f110g and f100g surface were

found to be lower than on f111g surfaces; however, O-vacancy pairs were found to

be more stable on f111g surfaces than f110g or f100g.
The results of Sayle, et al., and Conesa were generated using empirical interatomic

potentials which required that the oxidation state of Ce atoms be assumed and �xed.

That is, such methods could not be used to calculate the low-energy distribution of

electrons|as required to predict the distribution of Ce oxidation states for a given

atomic con�guration.

In 2002, Skorodumova used DFT calculations to lift this limitation and directly

explore the electronic structure of O-vacancies in ceria52. Considering both ceria

and a cubic uorite reduced ceria structure with Ce2O3 stoichiometry, Skorodumova

concluded that O-vacancies prefer to be located in the crystal bulk|in contrast to

previous semi-empirical results75, and raising the question of why CeIII cations should

be expected to migrate to sample surfaces (step 2 in the \four-step" hypothesis of ceria

catalysis). Importantly, they also concluded that the two excess electrons associated

with a lattice O atom removed to form a vacancy localize into the 4f states of two of the

four Ce atoms nearest neighbor to the vacant O lattice site (Figure 2.2). Therefore,

the redox properties of ceria (and the \four-step" process of ceria catalysis described

in section 1.2) must critically depend upon electron transitions from delocalized O

2p states to localized Ce 4f states that occur during O-vacancy formation. DFT+U

techniques have made accurate quantum mechanical calculations of these transitions
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Figure 2.2: The process of O-vacancy formation in ceria: a neutral O atom is removed,
leaving behind an empty O lattice site, and returning electrons to nearby Ce atoms.
At right are the calculated electronic density of states (eDOS) for relevant Ce and O
bands. Solid lines correspond to the eDOS of fully oxidzed bulk CeO2, while dashed
lines are for partially reduced bulk CeO2�x. The zero of energy for each system has
been set to the Fermi energy. Note the energy shift down of the Ce states. This plot
shows that electrons returned to Ce states due to O-vacancy formation (that is, the
reduction of ceria) appear in Ce 4f states.

possible.

The results of Skorodumova, et al., are an important contribution to the conven-

tional \four-step" mechanism of catalysis by ceria as they show that the CeIII cations

generated by O-vacancy formation are located at Ce sites adjacent to the O-vacancy

itself. This implies that identifying and characterizing O-vacancies in ceria is equiva-

lent to identifying and characterizing CeIII cations. That is, because CeIII cations are

preset in stoichiometric ceria only if O-vacancies are present and, when present, are

physically adjacent to an O-vacancy, the thermodynamics and kinetics of O-vacancies

are the thermodynamics of CeIII cations.

Note, though, the importance of stoichiometry in the above analysis. The con-

ventional \four-step" picture of ceria catalysis requires interaction of reactants with

surface CeIII cations. These cations appear only as a consequence of O-vacancy
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formation in stoichiometric ceria, but only a subset of possible ceria surfaces have

stoichiometic surface terminations. Therefore, non-stoichiometric ceria surfaces may

exhibit a non-zero concentration of CeIII cations without the formation of O-vacancy

defects. Understanding ceria redox catalysis on these surfaces, even simply evaluat-

ing the applicability of the \four-step" hypothesis for the catalytic mechanism, �rst

requires knowledge of the surface structure. In particular, assessing the role of vacant

surface O lattice sites (whether as part of the thermodynamically stable surface recon-

struction, or as surface defects) is therefore critical to correctly evaluating catalytic

processes on arbitrary ceria surfaces.

Previous calculations of ceria surfaces have not directly or systematically ad-

dressed the role of variations in surface composition and/or structure. Calculations

on stoichiometric ceria surfaces (e.g., f111g, f110g, and f310g) have assumed ideal,

bulk-like terminations. Calculations on non-stoichiometric ceria surfaces [e.g., f100g
(see Figure 2.1c), and f211g] were �rst conducted by enforcing net stoichiometry

in the calculation cell by constructing asymmetric slabs with di�ering top and bot-

tom surfaces, namely one O-terminated surface and one Ce-terminated surface (e.g.,

f100g). While this avoids the issue of CeIII cations present natively in systems with

non-stoichiometric surfaces (in contrast to their presence in reduced ceria directly as

a result of O-vacancy formation), these structural models do not address the issue of

possible surface reconstructions. In addition, the resulting asymmetric computation-

al cells result in electronic dipoles perpendicular to the slab surfaces. These dipoles

distort the calculated electronic structure and give rise to errors in calculated surface

and O-vacancy formation energies.

Calculations by Conesa33 addressed the surface dipole problem by assuming sym-

metric slabs with model (top and bottom) surface structures composed of arbitrarily

assigned arrangements of vacant and �lled surface O lattice sites chosen to satisfy net

stoichiometry (e.g., choosing half the surface O lattice sites to be unoccupied). While
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this eliminates the problem of surface dipoles due to asymmetric slabs, the approach

still does not fully account for possible compositional and structural variations at ceri-

a surfaces. Therefore, calculated results for relative surface and O-vacancy formation

energies may not be relevant to real ceria systems. In turn, this greatly limits the

potential for calculated results to directly evaluate the experimentally-driven \four-

step" hypothesis for ceria catalysis.

A number of other authors have considered semi-in�nite ceria surfaces including

the interaction of small molecules with those surfaces, and report results concerning

the surface structure of ceria surfaces similar to those discussed above43,45,47{49,54,55,64,66,70,71,76{104.

In all cases, the authors have limited their investigations to bulk-like surface termina-

tions and net stoichiometric (or near stoichiometric) slabs. While these calculations

consider the limiting case where the assumptions undergirding the \four-step" mecha-

nism are applicable, they fail to consider potential surface con�gurations that strongly

deviate from bulk ceria structure or stoichiometry.

2.4 Previous computational studies on mall ceria clusters and CNPs

2.4.1 Semi-empirical calculations

To explore whether nanoceria (broadly meaning ceria materials with one or more di-

mension on the nanoscale) behaves similarly to larger ceria materials, computational

studies have considered O-vacancy properties in small ceria clusters and nanoparti-

cles. In 1996, Cordatos applied the empirical interatomic potentials developed by

Sayle, et al., in Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations of an NVT ensemble to �nd

the global minimum energy structures for stoichiometric and sub-stoichiometric ceria

clusters. CenO2n clusters were considered for n = 2 � 20 and n = 5034. Cluster

structures were characterized with their angular-distribution and pair-distribution

functions (ADF and PDF, respectively), and their stability evaluated on the basis of

the zero temperature lattice energy (which consists of pure electrostatic energy, short-
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range repulsion and attraction between ions, and e�ects of electronic polarizability,

see section 2.3.1). Only large clusters formed uorite crystallites with well-de�ned

facets, and these exhibited f111g surfaces. Smaller clusters tended to form spher-

ical agglomerations. Cluster stability increased nonlinearly with cluster size. The

reducibility of ceria clusters was assessed based on the di�erence in lattice energy

between CenO2n and CenO2n�1 clusters, that is, by calculating the e�ective energy of

formation of an O-vacancy. Reducibility (energy of formation of an O-vacancy) was

found to be structure sensitive, but generally decreased (increased) with cluster size.

The use of empirical potentials in this study is notable because the oxidation

state of Ce cations treated with empirical potentials must be �xed a priori (see sec-

tion 2.3.1). Therefore, calculated lattice energies of sub-stoichiometric (reduced)

nanoparticles and calculated reducibilities are constrained by an external assignment

of CeIII cation locations. In reduced clusters, Cordatos placed CeIII cations at the

nanoparticle surfaces in generally unpaired arrangements, in contrast to Skorodumo-

va's �ndings (reported six years after Cordatos' study) on semi-in�nite surfaces that

CeIII cations should be paired and nearest neighbor to vacant O lattice sites. Despite

these limitations, a number of further empirical potential studies were conducted

following Cordatos work.

In 1998, Vyas also used empirical potentials (in fact, comparing four di�erent

potentials), to study the surface structures and energetics of a set of ceria surfaces.

Based on these results, stoichiometric ceria crystallites were predicted to exhibit an

octahedral morphology35 with f111g facets, in agreement with the Cordatos' previous

�ndings.

Sayle, et al.105, conducted molecular dynamics simulations of ceria nanoparticles

using the same empirical potentials applied by Cordatos34, and in Sayle's own pre-

vious work on ceria semi-in�nite surfaces32,75. Sayle relaxed three 10 nm CNPs with

di�erent combinations of low-index surfaces to explore various CNP shapes. De-
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Figure 2.3: Three CNPs with di�erent initial structures evolved into �nal con�gura-
tions after MD simulation105.

spite beginning with completely di�erent initial shapes, all three CNPs considered

by Sayle, et al., relaxed to similar shapes: truncated octohedrons comprised of eight

f111g facets and f100g mini-facets at the six corners (see Figure 2.3). It is notable

that the f110g surfaces previously predicted32,33,75,76 in semi-in�nite slab calculations

as more stable than f100g surfaces but less stable than f111g surfaces disappeared

in small CNPs, leaving behind only f111g and f100g surfaces. The resulting f100g-
truncated octahedral CNPs agreed well with experimentally determined shapes of

certain synthesized CNPs106.

2.4.2 Quantum mechanical calculations of small ceria clusters

In 2006, Tsunekawa, using GGA calculations not requiring a priori speci�cation of the

oxidation state of Ce cations, calculated the electronic density of states (eDOS) and

band structure of two ceria clusters. Their study considered a fully oxidized (CeO2)13

cluster and a fully reduced (CeO1:5)13 cluster107. HOMO-LUMO gap energies of the
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clusters (CeO2)13 and (CeO1:5)13 were calculated to be �0 and 3 eV, respectively.

Li subsequently employed both LDA+U and GGA+U calculations to investigate

the geometric and electronic structures of small CenOm (n=1{4, m=2n{1,2n) clusters

and their reducibility108. They found the energy of formation of O-vacancies to

be much lower in ceria clusters than in the bulk ceria, implying better catalytic

properties. This result was supported by Zhang, et al., who used LDA+U method

to calculate the energy of formation of one O-vacancy in a Ce4O8 cluster109. Chen,

et al., studied the eDOS of stoichiometric CenO2n (n=1-4) clusters and analyzed the

decomposed spd orbital distributions of both Ce and O atoms within clusters of n=2

and n=3 in detail110. The Fukui function111 was used to identify di�erent kinds of Ce

and O atoms in terms of di�erent coordination states, and to evaluate the chemical

reactivity of a certain atoms. Results indicated that Ce atoms or O atoms with

di�erent numbers of nearest bonding atoms will have di�erent chemical reactivity.

While these quantum mechanical studies allow calculation of the distribution of

CeIII and CeIV cations, in contrast to semi-empirical calculations, they are limited

to small clusters without distinct facets. Given that catalysis by ceria occurs at

ceria surface facets, such calculations o�er limited insight into the mechanisms and

properties of experimentally synthesized nanoceria samples.

2.4.3 Quantum mechanical calculations of ceria crystallites (nanoparti-

cles)

In 2007, Loschen conducted DFT-based calculations aimed at understanding the

atomic structure of ceria crystallites, which, although still small, possessed distinct

crystallinity and faceted surfaces112. They studied f111g-terminated octahedral C-

NPs which are partially reduced (CeO2�x) due to the sub-stoichiometric (meaning

O-de�cient) nanoparticle edge and corner structures considered. In contrast to pre-

vious experimental results, Loschen, et al.112, found that the ceria lattice spacing
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decreased with decreasing nanoparticle size (based on calculated interatomic Ce-Ce

and Ce-O distances). It was concluded that the presence of multiple O-vacancies, in-

herent to CNPs at �nite temperature due to low O-vacancy formation energies, must

account for the experimentally detected lattice expansion in small, partially-reduced

nanoparticles. This was supported, in part, by included calculations of nanoparticles

containing a single bulk O-vacancy showing that interatomic Ce-Ce distances of Ce

atoms near O-vacancies increased. Loschen, et al., also reported that CeIII cations

(present in their nanoparticles due to non-stoichiometric CNP edges, not bulk O-

vacancies) were located at the edges and corners of CNPs, whereas CeIV cations were

located at fully O-coordinated sites.

A 2008 study by the same authors have systematically investigated the energetics

and structure of octahedral CNPs containing up to 85 Ce atoms, as well as \cubocta-

hedral" CNPs of similar size and consisting of octahedral structures with six corner

Ce atoms removed113. The truncated corners of cubotahedral CNPs are small, O-

terminated f100g facets, recalling the nanoparticle shapes predicted by Sayle, et al.,

using semi-empirical potentials and mimicking certain structures observed experi-

mentally for 2{10 nm CNPs114,115. This 2008 study also calculates the energy of

formation of a single O-vacancy in various CNPs, as well as CeIII versus CeIV cation

distribution within those CNPs113. In order to compare energies of di�erent shaped

and sized CNPs, an energy of formation of CNPs, Ef , was de�ned for n Ce atoms,

m O atoms, and referenced to the energy of solid Ce metal Ce(s) and molecular O in

the gas phase O2(g):

Ef =
1

n
E (CenOm)� E(Ce(s))� m

2n
E
�
O2(g)

�
(2.4)

Loschen, et al., considered partially-reduced, stoichiometric and, for the �rst time,

super-oxidized (CeO2+x) nanoparticles113. While partially-reduced nanoparticles were

found to have formation energies that converge to the the energy of formation of bulk

CeO2(s) with increasing size, stoichiometric CNPs had formation energies below this
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trend, and oxidized CNPs had formation energies above this trend. The authors not-

ed that the super-oxidized nanoparticles (Ce13O32 and Ce38O80), containing 6 and 4

excess O atoms respectively, exhibited isolated O�1 anions (\peroxide-like O-atoms"),

likely causing the relative increase in the energy of formation of CNPs.

In a separate 2008 publication, the same research group sought to identify a

\size-converged" model CNP that, on the one hand, would be as small as possible to

minimize computational cost, but on the other hand, large enough to be representa-

tive of experimentally observed properties116. To seek such a model CNP structure,

they examined CO adsorption at di�erent CNP surface sites as a function of CN-

P size seeking a CNP size beyond which the energetics of CO interaction with the

CNP became invariant. Using model CNPs similar to the 2008 Loschen's study113

(notably excluding the oxidized CNPs considered in that work), the authors conclud-

ed that adsorption properties were very sensitive to the CNP size, but converged

to values within expected accuracy for computational studies (�0.1 eV) for CNPs

approximately 1 nm in diameter.

In parallel work, Inerbaev, et al., have investigated the energy of formation of

O-vacancies at the surface, the subsurface and inside CNPs as a function of CNP

sizes, CeIII versus CeIV cation ratios, and variations in details of the DFT method-

ology used117. They found that the energy of formation of O-vacancies decreased

with increasing CNP size and decreasing CeIII versus CeIV cation ratio. This implied

that for a CNP of given size, there exists an equilibrium concentration of O-vacancies

at �nite temperature. The authors also compared formation energies of O-vacancies

calculated with di�erent DFT exchange-correlation potentials and di�erent parame-

terizations of the semi-empirical Hubbard Ueff parameter, which is used to correct

a known limitation of DFT in correctly modeling localized f orbitals (see Appendix

B). Highlighting previous results showing that O-vacancy formation in ceria triggers

electron transitions from delocalized O 2p states to localized Ce 4f states, Inerbaev
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found strong variations in formation energies of O-vacancies with respect to Ueff .

Strong variations in formation energies of O-vacancies were also reported between

GGA and LDA calculations.

Migani then proposed that formation of O-vacancies was greatly facilitated in

stoiochiometric CNPs compared to extended surfaces118,119. The formation of O-

vacancies in stoichiometric CNPs has been decomposed into three elementary steps

and energies associated with each step was separately evaluated. The �rst step was

two electrons transferred from one OII anion to two CeIV cations that were subse-

quently reduced to CeIII cations. The associated energy (E1) was calculated from

the separation between the highest-occupied O 2p orbital of the OII anion and the

Ce 4f orbitals of the two CeIV cations involved in the two-electron transfer. The

second step was removal of the neutral O atom from its lattice site, and the associ-

ated energy (E2) was calculated from change before and after eliminating a neutral

O atom within considered CNPs. The third step was relaxation of the whole system,

and the associated energy (E3) was calculated from the energy di�erence between the

O-vacancy-containing systems with 4f1 electrons localized at Ce sites �rst neighbour-

ing to O-vacancies at the �xed geometry of the pristine model and at the relaxed

geometry. The energy of formation of O-vacancies in stoichiometric CNPs (Ef ) was

de�ned as Ef = E1 + E2 + E3. They concluded that (1) it was easier to remove

low-coordinated O atoms to form O-vacancies; (2) formation energies of O-vacancies

decreased with increasing size of CNPs (considered size no more than 2 nm), indi-

cating that the CNP of a certain size was expected to be most favorable to form

O-vacancies; (3) size-dependent Ef was driven by electrostatics between OII anions

and CeIV cations, thus enabling the prediction that most easily removable are the

low-coordinated O atoms experiencing the least attractive electrostatic potential in

the pristine ceria systems without O-vacancies.

Most recently, Migani, et al., predicted that stoichiometric CNPs of tetrahedral
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shape and size less than 2 nm was more stable than experimentally observed stoi-

chiometric CNPs of truncated octahedral shape and larger size120.

To sum up, atomistic calculations focusing on stoichiometric or near-stoichiometric

(particularly partially-reduced) nanoceria structures with bulk-like surface con�gu-

rations have been conducted to study various nanoclusters and faceted octahedral,

cuboctahedral and tetrahedral CNPs. Calculated results show that CeIII cations,

when present, are generally under-coordinated Ce atoms (e.g., those neighboring dis-

crete O-vacancies, or those at under-coordinated surface, edge or corner sites) and

that formation of O-vacancies involves electron transfers from O 2p states to Ce 4f

states. Beyond this, calculations on faceted CNPs show that energetics of the O-

vacancy formation, while generally lower at CNP surfaces than in bulk, are highly

dependent on the CNP shape and composition, and that surface composition itself

directly inuences the number and distribution of CeIII cations. While individual

results suggest various low-energy overall con�gurations (combinations of CNP size,

shape and composition), no de�nitive consensus has emerged to de�ne a computation-

al predicted con�guration for actual CNP catalysts. Critically, calculations to date

have not systematically explored the possibility of non-bulk-like CNP surface termi-

nations, and have frequently limited consideration of possible CNP con�gurations on

the basis of bulk stoichiometry.

2.5 Previous experimental studies on {OH groups adsorbed at surfaces

of CNPs

As highly active CNPs are typically synthesized and applied in aqueous and/or humid

environments, it is generally acknowledged that {OH groups are present on the surface

of all as-prepared CNPs121,122. Furthermore, these {OH surface groups signi�cantly

a�ect not only the adsorption/desorption behavior of water at surfaces in related

catalytic processes123, but also the rate and degree of surface modi�cations, such as
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reactions between {OH surface groups and silane coupling agents124,125.

None of previous computational studies concerning CNPs has considered the ori-

gin and nature of adsorbed {OH surface groups other than focusing on bare, ideal,

stoichiometric surface con�gurations. In contrast, the potential role of adsorbed {OH

surface groups is highly desired to be understood by experimentalists. Fourier trans-

form infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and thermogravimetric analysis with mass spec-

troscopy (TGA-MS) have previously veri�ed the presence of adsorbed {OH groups

on CNPs, and estimated their binding energies and surface densities126{128. These

techniques, though, are not able to directly reveal the structure of OH-terminated

ceria surfaces121,129, nor the chemistry controlling the adsorption, distribution, and

stable densities of {OH surface groups as a function of environmental conditions. On

the contrary, we will show in this dissertation that DFT calculations can be combined

with experimental synthesis and characterization methods, as well as thermochemical

data, to address these limitations.

2.6 Previous perspective on the catalytic behavior of CNPs to oxidize

CO

CO is a typical by-product of car exhausts, energy-harvesting combustion including

fuel cells and many industrial proceeds involving organic compounds that seriously

contaminates the environment and sabotages our health. Converting CO to CO2

in the catalytic oxidation reaction is a practical means widely exploited in industry.

However, such process typically processes under rather high oxidation temperature,

which necessarily increases energy consumption and requires high selectivity, stability

and activity of applied catalysts. Extensive researches have been carried out to �nd

e�cient catalysts that facilitate the oxidation of CO. CNPs have been shown to

be a potential candidate given their application in three way catalysts130 and fuel

cells4,8 as well as their role in lowering the oxidation temperature of CO131. It is
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widely accepted that oxidation of CO by ceria is controlled by lattice O vacancies

at surfaces of reduced ceria regardless of its shape, size and composition130{133. The

basic reaction mechanism is the generation and annihilation of lattice O-vacancies

via exchange between CeIV and CeIII cations that are capable of providing the atomic

oxygen that combines with CO at surfaces. It can be described as CeIV + CO(g) �!
CeIII + V��

O + CO2(g)130. Hence, various strategies including increasing the surface-

to-volume ratio have been developed to engineer ceria catalysts for the purpose of

enhancing the density of available surface O-vacancies131,133{139. Is this the case for

uCNPs to realize the oxidation of CO to CO2? We will show di�erent viewpoints

concerning the catalytic behavior of uCNPs in this dissertation.

2.7 Previous experimental and computational studies of water-gas shift

reaction catalyzed by ceria

2.7.1 Introduction

Water-gas shift (WGS) reaction has been extensively employed in industry to mas-

sively produce pure hydrogen. Based on the range of temperatures within which

the catalyst functions, WGS reaction can be divided into low temperature reaction,

medium temperature reaction and high temperature reaction. Typically, the low

temperature reaction is operated between 190-250 �C over copper-zinc oxide based

catalysts, and the high temperature reaction is carried out at 350-450 �C over iron

oxide based catalysts, while the medium temperature reaction proceeds at 270-350 �C

over modi�ed copper-zinc catalysts140,141. Besides the above three types of catalysts,

sulfur-tolerant catalysts using cobalt and molybdenum sul�des as active ingredients

and precious metal based catalysts (mainly platinum and gold) are also under inten-

sive investigation. Regarding the WGS reaction mechanism, two broadly classi�ed

pathways based on either associative mechanism or redox mechanism from the micro

kinetic perspective have both been initially proposed by Armstrong and Hilditch142
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in 1920s, and which one dominates the catalytic process pertinent to particular cat-

alytic systems has always been the controversial topic since then. The key step of

associative mechanism is the formation of an unspeci�ed intermediate once CO2 and

H2O are absorbed onto the catalyst surface and subsequent dissociation of the in-

termediate into reaction products. Such mechanism can be illustrated by following

equations143:

CO(g) ! CO(ads)

H2O(g) ! H2O(ads)

CO(ads) +H2O(ads) ! [intermediate] ! CO2(ads) +H2(ads)

CO2(ads) ! CO2(g)

H2(ads) ! H2(g)

It is considered that the third reaction step determines the overall reaction rate141.

In contrast, the redox mechanism involves a periodic change of the catalytic surface

state in terms of �rst being reduced by incoming CO2 and then oxidized by incoming

H2O. This mechanism can be represented by following equations141:

CO + ox! CO2 + red

H2O + red! H2 + ox

In this mechanism, the dissociation of H2O with surface O-vacancies or with surface

O adatoms is recognized as the rate-determining step144.

2.7.2 The variables inuencing the reaction rate141

The WGS reaction rate can be a�ected by a number of factors. Above all, it is

intrinsically inuenced by the nature of applied catalysts, which is closely related to

their chemical composition and preparation method. Externally, processing variables

such as temperature, steam/dry gas ratio and pressure will also inuence the reaction

kinetics. Since the WGS reaction is exothermic, the equilibrium will be likely to shift

towards hydrogen production at low temperatures. However, in the case that is

kinetically- rather than equilibrium-limited, higher gas/bed temperatures may favor
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the reaction in the reactor. In addition, it is indicated that higher steam/dry gas ratios

in commercial ranges increase the WGS reaction rate and bene�t CO conversion, and

so does the pressure.

2.7.3 Former studies of WGS reaction mechanism on ceria-based cata-

lysts

The traditional pyrophoric low temperature shift (LHS) catalysts (Cu/ZnO/Al2O3)

can not be well adjusted to the fuel cell application that requires rapid startup or

shutdown processes, it is thus necessary to develop nonpyrophoric LHS catalysts with

high activity and e�ciency145. Following this idea, structures consisting of noble met-

al particles on the partially reducible oxide (PRO) support or inverse structures for

low-temperature WGS reactions have been widely explored146{152. As a matter of

fact, two prevalent viewpoints on the function of such particular catalytic systems

similar to the general catalyzed WGS mechanism are supported by various experi-

mental and computational studies153{157. In general, WGS reaction is explained by

the redox mechanism and the associative mechanism, or the combination of these

two158. Speci�cally, the former emphasizes the reduction role of noble metal facili-

tating its absorbed CO to capture oxygen absorbed on PRO at metal/PRO interface

and creating a surface O-vacancy by releasing CO2 as well as the oxidation role of

H2O replenishing the surface O-vacancy by depositing an O adatom and generating

H2
144,159,160. However, the latter stresses the decisive role of noble metal facilitating

the dissociation of H2O to germinate bridged {OH surface groups on PRO surface and

subsequent formation of bidentate formate as the crucial intermediate by associating

CO with {OH surface groups as well as the selective decomposition of formate to H2

and CO2 with co-adsorbed H2O
161{166.
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2.7.3.1 Experimental studies

One of the big LHS catalyst families is the metal/ceria catalysts, for instance Au/CeO2,

Pt/CeO2, Cu/CeO2 and the corresponding inverse-structured catalysts. On the basis

of oxygen storage capacity (OSC) of ceria, redox mechanism was proposed that CO

absorbed on the metal reacted with an O atom donated from ceria and to form CO2

and then H2O o�ered an O atom to reoxidize ceria and yield H2
167{170. The relevant

reaction steps can be shown as:

CO(g) + �0 ! CO
0

(ads)

CO
0

(ads) + 2CeO2 ! CO2(g) + Ce2O3 + �0

H2O(g) + Ce2O3 ! 2CeO2 +H2(g)

where �0 represents a free adsorption site on the metal surface and CO
0

(ads) the ad-

sorbed CO on the metal surface. Alternative formate mechanism (also known as as-

sociative mechanism) was suggested relying on FIIR spectroscopy investigation163,171.

Similarly to the redox mechanism, the reaction pathways of formate mechanism can

be summerized as:

CO(g) + �0 ! CO
0

(ads)

H2O(g) + �0 + �00 ! H
0

(ads) +OH
00

(ads)

CO
0

(ads) +OH
00

(ads) ! COOH
0

(ads) + �00

COOH
0

(ads) + �00 ! COOH
00

(ads) +H
0

(ads)

2H
0

(ads) ! H2(g) + 2�0

where �0 and �00 are the free adsorption sites on the metal surface and on the ox-

ides, respectively;
0

(ads) and
00

(ads) represent adsorption on the metal and on the oxide,

respectively. In this mechanism, {OH surface groups and intermediates (primarily

formate) were recognized to be crucial chemicals dominating the WGS reaction on

metal/ceria catalysts151. {OH surface groups are produced by dissociation of H2O

on O-vacancy sites, and they needs to be further broken to regenerate O atoms172.

There are two scenarios envisioned to generate the formate intermediates, either from
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CO directly interacting with {OH surface groups on reduced ceria surfaces induced

by precious mental173{176 or from CO absorbed on active Au sites interacting with

nearby {OH groups on ceria surfaces at the interface between Au particles and ceria

support147. Extensive studies have been focused on the conditions that bene�t the

formation of {OH surface groups and dissociation of intermediates. One way is to

internally tailor the surface structure of catalysts to achieve better catalytic perfor-

mance. It has been evidenced that incorporating zirconia dopants into ceria lattice

increases both the surface area and the concentration of {OH groups at surface CeIII

cation sites177. Another interesting phenomenon concerning this issue is that combin-

ing three separately catalytic inactive materials can create an extremely high active

complex metal/CeO2(111)/TiO2(110) catalyst for WGS reaction150. In such system,

CNPs are deposited on the TiO2(110) to form nontypical coordinated ceria structures

with considerable CeIII states, which not only enhances its reaction activity but al-

so induces a larger dispersion of supported metal nanoparticles on TiO2(110). The

complex structure provides a one-stop arena and facile avenue for WGS reaction in

that H2O can easily dissociate to {OH surface groups on the oxide to form low sta-

ble intermediates with CO adsorbed on the admetal nanoparticles, and subsequently

decompose intermedates to yield H2 and CO2 at the oxide-admetal interface. More-

over, increasing the size of metallic cations in PRO gives rise to stronger C-O bonds

in formate and in turn weakens the C-H bond, which may fasten the dissociation of

formate and thus the reaction rate145. Meanwhile, DRIFTS analysis suggests C-H

bond of formate can be weakened by the incorporation of alkali promoter (for example

Na) into Pt-zirconia catalysts178. Another way is to externally varying the reaction

environment to a�ect the surface structure of catalysts and thus their catalytic be-

haviors. One study suggested that in realistic reaction, the content of atmosphere

would signi�cantly inuence the reaction rate and activity179. The reaction kinetics

were closely related to two competitive intermediate species, bidentate formate and
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unidentate carbonate. The former actively participated in the forward WGS reaction

to generate H2 and CO2 at the active sites where {OH surface groups were located,

while the latter acted as the spectator but inhibited the forward WGS by blocking the

active sites to accommodate formate and absorb CO. They found that high H2 con-

centration greatly reduced the initial reaction rate dependent on the buildup of {OH

surface groups and reactive formate, but high CO concentration led to pronounced

deactivation of forward WGS reaction as it produces a number of reaction-inhibiting

unidentate carbonates. In addition, Burch has also pointed out the nature of active

catalyst was strongly dependent on the reaction conditions, and the reaction temper-

ature as well as the ratio of H2O to CO2 can drive the dominant WGS reaction transit

from a redox-type process to a surface species-mediated one146,180. Speci�cally, the

redox mechanism would be anticipated in the presence of high concentrated H2O and

mainly oxidized surface of the catalyst at high temperatures while the associative

mechanism would be generally expected at low temperatures as enough lifetime was

given for the formation and dissociation of intermediate species. On the other hand,

high H2O to CO2 promoted the formation of formate rather than carbonate and verse

visa.

Several studies have suggested inverse oxide/metal catalysts exhibit better perfor-

mance than conventional metal/oxide catalysts181,182. The assumed mechanism for

WGS reaction can be viewed as the combination of redox and associate mechanisms

and undergo following pathways182:

CO(g) ! CO(ads)

H2O(g) ! H2O(ads)

H2O(ads) ! OH(ads) +H(ads)

CO(ads) +OH(ads) ! HCOx(ads)

HCOx(ads) ! CO2(g) +H(ads)

2H(ads) ! H2(g)

HCOx(ads) stands for three possible intermediate species formed by interacting CO
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Figure 2.4: Chemical structures of absorbed intermediates on ceria surfaces182

Figure 2.5: Most stable con�gurations of intermediates on Cu (111)183

with {OH surface groups, i.e. formate, carbonate and carboxylate, whose structures

are shown in Figure 2.4. Compared to carboxylate, formate and carbonate are ther-

mally stable species absorbed on reduced ceria surfaces182. The role of ceria involves

both generating active sites for WGS reaction and stabilizing essential reaction inter-

mediates182.

In the inverse CeOx/Cu(111) system, a considerable amount of CeIII cations in

CNPs were indicated by Ce 3d spectra observed in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS), which was considered apparently increasing the catalytic activity and lowered
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apparent activation energy of CeOx/Cu(111) catalyst181.

2.7.3.2 Computational studies

In general, DFT+U approach has been adopted to study the WGS reaction mecha-

nism of noble metal/CeO2 catalysts. The computational model commonly employed

5- to 9-layered ceria slab model with top 2-3 layers to be relaxed and metal clusters on

the surface172. The basic procedure generally involves: (1) identifying stable species

likely present during WGS reaction absorbed on the surface of either noble metal or

ceria; (2) calculating the binding energy of identi�ed stable species (including transi-

tion states) and analysing their atomic and electronic structural evolutions including

bond break/formation and charge transfer; (3) determining the elementary reaction

steps that provide the pathway for the transition from one identi�ed stable structure

to another based on previously proposed redox mechanism or associative mechanism;

(4) calculating the reaction barrier of various elementary reaction steps according to

nudged elastic band method; (5) evaluating of the feasibility of assumed mechanism-

s and mapping out the most possible pathway for those mechanisms. Figure 2.5

shows all the possible intermediates formed on the surface of pure metal during WGS

reaction183.

DFT calculations have revealed a third mechanism governing the WGS reaction

on Au/CeO2 or Pt/CeO2 catalyst system, carboxyl mechanism172,184{186, and it was

indicated as the dominant WGS reaction mechanism on Cu(111)183 and Au(111)

catalysts155. DFT calculation showed that the decomposition of {COOH required

overcoming the highest energy barrier184; however, the most di�cult step was the

dissociation of H2O and reduced CeO2(111) can facilitate this process185. Chen fur-

ther argued that for Au/CeO2 catalysts, the active reaction site for H2O dissociation

was neither on Au cluster nor on ceria support as the relevant reaction on these two

sites exhibited too high energy barrier172, but at the interface between Au cluster and
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ceria surface with O-vacancies nearby186. CO was oxidized on Au cluster by tilting

towards nearby OH to form trans-COOH. Instead of directly breaking O-H bond on

Au cluster172, trans-COOH passed its H onto OH nearby to release CO2, through

which the activation barrier of breaking O-H bond was signi�cantly lowered. All

DFT calculations have consistently indicated that H2 was produced via combining

two atomic H adsorbed on the metal155,183{188.

2.7.4 Brief summary of previous studies

The WGS mechanism and reaction kinetics is controlled by the nature of catalytic

systems and reaction environment. The panoramic picture of WGS reaction on met-

al/ceria catalyst involves three key step, namely CO oxidation, H2O dissociation and

H2 generation. CO will preferably adsorb onto the metal and its oxidation generally

follow two pathways. One is directly oxidized by surface O atom on ceria support

based on the redox mechanism while the other is �rst forming an intermediates with n-

earby {OH surface groups and then being decomposed by H2O or {OH surface groups

to release CO2 obeying the associative mechanism. It is worth noting that the decom-

position of these intermediate species can be rate-determining step for overall WGS

reaction and their concentration as well as stability are very environment-dependent,

for instance, reaction temperature and partial pressures of CO, H2O and CO2. H2O

dissociation is another crucial reaction step for both mechanisms and the feasible

pathways occur at places where activation energy of breaking O-H bond is lowest,

possibly at interfaces between metal and ceria support. H2 production is unanimously

realized through combining two surface H adatoms located on the metal. Both metal

and ceria support are indispensable components for the WGS reaction as they both

facilitate lowering the energy barrier of H2O dissociation and fasten the decomposi-

tion of intermediate species. Is this picture consistent with catalytic mechanism of

uCNPs? Are there any alternative catalytic mechanism available for uCNPs? We will
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Figure 2.6: n(Ce)/n(O) as a function of CNP size for Ce-terminated (blue) cubic
CNPs and O-terminated (red) cubic CNPs.

discuss di�erent options for uCNPs to catalyze WGS reaction in this dissertation.

2.8 Challenges in computational modeling of ultra-small ceria nanopar-

ticles (uCNPs)

2.8.1 Problems arising from constructing uCNPs with ideal, stoichiomet-

ric, bulk-cut surface con�gurations

Despite all previous computational studies on octahedral shaped and cuboctahedral

shaped CNPs have constrained themselves to ideal, stoichiometric, bulk-cut surface

con�gurations, in the following we will show that in fact, it is impossible to intuitively

construct uCNPs of any experimentally observed shape with ideal stoichiometric,

bulk-cut surface con�gurations.

For cubic f001g-terminated CNPs with N Ce atoms along each edge, there are

4N3 Ce atoms and (2N � 1)3 \bulk" O atoms internal to the CNP. In the absence
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of additional O atoms (e.g., for a Ce-terminated CNP) the ratio of Ce to O atoms,

nCe=nO, is:

nCe
nO

=
4N3

(2N � 1)3
(2.5)

If the CNP surface is fully O-terminated{that is, if every surface O lattice site is

occupied by one O atom{there are 4 additional O atoms at the corners, 12(2N � 1)2

at edges and 6(2N � 1)3 at facets. Thus, nCe=nO becomes

nCe
nO

=
4N3

(2N � 1)3 + 6(2N � 1)2 + 12(2N � 1) + 4
(2.6)

Figure 2.6 plots nCe=nO as a function of CNP size for cubic f001g-terminated C-

NPs with either Ce- or O-terminations. In both cases, CeO2 stoichiometry (that is

nCe=nO � 0:5) is a limiting case, and cannot be achieved for cubic f001g-terminated

CNPs of �nite size. Constructing a �nite, cubic f001g-terminated CNP with ex-

act CeO2 stoichiometry therefore requires either deleting some fraction of O atoms

present in O-terminated CNPs, or deleting Ce atoms from Ce-terminated CNPs.

For octahedral f111g-terminated with N Ce atoms along each edge, there are

N(2N2+1)=3 Ce atoms and 4N(N�1)(N+1)=3 \bulk" O atoms. In this case \bulk"

O atoms include those O atoms present as part of stoichiometric f111g surfaces. Note

that though f111g CNP facets are stoichiometric, their edges and corners are not. For

octahedral f111g-terminated CNPs with no additional O atoms at edges and corners

(this is the Ce-terminated case), the ratio of Ce to O atoms, nCe=nO, is:

nCe
nO

=
2N2 + 1

4(N2 � 1)
(2.7)

As above if every surface O lattice site is occupied by one O atom (the O-terminated

limit) there are 24 additional O atoms at the CNP corners, 24(N � 2) at edges and

4(N � 2)(N � 3) at facets. In this case the total number of O atoms becomes

4N(N � 1)(N + 1)

3
+ 24(N � 2) + 24+

4(N � 2)(N � 3) =
4N(N + 1)(N + 2)

3
(2.8)
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Figure 2.7: n(Ce)/n(O) as a function of CNP size for Ce-terminated (blue) octahedral
CNPs and O-terminated (red) octahedral CNPs.

Thus, for octahedral f111g-terminated CNPs with all surface O lattice sites occupied

by O atoms (this is the O-terminated case), nCe=nO becomes

nCe
nO

=
2N2 + 1

4(N + 1)(N + 2)
(2.9)

Figure 2.7 plots nCe=nO as a function of CNP size for octahedral f111g-terminated

CNPs with either Ce- or O-terminations. As for the f001g-terminated CNPs dis-

cussed above, exactly stoichiometric �nite-sized f111g-terminated CNPs can only be

constructed by removing O atoms or Ce atoms from O-terminated or Ce-terminated

CNPs, respectively.

2.8.2 Challenges to construct realistic, physically-representative uCNPs

Computing properties that are quantitatively comparable to experimental results

requires the construction of realistic, physically-representative structures as calcula-

tion inputs. For bulk crystalline systems this is relatively straightforward as well-
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established experimental techniques have been used to determine precise unit cell

con�gurations for most common materials (including, of course, the two bulk struc-

tures of ceria189). Systems containing surfaces introduce the added complexity of

determining (i) the local (surface) concentration of atoms and (ii) their local con-

�guration at the surface itself. For crystal facets, these complexities are somewhat

mitigated by the availability of experimental techniques (e.g. LEEM) capable of de-

termining surface symmetry190,191. Also, the contiguous nature of bulk crystal facets

generally constrains con�gurational complexity to identi�able rearrangements of the

underlying bulk structure. Even so, surface structure (and composition) determina-

tion is an active and challenging research area26,192,193.

For nanoparticles the complexities of bulk surface systems are only exacerbated by

the necessity of selecting the correct set of surfaces that de�ne the three-dimensionally

constrained structure. This, of course, translates as needing to know the actual shape

of a nanoparticle. As an extension, not only must the local arrangements of atoms in

surface facets be determined, but also the local arrangement and distribution of atoms

at facet intersections (edges and corners), and the changes in atomic con�gurations

on surface facets due to nearby edges. Finally, for small nanoparticles, large surface-

to-volume ratios can even cause changes in the internal bulk atomic arrangement

within the nanoparticle.

In CNPs, nanoparticle shape has been well-characterized experimentally, with

TEM and XRD studies reporting octahedral, cuboctahedral and cubiodal shapes11,114,115,194{198.

In addition, experimental studies primarily report that such CNPs have f100g and/or

f111g facets11,114,115,194{198. In combination with calculated results for semi-in�nite s-

labs (which �nd that f111g, f110g andf100g surfaces have the lowest energy32,33,75,76),

this existing body of experimental work has motivated quantum mechanical calcu-

lations of CNPs to focus on octahedral and cuboctahedral CNPs similar to those

observed experimentally114,115,196,198. The availability of experimental results to in-
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form atomistic calculations with regards to nanoparticle shape is in stark contrast

to the lack of experimental results addressing the question of the detailed atomic

arrangements and relative compositions of atoms at CNP surfaces.

The lack of experimental information regarding detailed arrangements of atoms

at CNP surfaces leads immediately to a key challenge in constructing input atom-

ic con�gurations for the computational modeling of CNPs. Consider building a

�1 nm f111g-terminated octahedral CNP, similar to those observed experimental-

ly114,115,196,198. Beginning with a bulk cubic uorite CeO2 structure, we may cut eight

intersecting f111g planes to form an octahedron with a diameter of �1 nm. The

structure has 44 Ce atoms, and the atomic arrangement internal to the CNP is stoi-

chiometric (as these atoms are simply arranged in the ideal bulk cubic uorite struc-

ture). In addition, the f111g surfaces themselves have a stoichiometric O-termination

(as observed via, e.g., STM24). But, as shown in Figure 3.4f, the edges and corners of

the CNP are not stoichiometric, and require that a con�gurational choice be made.

If all edge and corner O sites are occupied (as shown in Figure 3.4f, where blue balls

are O atoms at facet, edge, and corner O lattice sites), the structure contains eighty

excess O atoms (Ce44O160). How do we best model real f111g CNPs? Previous stud-

ies focusing on ideal, bulk-terminated CNP surfaces and stoichiometric CNPs have

removed all surface O atoms (blue balls in Figure 3.4f) and four (of six) arbitrarily

chosen corner Ce atoms to force a stoichiometric Ce40O80 structure. While a sin-

gle result �nds that CNPs with isolated excess O atoms at bulk O lattice sites are

energetically unfavorable113 and a number of calculations have considered partially

reduced CNPs36,112,113,116{119, no comprehensive exploration of the stability of CNPs

versus O facet/edge/corner concentration has been completed.

Beyond this (relatively) straightforward case of octahedral f111g-terminated C-

NPs, we must also consider other CNP shapes that have been experimentally ob-

served, particularly those reported to have high catalytic activity. CNP cubes, for
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example, are bounded by six f100g surfaces, have been observed experimentally, and

f100g surfaces are reported have particularly high activity194,196,197,199,200. In this case

the f100g surface itself does not have a stoichiometric termination, and even greater

con�gurational gymnastics must be contemplated if we are to determine the stable

CNP con�guration. For example, a � 1 nm CNP cube with all surface O lattice sites

occupied has composition Ce32O121. To construct a stoichiometric CNP requires the

removal of 57 O atoms. As there are an even number of facets, edges and corners on

a cubic CNP, there is no possible way to achieve stoichiometry by removing O atoms

evenly from facets, edges and/or corners!

2.9 Brief proposal to address the challenges in studying the surface struc-

ture of uCNPs

Ultimately, as catalysis is a surface process, understanding the atomistic concen-

trations and con�gurations at CNP surfaces is critical to accurately modeling their

catalytic mechanisms. In general, it is not possible to intuit the stable concentration

or con�guration of surface species, as highlighted by the challenges of constructing

atomistic input structures. This is even more an issue when it is noted that cata-

lysts are both synthesized and applied in open systems where the environment the

nanoparticle catalyst is in can serve as a source and/or sink of atoms or molecules.

Therefore, in the absence of clear experimental information as to the detailed sur-

face structures of real CNPs, computational attempts to characterize CNP properties

must systematically investigate CNP structures without assuming particular concen-

trations or con�gurations of atoms at CNP surfaces.

In this dissertation work, we will speci�cally address this challenge from sever-

al points. Firstly, we will show how to construct realistic, physically-representative

uCNP structures as calculation inputs based on existing experimental data and ob-

servations (see section 3.4). Secondly, we will systematically examine the structure
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and energy of �1|1.5 nm CNPs with unconstrained surface concentrations and con-

�gurations of O atoms, simply to explore whether alternative surface rearrangement

is possible speci�cally for nanoscale CNPs, while the constraint of ideal, stoichiomet-

ric, bulk-cut CeO2 surface con�guration is eliminated (see chapter 4). Thirdly, we

consider the above question dynamically and more closely to the reality of synthe-

sizing, characterizing and applying uCNPs by taking into account the comprehensive

environmental factors, for instance, temperature, partial pressure of ambient gases,

and pH, etc. We will further examine whether and how surface con�gurations of

uCNPs evolves in response to varying environmental factors (see chapter 6).
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Chapter 3 Theoretical backgrounds and computational methods

3.1 Quantum mechanical calculation methods

3.1.1 Introduction

In this dissertation, we will employ density functional theory (DFT) based quantum

mechanical calculations to study the structure and catalytic properties of uCNPs.

Quantum mechanical calculation is basically a method to �nd the lowest energy s-

tate of a complicated multi-object interaction system containing numerous nuclei

and electrons. Based on Born-Oppenheimer(BO) approximation and DFT, the en-

ergetics of such a complicated system can be simpli�ed into solving a 3-dimensional

Schr�odinger equation interpreting the full wave function only as a function of the

total electron density. Fully quantum DFT calculations allow the atomic arrange-

ment to vary according to Coulomb forces acting on each atom determined by the

distribution of valence electrons until the minimum energy distribution is reached,

thus determining the relaxed atomic arrangement of studied system, i.e. the local

ground state structure of studied system (here uCNPs in this research work) at 0 K.

That said, to obtain the the minimum energy structure, we simply need to follow

two steps: (1) �nd an appropriate total electron density that redistributes electrons

into a lowest energy con�guration, (2) based on this electron density, moving nuclei

around to reach the minimum energy state. This idea is actually implemented in the

commercial software we use to do calculations by going through two sets of loops:

(1) electronic minimization loops, �rstly �xing the positions of nuclei and allowing

electrons to redistribute; and (2) ionic minimization loops, then allowing nuclei to

rearrange in response to the given minimum energy electronic con�guration. DFT

quantum mechanical calculation is a �tting and accurate approach to explore the
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minimum atomic and electronic structures of uCNPs. On the one hand, without

knowing a good guess of the structure in advance, DFT calculations enable us to �nd

(local) minimum energy atomic con�gurations of uCNPs though the robust relax-

ation algorithms, even starting from arbitrary atomic con�gurations of uCNPs. On

the other hand, the distribution of CeIII and CeIV cations within uCNPs, which is a

headache in other quantum mechanical calculation methods, need not to be identi�ed

as a prior in DFT based quantum mechanical calculations, but their actual charge

state and distribution are determined as an output of DFT calculations. Accord-

ing to thermodynamics, once we have solved the Schr�odinger equation and obtained

ground state energy of a uCNP structure, we can then derive mathematical formula

to calculate the formation energies of various structured uCNPs. By comparing the

formation energies of various structured uCNPs, the one with lowest value can be

considered as the most stable uCNP structure. Furthermore, the catalytic properties

of uCNPs is related to the change of structures and energies which reect the elec-

tronic interactions that control catalysis. Information regarding electron transfer and

related energetics can be extracted from analyzing the calculated charge density as

well as electronic and phonon density of states of interested uCNP structures, which

are all direct outputs from DFT quantum mechanical calculations.

3.1.2 The Schr�odinger equation and Hartree-Fock approximation

To describe the collective properties of the assembly of well-de�ned atoms, we need

�rstly to know how their energies evolves in response to the variation of their spatial

arrangement. In order to locate an atom, we need to de�ne the positions of both its

nucleus and its surrounding electrons. The BO approximation is adopted to simplify

this problem by separately treating the mathematical problems of the nuclei and

electrons201. The BO approximation rests on the assumption that electrons respond

much more rapidly than nuclei to changes in their surroundings, as electrons are
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much lighter. We �rst �x the positions of nuclei, and solve the equations describing

electron motions to obtain the lowest energy state of electrons in this given �eld of

nuclei. Then, the ground state energy E of the collective atoms can be expressed

as a function of the positions of these nuclei. The Schr�odinger equation is such an

equation that describes the quantum state of a physical system202.

Ĥ = E : (3.1)

In this equation, Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator and  is a set of solutions, or eigen-

states, of the Hamiltonian. Each of these solutions,  n, has an associated eigenvalue,

En, a real number that satis�es the eigenvalue equation.

The Hartree product is used to simplifying the N-electron Schr�odinger equation by

approximating the N-electron wave function into a product of individual one-electron

wave functions,

 =  1(r) 2(r); � � � ;  N(r): (3.2)

The form of the N-electron wave function  indicates that the its exact form can not

be known without �nding mutually dependent individual one-electron wave function,

 i (r)203. However, the wave function for any collection of N electrons cannot be

directly observed. What is interesting to us is the probability of randomly ordered N

electrons at coordinates r1; r2; :::; rN , namely, the density of electrons at a particular

position in space n (r), which can be observed. This can be written in terms of the

individual electron wave functions as

n (r) = 2
X
i

 �i (r) i (r) : (3.3)

Several points need to be noted out in Equation 3.3. First, the term inside the

summation is the probability that an electron is located at position r. Second, the

factor of 2 at front takes into account that two electrons with di�erent spins can

occupy same individual electron wave function. Third, this equation simpli�es a very
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complicated mathematical problem of solving 3N-dimensional Schr�odinger equation

into a simple one of solving a 3-dimensional Schr�odinger equation by interpreting the

full wave function only as a function of the total electron density n (r).

The anti-symmetry of the wavefunction must be considered when solving the

Schr�odinger equation to obtain many-electron wavefunction  . The Slater determi-

nant constructed from single-particle wavefunctions, as follows, obeys above principle:

 HF (r1�1; � � � ; rN�N) =
1p
N

�������������

 1 (r1�1) � � �  1 (rN�N)

 2 (r1�1) � � �  2 (rN�N)

...
. . .

...

 N (r1�1) � � �  N (rN�N)

�������������
: (3.4)

where the single electron eigenfunctions,  i (ri�i), are the solutions of an e�ective

one-particle Hamiltonian representing a single electron in an e�ective potential con-

structed from the electrostatic �eld of all other electrons in the system-thus elimi-

nating any self-interaction. While Hartree-Fock theory and the Slater determinant

correctly account for the e�ects of electron exchange, they do not fully account for

the correlation of electrons of opposite spin. As a common and successful method of

doing so, let us introduce an alternative formulation for the total energy of a many

body system, one based on DFT.

3.1.3 Density functional theory (DFT)

Kohn and Hohenberg put forward two theorems in the mid-1960s that have become

the foundation of the whole DFT204. The �rst theorem is: The ground-state energy

from Schr�odinger's equation is a unique functional of the electron density 204. This

theorem shows that the ground-state wave function is directly determined by the

ground-state electron density and reduces a 3N-dimensional problem to 3-dimensional

problem in terms of �nd the ground-state energy of an N-electron system. Unfortu-

nately, the �rst Hohenberg-Kohn theorem only tells us the existence of such a func-
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tional of the electron density but nothing about the actual form. The second theorem

states: The electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional is the

true electron density corresponding to the full solution of the Schr�odinger equation 204.

This statement provides us a way to �nd the electron density, i.e. varying the electron

density until the energy of the overall functional reaches its nadir. The energy of a

considered system can be written in terms of the single-electron wave functions  i as:

E [f ig] = Eknown [f ig] + EXC [f ig] : (3.5)

Eknown [f ig] is composed of four contributions:

Eknown [f ig] =
h2

m

X
i

Z
 �ir2 id

3r +

Z
V (r)n (r) d3r

+
e2

2

Z Z
n (r)n (r0)

jr� r0j d3rd3r0 + Eion; (3.6)

which in order are the electron kinetic energies, the Coulomb interactions between the

electrons and the nuclei, the Coulomb interactions between pairs of electrons, and the

Coulomb interactions between pairs of nuclei. EXC [f ig], is the exchange-correlation

functional encompassing, by de�nition, all other quantum mechanical e�ects that are

not included Eknown [f ig]. The Kohn-Sham single-particle equations are then:

�
h2

2m
r2

i + V (r) + VH (r) + VXC (r)

�
 i = "i i: (3.7)

V (r) de�nes the interaction between an electron and all nuclei and any external

�eld. VH (r) describes the Coulomb repulsion between the electron considered and

the total electron density. VXC expresses exchange and correlation contributions to

the single-electron equations and can be mathematically de�ned as:

VXC (r) =
�EXC (r)

�n (r)
: (3.8)

It is not feasible to solve the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations exactly for all points

in space. Therefore a number of simpli�cations are undertaken when applying KS
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method. The �rst simpli�cation makes use of the Bloch Theorem205 based on the

periodic nature of crystalline materials. The domain of the KS equations is reduced

from all space (real space) to a �nite region of space (reciprocal space), the �rst Bril-

louin zone. A further simpli�cation is approximating an integral over all k-points in

the �rst Brillouin zone as a sum over some subset of special k-points in the �rst Bril-

louin zone. Monkhorst and Pack206 have shown that, in reciprocal space, the rapidly

varying terms in the expansion of charge density over k points may be truncated.

Thus a su�ciently accurate n (r) may be derived from  i evaluated only in reciprocal

space at a set of "special k-points which are further selected to most e�ciently expand

n (r) and take advantage of the crystalline lattice symmetry207. Again to simplify

the calculation, these functions are generally expanded in plane waves as:

 i;k (r) =
X
m

ci;m (k) exp (i (k+Gm) r) : (3.9)

Here Gm is a translation between reciprocal points and lattice points, and k is the

reciprocal points in the �rst Brillouin zone. The magnitude of vectors G represents

the kinetic energy of the plane wave described by G in the expansion of ui;q (r) in

plane waves ui;q (r) =
P
G

ci;q (G) exp (iGr) : Specifying a maximum jGj, equivalent

to specifying the cuto� kinetic energy of plane waves included in the expansion of

ui;q (r) is an additional simpli�cation solve the KS equations.

3.1.4 The pseudopotential method

To further improve the computational e�ciency, the number of expanded plane waves

to model KS orbitals should be minimized without losing the required accuracy. This

is challenging given the strongly varying potential �eld, and, subsequently, the strong-

ly varying wave function, in regions near the atomic cores. Since only the valence

electrons of an atom are strongly perturbed by forming/breaking chemical bonds, it is

reasonable to replace the full potential of the atomic nucleus with a pseudopotential
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composed of the combination of the core (non-valence) electron structure and the nu-

cleus itself. In this way we both reduce the number of calculated orbitals and smooth

the variations of the potential. Pseudopotentials are generated by a mathematically

rigorous recasting of the full all-electron calculated eigenfunctions, and are known to

be associated with experimentally observable properties such as scattering factors.

Pseudopotentials are transferrable in that they accurately reproduce the behavior

of systems of atoms in various con�gurations. The \softness" of a pseudopotential

represents how smoothly it varies in the region of the atomic core. The softer the

pseudopotential, the smaller the number of plane waves necessary to accurately ex-

pand the eigenfunctions. For elements with complex bonding characteristics, such as

multiple valence con�gurations, care must be taken when selecting which electrons

to include as part of the pseudopotential and which to treat as valence electrons.

Vanderbilt208 has proposed that the ionic potential can be modeled as a smoothly

varying function in combination with an auxiliary function which acts near each ion

core when constructing a pseudopotential.

3.2 Computational settings and and convergence

3.2.1 Introduction

To perform self-consistent, minimum cost calculation and at the same time produce

reliable computational results, we need to carefully choose a series of computation-

al settings and keep them consistent throughout the entire research work. In the

following, we will show that four settings are minimum requirements and indispens-

able elements to carry out reasonable computational study on uCNPs. They are k

points, cuto� energy, exchange-correlation functional and Hubbard U correction. To

determine whether the choice of them is appropriate, we need a consistent criterion.

Basically, we need to test how the calculated ground state energy of a considered

system evolves with di�erent choices of those settings. When the calculated ground
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Figure 3.1: Calculated total energy as a function of the number of k points for the
primitive cell of CeO2.

state energy does not vary beyond a small scale of value, the calculation is deemed as

converged, and the small scale of value is the convergence criterion of your selection.

3.2.2 Choice of k points

The wave function is expanded as a set of plane wave functions within the �rst

Brillouin zone, and is integrated over a set of special k points. The number of k points

used to integrate the Brillouin zone is directly related to the calculation accuracy

and computation cost. We prefer to use the smallest number of k points necessary

to accurately model the wave function. To choose an appropriate density of k points,

a series of computational tests need to be carried out. The test is to calculate the

ground state energy of the reference primitive cell of bulk ceria with di�erent densities

of k points. Since the calculated supercell is cubic, the number of k points needed

to achieve a uniform density in three mutually perpenticular directions are the same.

A plot of energy variation with the number of k points per reciprocal lattice vector

from 1 to 10 has shown that the number of k points should use 7, which is the
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Figure 3.2: Calculated total energy as a function of the cuto� energy for the primitive
cell of CeO2.

smallest k points that lead to a converged ground state energy of the primitive cell

(see Figure 3.1). In actual calculation of uCNPs, the k-point density is kept consistent.

As the supercells used to calculate uCNPs are at least 7 times bigger than that of

the primitive cell on each axis, the number of k points per reciprocal lattice vector

should be at most 1. Therefore, Monkhorst-Pack grid of the gamma k-point only is

chosen for uCNP cells.

3.2.3 Choice of cuto� energy

The cuto� energy Ecut is the kinetic energy used to expand plane waves in the �rst

Brillouin zone, de�ned as:

Ecut =
hbar2

2m
jGj2: (3.10)

Here, G is the same as that de�ned in Equation 3.9 (see detailed explanation of Equa-

tion 3.9 in section 3.1.3). The calculation precision is the level of the convergence

of calculated absolute energies. In VASP, high calculation precision will ensure that
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the absolute energies are converged to a few meV. Similar to the way of determining

k points in calculations, a series of convergence tests need to be carried out to decide

the value of cuto� energy. Based on the principle that selecting the smallest number

of cuto� energy resulting in an invariant absolute energy of the calculated primitive

cell of bulk ceria (see Figure 3.2), cuto� energy of 400 eV is chosen.

3.2.4 Choice of exchange-correlation functional

A critical problem to solve the KS equations is that we must know the form of the

exchange-correlation functional EXC [f ig] in advance so as to use DFT. However,

its exact form is simply unknown to us. Therefore, we need to �nd an e�ective

approximation for such a functional. One good approximation is de�ning the true

exchange-correlation functional as that derived for the local electron density of the

homogenous electron gas|this is the local density approximation (LDA)204,209,

VXC (r) =

Z
d3rn (r) eXC ([n] ; r) : (3.11)

Here we choose the exchange-correlation energy per electron at some point r, eXC ([n] ; r),

to be a function only of the local electron density, n (r). Another approximation is

the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)210, considering both the local electron

density and the local gradient in the electron density. It is typically not possible to

determine a priori which form of the exchange-correlation potential will give more

accurate results. For the present work it is su�cient to point out that the LDA

has proven successful and robust at predicting total energies and structures of nu-

merous systems, including the uCNPs60,62,65,108,117. Also, the limitations of the LDA

are well-documented211, and principally relate to an e�ective overbinding relative to

other exchange-correlation approximations, an e�ect which can be corrected where

necessary. GGA is also widely used to study ceria system, especially when it comes

to systems involving H atoms48,85,88,212. In this research work, we will compare the

energy variation trends using both LDA and GGA to relax uCNPs, and decide which
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one is appropriate according to speci�c cases. In the case of LDA, exchange and

correlation were described by the Ceperley-Alder functional213 as parametrized by

Perdew and Zunger209. While in the case of GGA, exchange and correlation were

described at the level of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), using the

Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) formalism210.

Once a particular approximation for the exchange-correlation term has been s-

elected, the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of Equation 3.7 no longer specify true

electron orbitals. Rather these \KS orbitals" de�ne quasi-particle states which have

no de�nite physical meaning. Within DFT these states have a de�nite mathematical

meaning, as they are the derivitive of total energy with respect to the occupation of

a given state.

3.2.5 Choice of Hubbard U correction

Pure LDA and GGA often fails to accurately describe systems with localized d and

f electrons. Therefore, the Hubbard U correction as formulated by Duderev61 was

applied to the Ce 4f electrons with U values in the range of 1 | 5 eV considered in

order to examine the e�ects of f -electron localization on the present results36,60,65.

For detailed explanation of Hubbard U correction, please refer to section 2.2.3.

3.2.6 Bader charge analysis

Atomic charges are calculated according to the Bader procedure214 and provide a

qualitative assignment of electrons to particular ions. The charge assigned to a par-

ticular atom, on the atomic scale, is generally considered as the integration of electron

densities over a selected volume surrounding the atom of interest. The way to par-

tition the atomic volume follows the principle that the gradient of electron densities

approaches zero at every point on the surface de�ning the boundary between two

selected neighboring atomic volumes. Therefore, the macroscopic understanding on
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the electronic charge of a speci�c atom, counting integer numbers of electrons lost

or gained from a particular atom, is not quantitatively equivalent to the assigned

Bader charge of that atom. However, the one-to-one mapping relationship can be

both qualitatively and quantitatively obtained via the comparisons based on atoms

within bulk structures.

3.2.7 Nudged elastic band calculation

To locate the transition state and further �nd reaction pathways, the nudged elastic

band (NEB) method is employed if both the initial and �nal states of that reaction

step is known beforehand. This method is primarily force based to search minimum

energy path linking the initial and �nal states for a given reaction process. Typically,

a set of intermediate states (also called as \images") likely evolving from the initial

state to the �nal state is constructed and subjected to NEB calculation. During the

calculation, this set of images will be constrained via a string force whose intensity

(similar to the elastic coe�cient of a spring that connects all images along with both

the initial and the �nal states) is speci�ed in the calculation setting by the SPRING

ag. Such an algorithm will facilitate locking one image into the transition state and

minimizing the energy of this string of images on the whole.

3.2.8 Dynamical matrix calculation

Dynamical matrix (DM) calculation can be used to correct the required energy barrier

of a particular reaction pathway by excluding the zero-point energy di�erence between

the initial and the transition state. It applies the harmonic approximation to the

potential to which all atoms vibrate in response, and the calculation result is analyzed

to evaluate the vibration energy contribution from a speci�c geometry of atoms.
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3.2.9 Relaxation convergence criterion

In the VASP calculation, iteration is used to obtain the self-consistent result. To break

the iterative calculation and �nish the calculation, the allowed error in calculated

total energy and the break condition for ionic relaxtion loop should be speci�ed.

These are also known as relaxation convergence criterion. In this research work,

the allowed error in total energy is set within the range of 10�5 | 10�3 eV and

the break condition for ionic relaxation loop is set within the range of 10�4 | 10�3

eV, respectively. Generally, for structural relaxation, the criterion is set towards the

lower end, while for IR spectrum, NEB along with DM calculations are set towards

the higher end. All considered structures were relaxed without symmetry restrictions

according to the calculated interatomic forces until maximum residual atomic forces

were less than 0.04 eV �A�1.

3.2.10 Calculation precision

DFT calculations by default have two sources of error: (1) exchange-correlation func-

tional approximation; and (2) convergence criteria. The former error is due to the

fact that the exact form of exchange-correlation functional is not known, all practical-

ly performed DFT calculations employ an approximated exchange-correlation func-

tional. In particular for this dissertation work, both LDA and GGA are employed.

Both previous work56,62,64{66 and this dissertation work have tested the accuracy of

DFT+U method in determining the structural and energetic properties of bulk ceria,

suggesting that all computationally predicted results are within 10% variation from

experimentally measured values. The latter error is determined from the choice of

the researcher. As we have clearly stated in the relaxation convergence criterion,

the energy convergence is set on the order of 10�3 eV for the nanoparticle system

containing around 200 atoms, thus giving the convergence accuracy on the order of

10�5 eV per atom. Taking into account both sources of error, we are con�dent for
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the calculation precision on all results reported to the 1st decimal point.

3.2.11 Other calculation settings

In this study, all calculations are implemented in planewave density function theory

code VASP215. The Ce 4f5s5p5d6s, and O 2p2s electrons were treated as valence

electrons, and core-electron interactions were modeled using the projector-augmented

wave method216. In chapter 4, we apply DFT+U along with either local density ap-

proximation (LDA) or generalized gradient approximation (GGA) method, to accu-

rately characterize relaxed atomic geometries, valence electron charge densities, and

total energies of uCNPs with various compositions and surface con�gurations. Al-

l the geometry relaxation calculations (Chapters 5, 6 and 7), electronic density of

states calculations (Chapters 4 and 6), IR spectrum calculations (Chapters 4 and

6), and NEB calculations (Chapter 7) are unanimously employing GGA+U methods

with U = 5eV , and have all same settings as those described for geometry relaxation

calculations in Chapter 4.

Partial electronic density states of states (eDOS) for all atoms within CNPs are

calculated by a quick method for the determination of the spdf- and site projected

wave function character of each band. The vibration frequencies of considered CNP

structures were obtained by determining the Hessian matrix (i.e. a square matrix

of the second-derivatives of the energy with respect to the atomic positions) either

based on �nite di�erences (under IBRION=5 setting) or density functional pertur-

bation theory linear response calculation (under IBRION=7 setting). The matrix

was constructed by the di�erences of the second derivatives of the total energy due to

shifting each of the atoms in the species by 0.005 in all Cartesian directions from the

optimized geometry. The vibration intensities of hydroxyl groups were obtained by

parsing, multiplying, and collecting squares of Born e�ective charges (BEC) matrices.

The energy barrier of reaction pathways is found via NEB calculations to locate the
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transition state as well as via DM calculation to exclude zero energy di�erence be-

tween initial state and transition state. Both NEB and DM calculations are realized

in the revised VASP code from Graeme Henkelman's group at UT-Austin.

3.3 Thermodynamics of uCNPs

3.3.1 Introduction

The direct output from VASP calculation is the total ground state energy and asso-

ciated atomic structure of considered uCNPs at 0 K. We need a way to compare the

stability of various relaxed uCNP structures. Furthermore, we want to tie our com-

putational results to experimental observations, characterizations and measurements,

this requires us to account for the inuence of experimental synthesis, characteriza-

tion and application environments on our computational results. To accomplish all

of this, we need to derive mathematical formula to evaluate the stability of various

relaxed uCNP structures with respect to changing environmental parameters. In the

following, the details of those exercises are shown.

3.3.2 Excessive energy of formation per Ce atom of uCNPs as a function

of size, shape and composition in a pure oxygen environment

To compare energies of uCNPs with di�erent compositions (and/or shapes, surface

con�gurations, etc.) we must de�ne an energy of formation with a common reference.

Here we focus on the relative energy of uCNPs with varying numbers of surface O-

atoms. We therefore de�ne an excess energy of formation term, �ECNP
f (nO), as

referenced to the energy of a reduced �1 nm CNP. Changes in the excess energy

of formation therefore indicate whether a particular uCNP structure is more or less

stable (has lower or higher energy) than the reference uCNP structure.

�ECNP
f (nO) � ECNP

tot � Eref
tot � (nO � nrefO )�O (3.12)
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Here nO is the number of O atoms in the uCNP of interest, and nrefO is the number

of O atoms in the reference uCNP. �O is the chemical potential of O atoms (the

chemical potential of O2 molecule per O atom). To facilitate comparisons between

uCNPs of various sizes and shapes, we further write this excess energy of formation

per Ce atom

�eCNP
f (nO) � �ECNP

f

nCe
(3.13)

Equations 3.12 and 3.13 are direct measures of the relative energy of di�erent

uCNP structures. The selection of the reference uCNP is arbitrary, and simply serves

to set the zero of the energy scale. As a link to previous calculations, which have

primarily focused on partially reduced uCNPs, we select the reduced �1 nm cubic

uCNP, Ce32O57, as the reference uCNP structure for the present calculations of the

excess energies of formation. This structure is constructed from the fully oxygenated

baseline cubic uCNP (Ce32O121, see Figure 3.3d) by deleting all corner and edge O

atoms, as well as 4 face O atoms near each uCNP corners on every f001g facet.

The chemical potential of O atoms appearing in Equation 3.12 characterizes the

energy cost of additional O atoms, and allows the comparison of energies for uC-

NP structures with varying numbers of O atoms. The energy cost of O atoms in

real systems is determined by the state of available O atoms from the environment

surrounding the uCNP. For the present calculations, we take pure O gas as the envi-

ronmental state. This is a constraint on real systems, where other atomic or molecular

species are almost invariably present, but de�nes a tractable scope for the present

work and represents a useful starting point for systematic consideration of uCNP

surface con�gurations in open systems. Note that the chemical potential is physically

related to the partial pressure of ambient gases, e.g. PO2 , and more negative values of

�O correspond to lower PO2
96. Therefore the largest energy cost (��O = 1

2
EO2 , where

EO2 is the calculated ground state energy of a single O2 molecule) for the addition of

an O atom occurs in the dilute gas limit, and this cost represents the most negative
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Table 3.1: Summary of computationally calculated (Cal.) energies and experimen-
tally measured (Expt.) energies

Calculation E(CeO2) E(Ce2O3) E(Ce) E(O2) � E � H(CeO2) � H(Ce2O3)
LDA(np, U = 5 eV) -27.0182 -43.4676 -4.8469 -9.5548 0.77 -11.8465 -18.2866
LDA(sp, U = 5 eV) -27.0182 -43.4676 -4.8469 -10.4742 -0.15 -11.8471 -18.2875
GGA(np, U = 3 eV) -24.6554 -40.3456 -4.6046 -8.7796 -0.33 -11.6012 -18.4620
GGA(sp, U = 3 eV) -24.6554 -40.3456 -4.6047 -9.8539 -1.40 -11.5968 -18.4554

Experiment | | | | | -11.3010 -18.6530

physically realizable value possible for �O.

DFT calculations of metal oxide oxidation energies are known to exhibit two

separate errors: an error in the O2 intermolecular binding energy and an error in

the change in energy upon transfer of electrons between O 2p orbitals and metal d

or f orbitals217,218. In addition, the spin state of O atoms also appreciably a�ects

DFT calculated values of O molecules. By �tting calculated oxidation energies to

experimentally determined enthalpies of formation, a net correction to the chemical

potential of O atoms that addresses all of these issues has been calculated for a range

of transition metal oxides217. Here we apply an analogous correction by referencing

experimental formation enthalpies for bulk CeO2 and Ce2O3
219 to determine a cor-

rected chemical potential of O atoms, ��O. Choosing �O � ��O therefore connects DFT

calculations of CNP energies to experimentally-relevant reference values for chemical

potential of O atoms and overcomes computational challenges in directly calculating

such values. In other words, correcting DFT calculated O reference energies by �tting

for experimental bulk enthalpies of formation gives a best-case representation of the

energy cost of O atoms from real O-containing environments.

Following this reference217, the appropriate value of ��O is found by �rst calculating

the energy of formation of O2 gas (E(O2)) with the same calculation methodology and

settings as those used to calculate uCNP energies. At the same time, the formation

energies of bulk Ce (E(Ce)), bulk CeO2 (E(CeO2)) and bulk Ce2O3 (E(Ce2O3)) are
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calculated. The calculated formation enthalpies for bulk CeO2 and Ce2O3 are then217:

�H(CeO2) = E(CeO2)� E(Ce)� E(O2) (3.14)

�H(Ce2O3) =
2E(Ce2O3)� 3E(O2)

2
� 2E(Ce) (3.15)

A correction �E is applied to E(O2) so that the root mean square variation of

the calculated formation enthalpies for bulk CeO2 and Ce2O3 from experimentally-

measured values is minimized. Note that formation energies of O2, bulk Ce, bulk

CeO2 and bulk Ce2O3 were calculated using both LDA+U and GGA+U approaches

( Ueff = 5 eV for LDA and Ueff = 3 eV for GGA), as well as considering both non-spin

polarized (np) and spin polarized (sp) cases. All the relevant data are summarized

in Table 3.1. The corrected chemical potential of O atoms referenced to gaseous O2,

��O(corr), is evaluated via ��O(corr) = 1
2
(EO2 ��E), as -5.16 eV for LDA and -4.23 eV

for GGA.

3.3.3 Excessive energy of formation uCNPs with di�erent surface con�g-

urations as a function of chemical potentials of O and H atoms in

a humid environment

To enable stability comparisons among uCNP structures with di�ering surface con-

�gurations, and to connect computed energies to physically relevant thermochemical

data, the formation (binding) energy of bulk (cubic uorite) CeO2, E
bulk
f , is de�ned

as:

Ebulk
f (nCe) � Ebulk

V ASP (nCe)� nCe�Ce � 2nCe�O (3.16)

Here, Ebulk
V ASP (nCe) is the calculated ground state energy of bulk cubic uorite CeO2

with nCe Ce atoms at T = 0 K. �Ce and �O are the chemical potentials of Ce and

O atoms, respectively. The energy of formation of a uCNP with an arbitrary O- and

H-containing surface con�guration, ECNP
f , is similarly de�ned as

ECNP
f (nCe) � ECNP

V ASP (nCe)� nCe�Ce � nO�O � nH�H (3.17)
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Here, ECNP
V ASP (nCe) is the calculated ground state energy of uCNP structures with

nCe Ce atoms at T = 0 K. Note that nO includes both \bulk" O atoms within the

uCNP and any additional O atoms present at the surface. In addition, �O and �H are

chemical potentials of O and H atoms, and are �xed by the environment surrounding

the uCNP.

For clarity, in this study we reference the energy of formation of various uCNP

structures to that of bulk CeO2 with an equivalent number of Ce atoms. This gives

an excess energy of formation for various uCNP structures, ECNP
ex , which, if negative,

would imply that the uCNP structure considered is more stable than bulk CeO2 in a

given environment{where the chemical potentials of O and H atoms are determined

by the environment speci�ed. More generally, the lower the excess energy of formation

of a particular uCNP structure for particular values of �O and �H , the more stable

that uCNP structure with a speci�c surface con�guration is.

ECNP
ex � ECNP

f (nCe)� Ebulk
f (nCe)

= ECNP
V ASP (nCe)� Ebulk

V ASP (nCe)� (nO � 2nCe)�O � nH�H

(3.18)

In an environment containing O2 gas and H2O vapor, we can directly connect the

chemical potentials of O and H atoms to experimental thermochemical data48. The

chemical potential of O atoms is de�ned as

�O(T; p) = 0:5�O2(T; p
o) + 0:5EO2

V ASP + 0:5kT ln(pO2=p
o) (3.19)

in which EO2
V ASP is the ground state energy of O2 gas at T = 0 K with the same

calculation parameters used for the uCNP itself. �O2(T; p
o) is the experimentally

measured chemical potential (including vibrational and rotational contributions) at

T and standard pressure po. pO2 is the actual partial pressure of O2 gas present

in the system of interest. Equation 3.19, therefore, combines the DFT-calculated

ground state energy with experimentally measured thermochemical data to give the

temperature- and partial-pressure-dependent �O appearing in Equation 3.18. Simi-
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larly, the chemical potential of H2O vapor is de�ned as

�H2O(T; p) = �H2O(T; po) + EH2O
V ASP + kT ln(pH2O=p

o) (3.20)

again, where EH2O
V ASP is the calculated ground state energy of H2O vapor at T = 0

K, �H2O(T; po) is the experimentally measured chemical potential at T and standard

pressure po, and pH2O is the partial pressure of H2O vapor in the system of interest.

At thermodynamic equilibrium and neutral pH, �H and �O must be related by

2�H(T; p) + �O(T; p) = �H2O(T; p) (3.21)

Thus, in a gas phase environment containing O2 gas and H2O vapor, we have:

2�H + �O = �H2O(T; po) + EH2O
V ASP + kT ln(pH2O=p

o) (3.22)

Combining Equation 3.19 and Equation 3.22, we write the chemical potential of H

atoms as

�H =0:5�H2O(T; po) + 0:5EH2O
V ASP + 0:5kT ln(pH2O=p

o)�

0:25�O2(T; p
o)� 0:25EO2

V ASP � 0:25kT ln(pO2=p
o) (3.23)

Combining Equation 3.23 with Equation 3.19 gives expressions for �H and �O. Exper-

imental values for �O2(T; p
o) and �H2O(T; po) appearing above have been obtained

from the NIST-JANAF Thermochemical Tables220. Chemical potential values for

temperatures not directly tabulated were linearly interpolated from values at the

nearest tabulated temperatures.

In sum, the above equations give values for �H and �O that can be used in Equa-

tion 3.18 to determine experimentally-relevant excess energies of formation of various

uCNP structures directly from knowledge of the T , pO2 and pH2O of an experimental

system of interest. In this way, we combine DFT+U calculated structures and en-

ergies with experimentally measured thermochemical data to determine the relative
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stability of various uCNP structures in a gas environment containing O2 gas and H2O

vapor.

In a pH-controlled aqueous solution, H2O molecules are ionized into H+ ions and

OH� ions. The equilibrium constant of the reaction H2O () H+ +OH� is

Keq(T; p) = aH+ � aOH� : (3.24)

Taking natural logarithm of both sides of the above equation, we get

kT lnKeq(T; p) = kT lnaH+ + kT lnaOH� : (3.25)

According to the de�nition of chemical potential, we can write the expressions for

the chemical potentials of H+ and OH�, respectively.

�H+(T; p) = �H+(T; po) + EH+ + kT lnaH+ : (3.26)

�OH�(T; p) = �OH�(T; po) + EOH� + kT lnaOH� : (3.27)

Plug Equations 3.26 and 3.27 into Equation 3.25, we get

kT lnKeq(T; p) =

[�H+(T; p)� �H+(T; po)] + [�OH�(T; p)� �OH�(T; po)]� (EH+ + EOH�):
(3.28)

At the same time, EH+ = EH � �e and EOH� = EH + �e. The equilibrium constant

Keq is related to the ionization constant of water pKw(T; p) via Keq = 10�pKw(T; p).

In addition,

�H+(T; p)� �H+(T; po) = [�H(T; p)� �e]� [�H(T; po)� �e] =

�H(T; p)� �H(T; po):
(3.29)

�OH�(T; p)� �OH�(T; po) =

[�OH(T; p) + �e]� [�OH(T; po) + �e] = �OH(T; p)� �OH(T; po) =

�H(T; p)� �H(T; po) + �O(T; p)� �O(T; po):

(3.30)

Applying all above information and plugging Equations 3.29 and 3.30 into Equa-

tion 3.28, we have the relationship between �H and �OH in a pH-controlled aqueous

solution

EH + EOH � kT ln(10) � pKw(T; p) =

2[�H(T; p)� �H(T; po)] + [�O(T; p)� �O(T; po)]:
(3.31)
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in which EH and EOH are the calculated energy of formation of a H atom and a {OH

group at T = 0K, respectively.

In aqueous solution, pH is de�ned as

pH = �log10aH+ : (3.32)

Applying Equation 3.32 to Equation 3.26, we have

�H+(T; p) = �H+(T; po) + EH+ � kT ln(10) � pH: (3.33)

Using �H+(T; p) = �H(T; p)��e and EH+ = EH��e, we get the relationship between

�H and pH

�H = �H(T; po) + EH � kT ln(10) � pH: (3.34)

In Chapter 6, the interaction of incoming H atoms with individual {Ox groups

adsorbed at surfaces of Ox-terminated uCNP structures in a pH-controlled aqueous

solution is in fact evaluated by the energy of formation of relaxed whole structure

(uCNP structure plus one or two H atoms), mathematically de�ned as

Ef = ECNP+FG � ECNP � nH�H ; (3.35)

in which ECNP+FG is the ground state energy of relaxed whole structure, ECNP

the ground state energy of the representative uCNP structure, as well as �H the

chemical potentials of H atoms. Applying the above expression to calculate �H to

Equation 3.35, the energy of formation of relaxed whole structure in various pH valued

solution can be obtained.

3.3.4 Activation energy

When we consider a reaction pathway from one local minimum state to another, two

measurands are examined to show the feasibility of such a reaction pathway, namely,
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reaction energy and activation energy. Reaction energy evaluates from the thermody-

namic perspective; basically whether the reaction is exothermic (releasing energy) or

endothermic (absorbing energy). However, activation energy, which is the minimum

energy required to start a reaction, evaluates from the kinetic perspective to examine

how fast a reaction can proceed. In other word, the reaction needs to overcome an

energy barrier, and its rate is determined by the height of an energy barrier. Ac-

cording to harmonic transition state theory (hTST), the activation energy is de�ned

as the minimum potential barrier between two local relaxed states along a reaction

pathway. The potential barrier, �Ep, directly obtained from NEB calculation, does

not include the vibrational energy of considered relaxed structures at 0 K. The energy

contributed from harmonic atom vibration at 0 K is called zero-point energy (ZPE).

To accurately describe the activation energy Eac, correction from vibrational ZPE

di�erence between initial and saddle-point states, �Fvib(0), must be applied221:

Eac = �Ep + �Fvib(0) = �Ep � 1

2

 
3N�1X
i=1

~!Si �
3NX
i=1

~!Ii

!
; (3.36)

in which !Ii and !Si are the vibrational frequencies of the ith mode in the initial and

saddle-point states, respectively. Note that 3N vibration modes are considered for

the initial state, with N atoms vibrating. However, the imaginary vibrational mode

along the migration coordinate in the saddle-point state is excluded; thus, 3N � 1

vibrational modes are considered for the saddle-point state.

3.4 Constructing computational cells containing uCNPs

3.4.1 Experimentally reported shapes and quantitative atom counts

In this research work, we only consider uCNP structures with experimentally reported

shapes. They are cubic shaped, octahedral shaped and cuboctahedral shaped uCNPs.

Previous computational studies have done some work exploring the atomistic struc-

ture of octahedral shaped and cuboctahedral shaped uCNPs. However, none of the
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Figure 3.3: High resolution TEM images of cubic CNPs. (a) fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) analysis together with HRTEM image con�rm cubic CNPs are single-
crystalline and enclosed by f200g planes194; (b) interplanar spacing of 0.27 nm corre-
sponds to f001g lattice fringe, indicating cubic CNPs are enclosed by f100g facets11.

previous computational studies have considered cubic shaped uCNPs. In this research

work, we show greater interests towards cubic shaped uCNPs, mainly because (1) they

have been observed experimentally (see, e.g., Figure 3.3) and (2) previous experimen-

tal studies have found that f100g facets exhibit greater catalytic activity than other

ceria surfaces, and represent the dominant active surface in a range of nanoparticle

geometries (e.g., nanoplates, nanorods, and nanowires)194,196,197,199,200. This is also

supported by previous computational works showing that ceria f100g surfaces have

lower O-vacancy formation energies, and (following the \four-step" hypothesis) are

therefore expected to have greater activity32,33,75. Due to huge computational cost, we

limit the size of the majority of considered uCNPs to be �1 nm. The mathematical

derivation of quantitative atom counts can be referred to section 2.8.1.

For cubic shaped �1 nm uCNPs, it has 32 Ce atoms and 27 \bulk" O atoms. If

its surface is terminated by O atoms and every lattice site is occupied by 1 O atom,

it will have 8 corner O atoms, 36 edge O atoms, and 54 facet O atoms. This gives

the composition of �1 nm cubic uCNPs as Ce32O121 with 97 surface O sites.

For octahedral shaped �1 nm uCNPs, it has 44 Ce atoms and 80 \bulk" O atoms.
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If its surface is terminated by O atoms and every lattice site is occupied by 1 O atom,

it will have 24 corner O atoms, 48 edge O atoms, and 8 facet O atoms. This gives

the composition of �1 nm octahedral uCNPs as Ce44O160 with 80 surface O sites.

For cuboctahedral shaped �1 nm uCNPs, it is just randomly deleting Ce and

O atoms at 4 out of 6 corners of octahedral shaped �1 nm uCNPs. By removing

4 corner Ce atoms and 16 corner O atoms, it will have 8 corner O atoms, 48 edge

O atoms and 8 face O atoms. This gives the composition of �1 nm cuboctahedral

uCNPs as as Ce40O144 with 64 surface O sites.

3.4.2 Construction of bulk-cut uCNP structures

Initial bulk-cut uCNP structures were constructed from cubic uorite (space group

Fm3m) FCC unit cells containing 1 Ce atom at the unit cell corners (where all eight

cube corners are identical due to symmetry) and 3 Ce atoms at the center of the unit

cell faces (where each opposite pair of faces are identical due to symmetry). Eight

O atoms are located at the FCC tetrahedral interstitial sites, giving 4 Ce atoms

and 8 O atoms in each unit cell (see Figure 3.4a). Initial bulk-cut uCNP structures

with various sizes and shapes were constructed by repeating this unit cell in three

dimensions (see, e.g., Figure 3.4b).

For cubic CNPs, its six surfaces are terminated by ceria f001g surfaces. �1 nm

cubic but-cut uCNP structures are constructed by repeating the unit cell of bulk

CeO2 2 � 2 � 2 (see Figures 3.4c-d). To ensure that no interactions occur between

any calculated uCNP structures and minimize the computation cost, the size of the

supercell is set to 2.7 nm � 2.7 nm � 2.7 nm so that neighboring uCNP structures

are separated by at least 1.5 nm vacuum space when periodic boundary condition

is applied (see Figure 3.4c). The ideal bulk-cut �1 nm cubic uCNP structure has

the composition of Ce32O27, with 32 Ce atoms (yellow balls) and 27 \bulk" O atoms

(purple balls).
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Figure 3.4: (a) Unit cell of bulk CeO2 showing cubic uorite structure; (b) schematic
illustration of building the solid atomic assembly of Ce and O atoms by randomly
expanding the unit cell of bulk CeO2 (enclosed by black solid lines) x, y, and z times
in three orthonormal directions, respectively; (c) the supercell of cubic CNPs of �1
nm for relaxation calculation; (d) zoom-in image of the solid atomic assembly in (c)
to show the atomic structure of f001g-terminated cubic uCNPs. (e) the supercell of
octahedral CNPs of �1 nm for relaxation calculation; (f) zoom-in image of the solid
atomic assembly in (e) to show the atomic structure of f111g-terminated octahedral
uCNPs. Yellow balls represent Ce atoms, purple balls represent bulk O atoms, and
blue balls represent all possible surface O lattice sites that can be partially or fully
occupied by individual O atom.

For octahedral CNPs, all eight surfaces are terminated by ceria f111g surfaces.

�1 nm but-cut octahedral uCNP structures are constructed by performing eight

intersecting f111g bulk cuts through a 4 � 4 � 4 set of unit cells of bulk CeO2 (see

Figure 3.4e-f). To ensure that no interactions occur between any calculated uCNP

structures and minimize the computation cost, the size of the supercell is set to 3.8 nm

� 3.8 nm � 3.8 nm so that neighboring uCNP structures are separated by at least 1.5

nm vacuum space when periodic boundary condition is applied (see Figure 3.4e) The

ideal bulk-cut �1 nm octahedral uCNP structure has the composition of Ce44O80,

with 32 Ce atoms (yellow balls) and 80 \bulk" O atoms (purple balls). Cuboctahedral

�1 nm bulk-cut CNP structures are modi�cations of �1 nm bulk-cut octahedral CNP
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structures and are constructed by arbitrarily deleting four out of the six corner Ce

atoms113. This gives a uCNP structure with an enforced stoichiometric composition

of Ce40O80.

3.4.3 Initial placement of surface groups

As we are focusing on the stability of uCNPs as a function of surface group concentra-

tion, we take all bulk-cut uCNP structures as structural baselines. That is, we place

various surface groups (mainly {Ox and {OH groups) at surface O sites of all �1 nm

bulk-cut uCNP structures, marked as blue balls in Figures 3.3c-f) at di�erent pattern

and concentrations. In these uCNP structures all surface O lattice sites are option-

al places to be occupied, including those that are symmetrically equivalent (e.g., O

lattice sites on opposite facets or on corners other than the origin). In contrast, s-

toichiometric uCNP structures would have only the symmetrically distinct O lattice

sites occupied. Occupying all surface O lattice sites (as is shown in Figures 3.3c-f)

results in super-stoichiometric uCNP structures. For example, the ideal (bulk-cut)

1 nm f100g-terminated uCNP structures in Figures 3.3c-d with all surface O lattice

sites occupied have the composition of Ce32O121|with 94 out of total 121 O atoms

on the uCNP surface.
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Chapter 4 The surface con�guration of ultra-small CNPs in a pure

oxygen environment

Before elaborating on research results, let us again briey review what understand-

ings concerning the surface con�guration of uCNPs have been obtained via previ-

ous experimental and computational studies. Experimentally synthesized uCNPs

whose size is below 10 nm primarily exhibit two di�erent shapes: cubic shape200

and octahedral shape196 (including cuboctahedral shape). However, computational

studies have focused on octahedral shaped uCNPs with ideal, unreconstructed, (near-

)stoichiometric, bulk-cut surface con�gurations. They have greatly constrained their

computation models to an intuitive stable concentration or con�guration of certain

surface species. More importantly, they have completely ignored the inuence of

the environment where uCNPs are both synthesized and applied, which is an open

system that can serve as a source and/or sink of atoms or molecules. Last but not

least, cubic shaped uCNPs exposed with more catalytic active ceria f100g surfaces

have never aroused the interest of previous researchers who apply quantum mechan-

ical calculations to model uCNPs. Therefore, previous computational studies have

failed to establish a panoramic picture regarding the surface con�guration of uCNPs,

especially from a dynamic perspective, though two parameters to some extent char-

acterizing uCNPs, i.e. shape and stoichiometry, have been taken into account. In

the following, we directly address above-mentioned issues. While constraining the

present work to experimentally observed uCNP shapes and considering only uCNPs

in a pure O environment, we systematically examine the structure and energy of �1

| 1.5 nm uCNPs with unconstrained surface concentrations and con�gurations of O

atoms.
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Figure 4.1: Calculated excess energies of formation per Ce atom of various sized and
shaped uCNPs. Ef are referenced to the energy of formation of the same sized bulk
CeO2 as a function of nO/nCe in various uCNPs at the corrected chemical potential
of O atoms.

4.1 Excess energy of formation per Ce atom of uCNPs as a function of

oxygen concentration

We now turn to the question of determining the stable surface con�guration of various

uCNPs when the surface O concentration and con�guration are allowed to vary from

that of the underlying bulk. Beginning with constructed initial uCNP structures (see

section 3.4, we have relaxed various f100g-terminated cubic uCNPs with diameters

of �1{1.5 nm and a range of surface O concentrations as well as f111g-terminated

octahedral and cuboctahedral uCNPs with diameters of �1 nm and a range of surface

O concentrations. Using Equations 3.16 and 3.17, the excess energy of formation per

Ce atom has been calculated for each uCNP structure. Figure 4.1 shows the results of

these calculations in the O-lean limit (that is, at the corrected chemical potential of

O, ��O). For considered uCNPs of all shapes, Figure 4.1 shows that uCNPs can reduce

their excess energy of formation by increasing the O concentration at their surfaces.
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Because the chemical potential of O atoms only increases for increasing partial pres-

sures of O2 (pO2)|that is, the energy cost of O atoms decreases as the environment

moves from the O-lean limit towards the O-rich limit|Figure 4.1 demonstrates that

oxidized uCNPs (CeO2+x) are more stable in both O-lean (�O � ��O = �5:16 eV for

LDA and -4.23 eV for GGA) and O-rich (�O > �5:16 eV for LDA and -4.23 eV for

GGA) environments. In the latter case, O-enriched uCNPs even more stable with

respect to reduced uCNPs, as the cost of the additional O atoms is less. Note that

both LDA and GGA results exhibit the same trend in excess energy of formation

per Ce atom as a function of nO=nCe for f001g-terminated cubic uCNPs and f111g-
terminated octahedral uCNPs. In addition, while Figure 4.1 only shows results for

Ue� = 5 and 3 eV (for LDA and GGA, respectively), calculations for Ue� = 1 and 3

eV (LDA) and Ue� = 1 and 5 eV (GGA) also reveal the same trend: that increased

surface O concentration reduces excess energy of formation for uCNPs.

Addressing the possible special case of exactly stoichiometric CNPs, the excess

energy of formation for the �1 nm cuboctahedral uCNP with composition Ce40O80 is

explicitly included in Figure 4.1. While the stoichiometric cuboctahedral uCNP does

exhibit a local minimum in energy with respect to O composition, numerous oxidized

uCNPs, including oxidized cuboctahedral uCNPs of the same shape and size, have

lower excess energies of formation. That is, even relative to exactly stoichiometric

uCNPs, oxidized uCNPs with enhanced surface O concentrations have lower excess

energies of formation. These results demonstrate that the thermodynamically stable

structure that a su�ciently small CNP begins in and returns to before and after

catalyzing a redox reaction is not stoichiometric, rather the surfaces of thermody-

namically stable CNPs that are su�ciently small are O-enriched.
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Figure 4.2: Atomic structures of various shaped uCNPs with reduced, stoichiometric
and oxidized chemical compositions. Yellow balls represent Ce atoms while larger
sized balls represent O atoms and they are colored according to their type and charge
states.

4.2 Atomic structures of uCNPs

Figure 4.2 shows the atomic structures of representative relaxed cubic, octehedral

and cuboctahedral CNPs with reduced, stoichiometric and oxidized net compositions.

Excess energies of formation for these structures are all included in Figure 4.2. It

is apparent that stoichiometrically \excess" O atoms in oxidized uCNP structures

appear at the CNP corners, edges and f100g facets in the form of either O pairs or O

triples. These structures represent substantial rearrangements of O atoms relative to

the initial (input) uCNP structures, which in all cases had individual O atoms initially

located at ideal O lattice sites. Individual (crystalline) O lattice atoms only appear

in reduced or stoichiometric uCNP (in general CeO2�x, 0�x<2) structures, while O

pairs and triples only appear in oxidized CNP structures that are su�ciently small.

That is, while the assumption of bulk-like surface con�guration is valid for reduced

or stoichiometric uCNPs, thermodynamically stable uCNPs are in real O-containing
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environments (all of which are oxidized) do not exhibit bulk-like arrangements of

surface O atoms.

Table 4.1: Properties of assigned {Ox surface groups in representative uCNP struc-
tures.

Type Bond length (�A) Bond angle (�) Bader charge Molecule Assignment

Ce32O179

1.24 | -0.18 � 0.02 O2

1.31 � 0.03 | -0.53 � 0.16 O�
2

1.42 � 0.02 | -1.07 � 0.05 O2�
2

1.33 � 0.02, 1.30 � 0.01 111.96 � 0.38 -0.39 � 0.04 O3

1.40 � 0.04, 1.31 � 0.02 108.57 � 1.55 -0.64 � 0.10 O�
3

1.42 � 0.03, 1.40 � 0.02 105.36 � 1.24 -1.11 � 0.11 O2�
3

Ce44O152
1.25 | -0.24 � 0.03 O2

1.28 � 0.01 | -0.39 � 0.03 O�
2

Ce40O152

1.25 | -0.19 � 0.02 O2

1.27 | -0.35 � 0.01 O�
2

1.42 � 0.02, 1.30 � 0.01 110.97 � 0.70 -0.76 � 0.03 O�
3

For every O pair or triple present on a relaxed uCNP, the distance between at

least one O atom in each pair or triple and a Ce atom is within the range of Ce-O

bond lengths observed in bulk CeO2 or Ce2O3. Table 4.1 compares calculated O-O

bond lengths, angles, and local charge (assigned per atom following the method of

Bader214, which provides a qualitative assignment of electrons to particular atoms)

for O pairs and triples on oxidized uCNPs and the calculated properties of isolated

O2, O�
2 , O2�

2 , O3, O�
3 , and O2�

3 molecules. Based on these results we conclude that

the excess O atoms present on oxidized uCNPs are variously charged Oq�
x surface

groups chemically adsorbed at CNP corners, edges and f100g facets.

While more clear for the f111g-terminated uCNPs, negatively charged O�
2 or O�

3

surface groups are preferentially adsorbed at CNP corners while neutral O2 or O3

groups are apt to be adsorbed at CNP edges. In addition, for all studied oxidized

uCNP structures, the removal of all O atoms present after relaxation in the form

of adsorbed Oq�
x surface groups leaves net reduced uCNP structures. This suggests

that low-energy uCNP structures (all of which are oxidized, see Figure 4.1) can be

considered reduced CNP structures passivated with adsorbed Oq�
x surface groups.
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This picture is directly supported by a recent extensive analysis by Preda, et al.222,

of the energetics and electronic e�ects of the adsorption a single O2 molecule on the

surface of reduced uCNPs and is consistent with previous experimental studies223

reporting spectroscopic evidence for the adsorption of superoxo and peroxo species

on reduced ceria surfaces.

Since the CeIII{CeIV redox couple is the engine driving the catalytic properties of

CNPs, the oxidation states of Ce cations in various relaxed uCNP structures have also

been probed. As above, atomic charges are calculated via the Bader procedure214.

Ce atoms in reduced uCNP structures exhibit a range of charge states generally inter-

mediate between the charge states of CeIII and CeIV as determined from calculations

of bulk Ce2O3 and CeO2. Lower Hubbard U parameters (which reduce the U energy

penalty against extended states) decrease the net positive charge on each Ce atom,

but do not change the qualitative distribution of charges. Increased O concentration

(from reduced CeO2�x to super-oxidized CeO2+x uCNP structures) shifts the charge

distribution of Ce atoms in considered uCNP structures towards CeIV, but produces

no Ce atoms with net charges signi�cantly greater than CeIV. Table 4.2 summarizes

calculated average Bader charges of Ce atoms in a set of cubic uCNP structures as an

example, and their oxidation states can be analyzed by comparing to the calculated

average Bader charge of Ce atoms in bulk CeO2 and Ce2O3.

We are now in a position to comment on why the formation of Oq�
x surface groups

substantially reduces the excess energy of formation for uCNPs. As a rare earth

oxide with negative enthalpy of formation (see Table 3.1), we expect CeO2 to prefer O-

terminated surfaces in O-containing environments. This is supported by STM studies

of ceria f111g surface24 and atomistic calculations64,96. In fact, if this were not so,

Ce metal would be expected to be more stable relative to CeO2 in O environments.

While ceria f111g surface has a stoichiometric O-terminated structure, O-termination

of CNP corners, edges and f001g facets requires a super-saturation of O atoms.
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Table 4.2: Average Bader charge of Ce atoms in cubic uCNPs with di�erent O con-
centrations obtained from LDA+U calculations (U = 5 eV).

uCNPs with di�erent Average charge uCNP
O concentrations of Ce atoms type

Ce32O59 2.185 � 0.067 reduced
Ce32O89 2.291 � 0.032 oxidized
Ce32O101 2.302 � 0.039 oxidized
Ce32O121 2.309 � 0.038 oxidized
Ce32O147 2.314 � 0.033 oxidized
Ce32O169 2.321 � 0.028 oxidized
Ce32O179 2.331 � 0.028 oxidized

bulk Ce2O3 � 1.98 |
bulk CeO2 � 2.35 |

Therefore, for uCNPs, O-termination of CNP corners, edges and f001g facets implies

that the overall uCNP be super-oxidized (CeO2+x). In turn, excess O implies either

the presence of Ce atoms oxidized beyond CeIV|a situation not observed in the

present study|or, that not all O atoms are doubly reduced. This last is the case as

observed here, as highlighted in Table 4.1. In a structure with excess O atoms that

have not relaxed to form Oq�
x surface groups, individual O atoms that are not doubly

reduced (that is O�1
1 anions) are most likely to be under-coordinated at uCNP corners,

edges or f001g facets. An under-coordinated corner/edge/facet O atom with un�lled

p orbitals (that is, not doubly reduced) is highly reactive. Interaction with other O

atoms allows reactive O�1
1 anions to form more stable O2/O�

2 /O2�
2 and O3/O�

3 /O2�
3

surface groups. These then appear as adsorbed Oq�
x surface groups on uCNP corners,

edges and f001g facets.

For CNPs with bulk portions that are stoichiometric CeO2, this e�ect (that excess

O implies Ce atoms oxidized beyond CeIV or O atoms that are not doubly reduced)

would be present at all particle sizes. But as bulk CeO2 prefers a partially reduced

form (that is, some fraction of Ce atoms are CeIII at �nite temperature)189, large

enough particles (e.g., particles with su�cient internal bulk volume) can sustain the

additional O atoms necessary to yield Ox-terminated surfaces while remaining net
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reduced (CeO2�x)|and hence not requiring Ce atoms oxidized beyond CeIV or O

atoms that are not doubly reduced. For even larger ceria samples, su�cient O-

vacancies exist in the bulk that, via di�usion, an equilibrium concentration of surface

O-vacancies will appear at �nite temperature. In this way, the present picture is

completely consistent with previous calculations and experiments showing that large

ceria particles (and bulk CeO2) are partially reduced26.

4.3 Electronic density of states

To further understand the properties of oxidized uCNPs, we need to explore the

underlying electronic properties. Calculating the electronic density of states (eDOS)

of uCNPs is a good way to reveal their electronic structures and predict their potential

electronic properties. For the convenience of comparison, calculated eDOS of two

typical bulk ceria, one typical reduced uCNP and three oxidized uCNPs of di�erent

shapes and thermodynamically stable surface con�gurations are plotted in Figure 4.3.

This plot actually shows the projected eDOS for some interested atomic orbitals

with LDA+U (U = 5 eV) calculation. Fermi energy (Ef ) is set to zero, as the

reference energy to which relative positions of energy bands are shifted. In general,

for all structures, projected eDOS can be divided into three parts: (1) the valence

bands (VB) mainly composed of Ce 5p and O 2p bands in character at lower energy

region; (2) the conduction band (CB) primarily formed by Ce 5d band in character

at higher energy region and (3) gap between VB and CB sit Ce 4f band in character.

In bulk CeO2, each Ce atom is coordinated with 8 neighboring O atoms and each O

atom is coordinated with 4 neighboring Ce atoms. From pure chemistry perspective,

each Ce atom shows the valence of 4+ and each O atom shows the valence of 2-. The

eDOS accordingly exhibits features of energy bands associated with CeIV cations and

OII anions: (1) Ce 4f orbitals locate above Fermi level and (2) O 2p orbitals overlap

with Ce 4f orbitals and Ce 5d orbitals. Calculated band gap for bulk CeO2 is � 5.2
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Figure 4.3: Calculated projected electronic density of states (eDOS) of some interest-
ed atomic orbitals for (a) bulk CeO2; (b) bulk H-Ce2O3; (c) Ce32O57; (d) Ce32O179;
(e) Ce44O152 and (f) Ce40O152 under LDA+U algorithm.

eV (� 3.2 eV measured experimentally224).

In bulk Ce2O3, each Ce atom is coordinated with 7 neighboring O atoms. One

third of O atom is coordinated with 6 neighboring Ce atoms while rest two thirds

are individually coordinated with 4 neighboring Ce atoms. From pure chemistry

perspective, each Ce atom on average shows the valence of 3+ and each O atom on

average shows the valence of 2-. The corresponding eDOS exhibits features of energy

bands associated with CeIII cations and OII anions: (1) partial Ce 4f orbitals locate

below Fermi level; (2) no overlapping between O 2p orbitals and Ce 4f orbitals and

(3) Ce 4f orbitals overlap with Ce 5d orbitals. Calculated band gap for bulk Ce2O3

is � 4.8 eV (� 2.4 eV measured experimentally225).

Generally speaking, eDOS of bulk CeO2 together with bulk Ce2O3 capture the

internal electronic properties of CeIV and CeIII cations within ceria, and can be used

as the reference to identify these two distinct oxidation states of Ce cations in uC-

NPs. Let us �rst look at the eDOS of a typical reduced uCNP structure, Ce32O57
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Figure 4.4: Calculated projected electronic density states (eDOS) of some interested
atomic orbitals for (a) bulk CeO2; (b) bulk H-Ce2O3; (c) Ce32O57; (d) Ce32O179; (e)
Ce44O152 and (f) Ce40O152 under GGA+U algorithm.

in Figure 4.3(c). It is well acknowledged that some CeIII cations are present in re-

duced uCNPs. The calculated eDOS for Ce32O57 apparently exhibit features similar

to that of calculated eDOS for bulk Ce2O3, suggesting that it is very likely that CeIII

cations are present in Ce32O57. This is further con�rmed via Bader charge analysis

on Ce atoms within Ce32O57, showing a good agreement with previously established

understanding.

In contrast, it is very interesting that no obvious feature of calculated eDOS

for bulk Ce2O3 has been observed in oxidized uCNPs (i.e. Ce32O179, Ce44O152, and

Ce40O152), with three representative shapes of experimentally synthesized uCNPs.

Their eDOS patterns shown in Figures 4.3d-f unanimously express the typical feature

of calculated eDOS for bulk CeO2, especially the relative positions between Ce 4f and

Ce 5d orbitals and their positions relative to the Fermi level. This strongly indicates

that CeIII cations are not expected to appear in those oxidized uCNPs, which is

further con�rmed via Bader charge analysis showing that all Ce are CeIV cations.
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More delicate electronic structural information of oxidized uCNPs can be extract-

ed from calculated eDOS. As O 2p orbitals expand, the edge of CB moves signi�cantly

closer towards the edge of VB, leading to apparent band gap reduction, particularly

for Ce32O179. Two sets of eDOS patterns corresponding to two chemical states of

O atoms in oxidized uCNPs are convoluted and overlapped to di�erent degrees in

uCNPs of di�erent shapes, giving rise to O 2p orbital expansion. A set of O atoms

are basically \bulk-like" O lattice atoms bonded to Ce atoms involving electronic

interactions only between Ce orbitals and O orbitals, while others are bonded not

only to neighboring O atoms within {Ox surface groups involving electronic interac-

tions between O orbitals of di�erent O atoms but also to surface Ce atoms involving

electronic interactions between Ce orbitals and O orbitals. This is quite complicated

that eDOS of O 2p orbitals can not be distinguished as two parts that exactly reect

above described two chemical states of O atoms; however, bands at higher energy and

closer to Ce 5d orbitals at CB are primarily contributed from \bulk-like" O lattice

atoms, whose pattern on the whole resembles that of O 2p orbitals in bulk CeO2,

while bands at lower energy and towards Ce 5p orbitals, are mainly contributed from

O atoms within {Ox groups bonded to surface Ce atoms. The greatly reduced energy

di�erence between O 2p orbitals and Ce 5d orbitals may indicate that electrons can

be more easily excited from VB to CB, as a result of the pathway established by

surface chemically adsorbed {Ox groups for oxidized uCNPs.

We have used GGA+U (U = 3 eV) algorithm to calculate eDOS of all above

mentioned bulk ceria and uCNP structures as well. The results are plotted in Fig-

ure 4.4. Apart from insigni�cant band shifts relative to the Fermi level, the patterns

of calculated eDOS for all considered structures almost remains exactly the same as

those obtained from LDA+U (U = 5 eV) calculation. On the one hand, it suggests

that atomic and electronic structural features of uCNPs are well captured by our

calculation, and our results are reliable. On the other hand, it shows that both LDA
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and GGA algorithms to some extent are robust and accurate enough to study the

atomic and electronic structures of uCNPs.

4.4 Infrared spectrum

Adsorbed functional groups at solid surfaces can be e�ectively detected with careful-

ly designed infrared (IR) spectrum experiment. This provides us a straightforward

means to validate our atomistic picture concerning the surface con�guration of oxi-

dized uCNPs, which primarily features various adsorbed {Ox surface groups.

The IR absorption properties of individual free {Ox groups like O2 and O3 have

been well characterized by previous experiments. However, the vibration of {Ox

groups free from any chemical restriction along with their featured vibration frequen-

cies cannot simply serve as the �ngerprint to identify the chemical status of {Ox

groups adsorbed at solid surfaces. This is because at the interface between gas envi-

ronment and the solid surface, various degrees of limitations are compounded to the

force governing the vibrational behavior of these {Ox groups, which directly a�ects

their vibration frequencies and associated vibration intensities. This is exactly the

case in our oxidized uCNPs that {Ox groups are chemically bonded to the surface.

Thus, we need not only tractable IR characterization from the experiment to veri-

fy our computationally predicted surface con�guration of oxidized uCNPs, but also

available data/information directly obtained from the computation to assist assigning

an experimentally measured vibration frequency to a speci�c vibration mode of an

adsorbed {Ox group. Thus, we are capable of mapping collective vibration frequen-

cies to individual vibration modes of present {Ox groups at surfaces of uCNPs and

better understanding the surface con�guration of uCNPs via the IR spectrum. This

demonstrates that experimental measurement and computational prediction serve as

a mutually promotive, integrated tool to explore and substantiate the surface con�g-

uration of uCNPs.
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VASP (our computational tool) provides an approach to calculate the complete

IR spectrum of a particular structure, and we take advantage of this to calculate the

IR spectrum of oxidized uCNPs. One big hurdle of practically applying this method

to our uCNPs system is the enormous computation cost. To be speci�c, obtaining

the complete calculated IR spectrum (including vibration frequency and vibration in-

tensity) based on density functional perturbation theory to calculate Hessian matrix

requires IBRION=7 setting with demanding reciprocal space projection, all atoms

in the system under consideration, and non-gamma point, memory consuming cal-

culation. In contrast, switching to IRHION=5 setting based on �nite di�erences to

determine Hessian matrix, we can rely on fully automatic-optimized real space pro-

jection, a portion of interested atoms under consideration, and gamma-point memory

reducing calculation, which alleviates at least 75 % of total computation cost, in

other words, at least three times faster. In addition, compared to vibration fre-

quency, vibration intensity is a secondary and often half-empirical factor in terms of

identifying vibration mode and type of a particular surface functional groups, it is

more important to accurately locate the position of IR adsorption peaks than their

intensities. To estimate how much predicted vibration frequencies obtained from IB-

RION=5 calculation where only atoms within adsorbed {Ox groups are movable are

o� from IBRION=7 calculation without any �xed atoms, we use a relatively simple

yet representative uCNP structure, Ce32O101.

In Ce32O101, there are three kinds of {Ox surface groups, i.e. O�
2 laying at corners,

O3 bridging at edges, and O�
3 standing at edges. In general, {Ox groups adsorbed

at surfaces of uCNPs can take one of the three spatial orientation: (1) laying; (2)

bridging; and (3) standing, as shown in Figure 4.5. For a diatomic Ox surface group,

like O2, O�
2 and O2�

2 , laying refers to the case that both O atoms are bonded to the

same Ce atom, bridging refers to the case that each O atom is bonded to one or two

Ce atoms at a time separately with overall molecule spanning over two neighboring
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Figure 4.5: Spatial orientation for diatomic and triatomic {Ox groups adsorbed at
surfaces of uCNPs: (1) O�

2 laying; (2) O2�
2 bridging; (3) O2 standing; (4) O3 laying;

(5) O�
3 bridging and (6) O2�

3 standing. Note that yellow balls represent Ce atoms,
while other colored balls represent O atoms within di�erent {Ox surface groups, and
the coloring is consistent with Figure 4.2.

Table 4.3: Comparison of calculated vibration frequencies under IBRION=5 and
IRBION=7 settings and assigned vibration modes to {Ox surface groups in a repre-
sentative oxidized uCNP structure, Ce32O101.

Ox surface Special
Vibration Mode

Vibration Frequency Range (cm�1) a

Groups Orientation IBRION=5 IBRION=7
O�

2 laying stretching 1157.30 1137.73

O3 bridging
symmetric stretching 1102.86 1084.61
asymmetric stretching 1008.90 997.00

bending 688.94 689.23

O�
3 standing

symmetric stretching 1285.47 1263.88
bending 700.27 705.52

O2�
3 bridging

symmetric stretching 910.64 899.17
asymmetric stretching 769.39 773.80

bending 575.64 570.68

aNote: Vibration frequency listed within IBRION=5 column are the average values, while those

listed within IBRION=7 column are estimated absorption peak positions.

Ce atoms, and standing refers to the case that only one end of O atom is bonded to

a single Ce atom. In the same manner, for a triatomic Ox surface group, like O3, O�
3

and O2�
3 , laying refers to the case that two-end O atoms are bonded to the same Ce

atom, bridging refers to the case that each O atom at one end is bonded to one or two
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Ce atoms at a time separately with overall molecule spanning over two neighboring

Ce atoms, and standing refers to the case that only one-end O atom is bonded to a

single Ce atom.

The calculated vibration frequencies and assigned vibration modes corresponding

to those {Ox surface groups are summarized in Table 4.3. It can be seen that a tiny

di�erence (around 20 cm�1 higher) in vibration frequency occurs in IBRION=5 cal-

culation compared to IBRION=7 calculation. This strongly suggests that much more

e�cient IBRION=5 calculation is reliable and accurate enough to produce results of

similar quality obtained via computationally expansive IBRION=7 calculation.

Let us move on to examine possible vibration modes and IR absorption properties

of {Ox groups at surfaces of three thermodynamically stable structures representing

cubic, octahedral and cuboctahedral shaped uCNPs. Vibration frequencies together

with vibration modes assigned to corresponding {Ox surface groups with dissimilar

chemical bonding status as well as spacial orientation are tabulated in Table 4.4. The

detailed information presented in Table 4.4 can be used together with experimentally

measured IR spectra as a handy reference to map out which type of {Ox groups are

likely present at surfaces of uCNPs, and further to predict their adsorption location

and orientation. The adsorption location refers to available surface sites of uCNPs

expressed via both abstract spatial relation, for instance, corner and speci�c crystal-

lographic direction, for instance, h100i direction. The adsorption orientation mainly

refers to the spatial relation between {Ox surface groups and neighboring Ce atoms,

for instance, laying (see Figure 4.5 for details).

For octahedral and cuboactahedral uCNPs, due to the stoichiometry of f111g
facet, edges and corners except f111g facets of uCNPs are available adsorption sites

for {Ox surface groups. This in turn simpli�es vibration modes of Ce44O152 and

Ce40O152. As a result, we can predict that for Ce44O152, roughly two sets of IR ab-

sorption peaks belonging to vibration of O2 and O�
2 surface groups respectively will
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show up in experimentally measured IR spectrum. Similarly, no more than three sets

of IR absorption peaks are expected for Ce40O152. In contrast, ceria f100g facets

are non-stoichiometric by nature, thus, experimentally measured IR spectrum will be

expected to be much more complicated due to multiple available adsorption sites and

varied types of {Ox surface groups, which has already been reected by calculation.

What speci�c vibration mode can we predict to be observed in experimentally mea-

sured IR spectrum of uCNPs? For diatomic {Ox surface groups, stretching along the

axis of two vibrating atoms is the only vibration mode that is likely to be detected

by experimental IR measurement. For triatomic {Ox surface groups, the possible

detectable vibration modes include symmetric stretching, antisymmetric stretching

and bending. Normally, O2 will not show IR absorption as symmetric stretching is

the only vibration mode that does not induce a dipole moment within O2; however,

symmetric stretching of adsorbed O2 surface group may exhibit IR adsorption peak,

as the local environment of adsorbed O2 surface group could induce a dipole momen-

t within otherwise unpolarized O2 molecules. The same principle may apply to the

symmetric stretching of adsorbed O3 surface group. Meanwhile, {Ox groups adsorbed

at surfaces of octahedral and cuboctahedral uCNPs are often paired, resulting in new

patterns of vibration, for instance, synchronized stretching (i.e. two paired Ox surface

groups vibrating at same pace and in the same direction) and contrary stretching (i.e.

two paired Ox surface groups vibrating at same pace but in the opposite direction).

Not every {Ox surface groups can occupy any adsorption site and/or choose any

adsorption orientation. As a matter of fact, they follow certain patterns. O2 surface

groups preferably adsorb to edge Ce atoms along h110i in a standing orientation,

while O�
2 surface groups preferably adsorb to corner/edge Ce atoms within f100g

plane in a laying orientation. O2�
2 surface groups tends to adsorb to facet Ce atoms

within f100g plane in a bridging orientation. O3 surface groups primarily adsorb

to corner Ce atoms within f100g plane and edge Ce atoms along h110i/h100i in a
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Figure 4.6: Ratio of Ce to O atoms in cubic and octahedral CNPs as a function
of CNP size. Cubic CNP and octahedral CNPa structures are fully oxidized, while
octahedral CNPb structures exhibit stoichiometric f111g facets, but fully coordinated
(oxidized) edges and corners.

laying orientation (minority at corners/edges in a standing orientation). O�
3 surface

groups typically adsorb to edge Ce atoms along h110i/h100i in a bridging orientation

with a small portion at corners in a laying orientation. O2�
3 surface groups, like O2�

2

surface groups, tends to adsorb to facet Ce atoms within f100g plane in a bridging

orientation.

Furthermore, the vibration frequency of an {Ox surface group is highly dependent

on its adsorption location and orientation. {Ox surface groups adsorbed at corners

or edges exhibit higher vibration frequencies than those adsorbed towards/at facets.

For diatomic {Ox surface groups, their overall vibration frequency in terms of spatial

orientation is in the following order: standing > laying > bridging. For triatomic

{Ox surface groups, those in a standing/bridging orientation tend to exhibit higher

vibration frequencies than those in a laying orientation. Within a speci�c {Ox surface
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group in a particular spatial orientation, vibration frequency in terms of vibration

modes is generally in the following order: symmetric (synchronized) stretching >

asymmetric (contrary) stretching > bending, which is well consistent with common

knowledge of molecular IR spectroscopy. Clearly, vibration frequency assigned to a

speci�c vibration mode of {Ox surface groups is not randomly distributed but in a

general order as follows: O2 > O�
2 > O3 > O�

3 > O2�
2 > O2�

3 .

4.5 Size-dependent surface terminations

By assuming a net bulk O-vacancy concentration of 5%24,226 and leveraging geomet-

rical rules for the number of Ce and O atoms present in CNPs of various shapes (see

section 2.8.1), the net Ce/O ratio can be estimated as a function of the size for

O-terminated cubic and octahedral CNPs. Figure 4.6 shows that the transition from

larger, reduced (and therefore bulk-terminated) CNPs to smaller, CNPs with surface

con�guration of various adsorbed Oq�
x surface groups occurs at critical sizes between

8 and 35 nm, depending on the CNP geometry. These critical sizes are the result of

two competing e�ects|bulk thermodynamic e�ects driving net reduction of CeO2,

and surface con�gurations driving net oxidation of CeO2. Decreases (or increases)

in the net O-vacancy concentration do not alter this qualitative result, but rather

lead to small increases (or decreases) in the critical size (e.g., from 25 to 15 nm for

f100g-terminated CNPs after a decrease in O-vacancy concentration to 3%).

4.6 Summary

Below a critical size, uCNPs in a pure O environment do not exhibit bulk-like surface

con�guration. Instead, they exhibit stable surface reconstructions consisting of {Oq�
x

(0�q�2, x=2,3) surface groups chemically adsorbed at uCNP corners, edges, and

f001g facets. Those {Ox surface groups can be well characterized by computationally

obtained eDOS as well as experimentally measured IR spectrum. Calculated IR
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spectrum can serve as a �ngerprint to facilitate analyzing experimentally measured

IR spectrum and further to judge the type and chemical status of present {Ox surface

groups. The formation of these {Ox surface groups reduces the energy of uCNPs

by increasing the coordination of near surface Ce cations, while allowing for low-

energy {Ox surface groups with charges more positive than 2-. The existence of this

balance (increased cation coordination and {Ox surface groups) is necessitated by

the non-stoichiometry of uCNP corners, edges and (as considered here) f100g facets.

For larger CNPs with larger internal (and therefore bulk) volumes, the presence of

intrinsic O-vacancies can o�set the excess corner, edge and facet {Ox surface groups

required to increase near-surface Ce cation coordination. This leads to a shape-

dependent critical size (estimated here as �15 and �3 nm for f100g- and f111g-
terminated uCNPs) for a transition from atomic-O-(bulk-like) surface con�guration

to Oq�
x surface group populated surface con�guration.

The presence of directly adsorbed Oq�
x groups at surfaces of uCNP structures

strongly suggests the possibility of catalytic mechanisms of uCNPs that do not involve

the formation and/or migration of bulk O-vacancies. Hence, for instance, reaction

rates for catalytic oxidation of CO or NO over uCNPs may not be limited by the

thermodynamics and kinetics of bulk and surface O-vacancies. Extending the picture

introduced above of stable uCNP structures in pure oxygen environments as reduced

\core" with oxidized\shell" (passivated with Oq�
x surface groups) , we note that the

uCNP stabilization e�ects reported here due to adsorbed Oq�
x surface groups could

also be realized by {OH or peroxide surface groups, or a host of other anionic surface

groups. In turn, this suggests the possibility of tailoring the catalytic mechanisms

of uCNPs for speci�c reactions|e.g., stabilizing uCNPs with {OH surface groups

for application in water splitting or the water-gas shift reaction. Such mechanisms

would represent direct reaction pathways that do not depend on the annihilation and

regeneration of O-vacancies in bulk ceria and ceria exhibiting ideal, unreconstructed,
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stoichiometric bulk-like terminations.
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Table 4.4: Comparison of calculated vibration frequencies under IBRION=5 settings
and assigned vibration modes to {Ox surface groups in three representative oxidized
uCNP structures, cubic shaped Ce32O179, octahedral shaped Ce44O152, and cubocta-
hedral shaped Ce40O152 obtained via LDA+U calculations (U=5 eV).

Type of uCNP
Ox Surface Special

Vibration Mode
Vibration Frequency

Groups Orientation Range (cm�1)

Ce32O179

O2 standing stretching 1461.15 | 1439.12

O�
2

standing stretching 1319.16

laying stretching
1308.51 | 1233.41
1202.22 | 1171.75

bridging stretching
1208.89, 1170.61

1138.51 | 1124.69
1116.86, 1112.01, 1074.25

O2�
2 bridging stretching

1021.45 | 982.88
971.07 | 964.48, 954.49

O3

standing
symmetric stretching 1202.61
asymmetric stretching 840.75

bending 652.50

laying

symmetric stretching 1108.97 | 1076.90, 1073.23

asymmetric stretching
1049.75, 1047.69

1046.65 | 1022.80

bending
722.83, 722.18, 709.04, 707.16

702.53, 700.37, 681.39

O�
3

bridging

symmetric stretching 1167.76 | 1144.12, 1118.85

asymmetric stretching
960.66, 942.04, 934.40

902.32 | 873.86, 839.02
806.04, 753.77, 744.33

bending
744.33, 723.66, 723.04, 713.11
705.73, 684.52, 669.51, 653.90
615.63, 604.17, 583.60, 572.38

laying
symmetric stretching 1055.70, 1047.26
asymmetric stretching 960.66, 942.03

bending 681.67, 670.93

O2�
3 bridging

symmetric stretching
973.43, 963.73, 961.64

958.67, 953.90 | 944.66
941.60, 939.56 | 924.98

asymmetric stretching
858.40 | 849.84, 829.67
819.38, 796.23, 773.73

750.77, 746.20, 733.60, 729.71

bending
644.96 | 621.85, 604.61
594.24, 589.35, 580.54

576.70, 571.04

Ce44O152

O2 standing
synchronized stretching 1423.71 | 1388.79

contrary stretching 1333.28 | 1324.59

O�
2 laying

synchronized stretching 1353.38 | 1337.89
contrary stretching 1287.09 | 1261.51

Ce40O152

O2 standing
synchronized stretching 1450.55 | 1393.31

contrary stretching 1375.49 | 1358.51

O�
2 laying

synchronized stretching 1357.11 | 1356.60
contrary stretching 1288.76 | 1288.14

O�
3 bridging

symmetric stretching 1157.91 | 1066.36

asymmetric stretching
808.19 | 741.16
721.48 | 707.36

bending 631.76 | 551.84
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Chapter 5 Direct oxidation of CO over ultra-small CNPs terminated

with {Ox surface groups

In the previous chapter, we have systematically explored the surface con�guration of

uCNPs in a pure oxygen environment. Our study has rendered a new perspective on

their surface con�guration, in direct contrast to conventional perspectives concerning

the surface con�guration of bulk ceria, ceria surfaces, and larger-sized CNPs. That is,

regardless of their shape, the surface of uCNPs are populated with various {Ox surface

groups. Instead of relying on the therymodynamics and kinetics of O-vacancies in

ceria systems with bulk-like surface con�guration, the catalytic behavior of uCNPs

are expected to be dominated by their surface chemistry, i.e. {Ox surface groups to be

speci�c here. To test our hypothesis and assess the performance of uCNPs obtained

from our computation, we have chosen the carbon monoxide (CO) oxidation reaction,

a widely investigated catalytic reaction over ceria systems both experimentally and

computationally. More importantly, this reaction is actually adopted in industry to

control the pollutants released to our living environment.

5.1 Catalytic properties of uCNPs terminated with {Ox surface groups

On the whole, for ceria catalysts with bulk-like surface con�guration, the \four-step"

hypothesis described in section 1.2 is the only possible pathway that CO oxidation

reaction can take. However, our study presents a di�erent scenario concerning the

surface con�guration of uCNPs in a pure oxygen environment, that is, numerous

{Ox groups are chemically adsorbed at surfaces. For uCNPs with such a surface

con�guration, we expect a utterly dissimilar catalytic behavior in terms of oxidizing

CO, which heavily involves the direct exchange of atomic O between {Ox surface

groups and CO at uCNP surfaces. In the following, we will show that the catalytic
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Figure 5.1: Three di�erent situations of an incoming CO molecule attacking the
surface of uCNPs. These are zoom-in pictures showing the reaction sites pertaining
to partial surface of considered uCNPs. Yellow greenish balls represent Ce atoms,
pink balls represent O atoms within considered uCNP structures, light green balls
represent C atoms, and blue balls represent O atoms bound to C atoms. Some balls
are enlarged to clearly show the atoms actively participating in the CO oxidation
process.

behavior of uCNPs terminated with {Ox surface groups is in fact distinct from reduced

ceria systems with bulk-like surface con�guration. Generally speaking, uCNPs can

spontaneously oxidize CO to CO2 relying on various adsorbed {Ox groups at surfaces

rather than thermally-activated lattice O-vacancies.

Figure 5.1 shows three dissimilar situations of an incoming CO molecule attacking

the surface of �1 nm uCNPs. These scenarios revealed on the atomic scale give us

a hint to understand the interaction between CO molecules and uCNPs. Figure 5.1a

presents the case of a CO molecule attacking one end of an {O3 surface group. It is

apparent that the attacked {O3 surface group donates one O atom to the CO molecule

and oxidizes it to a free CO2 molecule, while itself is reduced to an {O2 surface groups

formed by two remaining O atoms. The whole reaction can be expressed as

CNP � � �O3 + CO �! CNP � � �O2 + CO2: (5.1)
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Figure 5.1b illustrates the case of a CO molecule attacking one end of an {O2 surface

group. Similarly, the attacked {O2 surface group donates one O atom to the CO

molecule and oxidizes it to a free CO2 molecule. In this case, a single O atom is left

behind, It is thus energetically favorable to form a surface O lattice atom to link two

separate Ce atoms rather than to combine with another O2 molecule via traveling a

long distance. The whole reaction can be expressed as

CNP � � �O2 + CO �! CNP � � � surface lattice O + CO2: (5.2)

Figure 5.1c exhibits the case of a CO molecule attacking the middle atom of an {O3

surface group. In this case, the O3 surface group splits into three separate O atoms.

The middle O atom is donated to the CO molecule and oxidizes it to a free CO2

molecule. The other two-end O atoms combine with neighboring {O2 surface groups

to reform another two {O3 surface groups. The whole reaction can be expressed as

CNP � � �O3(middle) + CO �! CNP � � � 2O[O2] + CO2: (5.3)

All above three scenarios unanimously indicates that uCNPs terminated with {Ox

surface groups are able to spontaneously oxidize CO to CO2 without thermally over-

coming certain energy barrier.

To verify the successful conversion of incoming CO molecules to free CO2 molecules

by �1 nm uCNPs, the energy of formation of relevant relaxed structures are calcu-

lated and along with structural information summarized in Table 5.1. Above all,

the C-O bond length, O-C-O bond angle and total charge of yielded carbon oxide

listed in the table fall in the range of 1.17 � 0.01
�

A, 179.44 � 0.20� and 15.99 �
0.01, respectively, which are very close to those of a free CO2 molecule, i.e. 1.20
�

A, 180� and 16.00, respectively. Furthermore, the di�erence between the energy of

overall relaxed structure (CO2 +uCNP) and that of the remaining uCNP structure

only is -22.96 � 0.36 eV, quite close to the calculated energy of formation of a free

CO2 molecule, -22.98 eV. In addition, the distance of yielded CO2 molecule to the
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Table 5.1: The information on the relaxed structure of �1 nm cubic uCNPs interact-
ing with an incoming CO molecule

Type O3 O�
3 O�

3 O�
2 O3

Ox surface less less more less slightly
groups attacked reaction negatively negatively negatively negatively positively
by CO molecules site charged charged charged charged charged

end atom end atom end atom end atom middle atom
C-O bond 1.17 1.17 1.17 1.18 1.17
length (�A) 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.18 1.18

O-C-O
Yielded bond 179.53 179.42 179.14 179.41 179.68
carbon angle (�)
oxides Total charge 15.99 16.00 15.98 16.01 15.98

Distance from
nearest Ce 2.82 3.27 2.79 3.90 2.88
atoms (�A)
Energy of

overall relaxed -1226.13 -1232.11 -1231.95 -1232.13 -1225.50
structure (eV)

Energy of
relaxed uCNP
by subtracting -1202.88 -1209.08 -1208.89 -1209.10 -1203.19

CNP+CO the formed carbon
reaction oxide (eV)

Energy
di�erence of -23.25 -23.03 -23.07 -23.03 -22.31

above two (eV)
Formation
energy of -22.98 -22.98 -22.98 -22.98 -22.98

pure CO2 (eV)

nearest Ce atom at the surface of relaxed uCNP structure is beyond the Ce-O bond

length in ceria, which again con�rms that CO2 molecule is unbound to the surface of

uCNP. All suggests that uCNPs are capable of spontaneously oxidizing an incoming

CO molecule to a free CO2 molecule.

It is worth noting that not all {Ox surface groups can oxidize CO into CO2.

Firstly, the oxidation reaction never occurs when a CO molecule approaches a neutral

{O2 surface group. Secondly, once a CO molecule approaches either end of an {O�
3

surface group or a less negatively charged end of a neutral {O3 surface group, and the

oxidation reaction occurs and follows the pathway shown in Equation 5.1. Thirdly,

whenever a CO molecule approaches a less negatively charged end of a {O�
2 surface

group, the reaction also occurs and follows the pathway shown in Equation 5.2. Lastly,
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as soon as a CO molecule approaches the middle atom of a neutral {O3 surface group,

the reaction immediately occurs and follows the pathway shown in Equation 5.3.

The possible explanation is the stabilization of surface O atoms. For a neutral {O2

surface group, it is most stable; otherwise a single O separating from a neutral {

O2 surface group is highly reactive. For a {O�
2 surface group, the more negatively

charged O atom is more strongly bound to that of an O lattice atom compared to

the other less negatively charged one. Therefore, it is energetically favorable for the

less negatively charged to combine with the incoming CO molecule and the more

negatively charged to form a surface O lattice atom. For a neutral {O3 surface group,

it is more reasonable for the most negatively charged as the primary electron donor to

form a stable {O2 surface group with the remaining less negatively charged or slightly

positively charged middle O atom when either one is taken away by the incoming CO

molecule. For an {O�
3 surface group, if the middle atom is captured by the incoming

CO molecule, the newly formed CO2 molecule will be somewhat positively charged

while the remaining two O atoms will form somewhat negatively charged {O2 surface

group. The strong Coulomb interaction between CO+
2 and O�

2 surface group will be

strongly likely to combine together, which is consistent with the result of our DFT

calculation. Therefore, it is favorable for either remaining end O atom of an {O�
3

surface group to form a stable {O2 surface group with the middle O atom. The

panoramic picture of oxidizing CO into CO2 by uCNPs is that a particular O atom

in an absorbed {Ox surface group will donate itself to the approaching CO molecule

to form a CO2 molecule. As a result, the formed CO2 molecule detaches from the

surface and becomes a free CO2 molecule while the uCNP loses one surface atomic

O and adjusts its overall structure to a more energetically favorable structure.

In direct contrast to the O-vacancy dominated catalytic behavior of reduced bulk

ceria and ceria surfaces that require relatively longer times to enable the generation,

migration and annihilation of O-vacancies both at \bulk" part and surfaces, uCNPs
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terminated with {Ox surface groups can e�ectively enhance the kinetics of such ox-

idation reaction given the readily available active {Ox surface groups. In addition,

the presence of {Ox surface groups necessarily implies lower oxidation temperature of

CO by uCNPs compared to reduced bulk ceria and ceria surfaces that requires higher

activation temperature of O-vacancies. All the above evidences strongly indicate that

uCNPs are potentially more e�cient catalyst materials in terms of oxidizing CO than

bulk ceria and ceria surfaces.

5.2 Summary

Ultra-small ceria nanoparticles (uCNPs) terminated with {Ox surface groups exhibit

di�erent catalytic behavior in the CO oxidation process compared to ceria systems

with ideal, unreconstructed, stoichoimetric, bulk-like surface con�gurations. Instead

of relying on the \four-step" hypothesis (see section 1.2), which is intrinsically driv-

en via thermodynamics and kinetics of O-vacancies, uCNPs fully take advantage of

various adsorbed {Ox surface groups. To be more speci�c, in a gas environment con-

taining CO and O2, {Ox groups adsorbed at surfaces of uCNPs can directly donate

an atomic O to incoming reactants, enabling uCNPs to spontaneously oxidize the in-

coming CO molecule. Dissimilar pathways are required to accomplish the oxidation

process in case of which {Ox surface group and surface site the incoming CO molecule

approaches. Nevertheless, once such an oxidation reaction proceeds, it needs no ac-

tivation energy, in direct contrast to processes depending on kinetics of O-vacancies,

which de�nitely needs to overcome an activation energy barrier. In a word, though

an idealized case (that only consider a gas environment containing CO and O2) is

investigated here to explore the catalytic mechanism of CO oxidation reaction over

uNCPs, our calculations strongly suggest that uCNPs o�er an alternative catalytic

pathway (or mechanism) to oxidize CO molecules, which further implies that uC-

NPs are potentially more e�cient catalytic materials than ceria systems with ideal,
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unreconstructed, stoichoimetric, bulk-like surface con�gurations.
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Chapter 6 The surface con�guration of ultra-small CNPs in a humid

environment

In the previous chapter, we have discussed a simple and ideal case, the surface con�g-

uration of uCNPs in a pure oxygen environment. We realize that for uCNPs, their are

covered with various chemically adsorbed {Ox surface groups. The overall structure

of uCNPs can be viewed as a \core-shell" structure, with reduced CeO2�x core and

oxidized {Ox surface group shell. As catalysis is usually expected to occur at surfaces,

such a layer of {Ox surface groups is likely to be the active sites for catalytic reac-

tions and dominates the catalytic behavior of uCNPs. However, in practice, uCNPs

are typically synthesized in aqueous solution and applied in a humid environment.

The role of H2O, in other words, the inuence of H2O on the surface con�guration of

uCNPs cannot be simply neglected and must be taken into account while examining

the structure-property relationship of uCNPs and exploring the detailed process of

catalytic reactions over uCNPs.

The awareness of notable impacts on the surface con�guration of catalysts from

H2O has driven several computational studies based on DFT to examine the interplay

between H2O and bulk metal oxide surfaces including bulk ceria surfaces48,227{230 on

the atomic scale. In general, they have found that H2O either favorably adsorbed

over the top of a metal atom or dissociated into OH and H at O-vacancy sites. In

spite of these insightful conclusions, none of them has investigated the inuence of

H2O on the surface con�guration of nanoparticulate metal oxide systems, in particular

uCNPs as our focus in this study here. Thus, several concerns remain to be addressed

regarding the surface con�guration of uCNPs in a humid environment: (1) will H2O

a�ect the surface con�guration of uCNPs in a similar way that H2O a�ects bulk ceria

surfaces? (2) will such a layer of {Ox surface groups remain at surfaces of uCNPs in
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an environment containing H2O? (3) will the surface con�guration of uCNPs vary in

response to di�erent humid environments? If so, how? Those are the questions that

we will further discuss and explore in this chapter.

The simplest thought to approach these questions is creating a supercell, in which

a uCNP is surrounded with a �nite number of H2O molecules to simulate a humid

environment and relaxing the overall supercell to see whether there is any interplay

between H2O molecules and uCNP surface. This is at �rst sight a facile and elegant

idea except that the computation cost is too expensive to a�ord. On the one hand,

we know that in a humid environment, a H2O molecule can be weekly ionized into

H+ and OH� ions. On the other hand, the considered system is overall neutral and

DFT relaxation calculations automatically handle the electron distribution, thus the

interaction between ionized species and adsorbed {Ox surface groups can be simply

treated as neutral H atoms or neutral {OH surface groups interacting with neutral

uCNPs. As an alternative, we can decompose the general question into two separate

problems: (1) examining the case that individual {Ox surface group is attacked by

one H atom or two and deducing the pattern or law from examined cases to make

a general prediction about the interaction between H2O molecules and {Ox groups

adsorbed at surfaces of uCNPs; and (2) probing the possible surface con�guration of

uCNPs subjected to di�erent humid environments based on the general prediction

from problem (1).

6.1 Individual {Ox group at surfaces of uCNPs interacting with H atoms

The �rst step is to examine the evolution of the surface con�guration of Ox-terminated

uCNPs attacked by H atoms in a humid environment. Since previous experimental

studies on the properties of uCNPs are primarily carried out in aqueous solution,

and have shown that pH is an important factor controlling their properties1,9, we

hereby set pH-controlled solution as the environment. We further choose two �1 nm
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Figure 6.1: Evolution of the surface con�guration of Ox-terminated uCNPs when
approached by H atoms. Those cases corresponding to singular H atom interacting
with negative charged {Ox surface groups are shown in the parenthesis.

cubic uCNP structures close to local energy minimum, Ce32O166 and Ce32O167, as

representative uCNP structures subjected to such an examination. We put a single

H atom close to an {Ox group at surfaces of Ce32O166 and relax the whole structure to

explore interaction between an {Ox surface groups and one H atom. This simulates

the case that a H2O molecule provide one of its H atoms to an {Ox surface group. In

the same manner, two H atoms are put close to an {Ox surface group at the surface

of Ce32O167 and relax the whole structure to explore whether {Ox surface groups

interact with two H atoms. This simulates a H2O molecule give both H atoms to an

{Ox surface group, or that two H2O molecules simultaneously/sequentially approach

an {Ox surface group.

The dissimilar scenarios showing interaction between H atoms and individual {

Ox group at surfaces of representative uCNP structures together with corresponding
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formation energies in both typical acidic solution (pH=3 ) and typical basic solution

(pH=11 ) are summarized in Figure 6.1. Interestingly, the interplay between individ-

ual {Ox surface groups and H atoms is not random but follows a certain pattern.

When a H atom attacks an {O2 surface group, one O atom captures the H atom and

overall turns into a {OOH surface group; whereas a H atom attacks an {O3 surface

group, O atom at one end seizes the H atom and departs from other two O atoms

to form a {OH surface group alone. In this case, we observe two patterns. One,

the surplus charge is always preserved within the O atom of {Ox surface groups that

captures the incoming H atom. For example, if an {O�
3 surface group is attacked

by a H atom, after relaxation, it becomes a {OH� surface group and keeps the sur-

plus negative charge originally from {O�
3 surface groups. Two, after capturing one

H atom, the energy of formation of the overall structure is lowered great than 3 eV,

no matter the solution is acid or basic, which strongly suggests that passivating {Ox

surface groups with H atoms greatly stabilizes uCNP structures.

The case becomes more complicated once two H atoms come along simultaneously.

If the target is a net neutral {O2 surface group, these two H atoms will combine with

the {O2 surface group to forms a {H2O2 surface group. If the target is a {O�
2 surface

group, the whole molecule will split into two {OH surface groups with one negatively

charged. If the target is a net neutral {O3 surface group, the whole molecule will

decompose and separately form a net neutral {O2 surface group and a H2O molecule.

If the target is an {O�
3 surface group, the surface group will dissociate to form a -OOH

surface group and a negatively charged {OH surface group. In spite of the complexity,

two patterns observed in the case of a single H atom attacking {Ox surface groups

still apply to the case of two H atoms.

All the above scenarios unanimously suggest that passivating O atoms within {

Ox surface groups with H atoms signi�cantly stabilizes uCNP structures regardless of

the acidity of applied aqueous solution. This could be applicable to surface O lattice
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atoms as well. In general, it is likely that the more surface O atoms are passivated

by H atoms, the lower energy of formation of the resultant uCNP structure has, and

the more stable the overall uCNP structure is, based on the fact that adding one H

atom almost linearly lowers the energy of formation of the overall uCNP structure

by �3 eV. This strongly indicates the possibility that in a pH-controlled aqueous

solution or in a humid environment, the surface con�guration of uCNP structures is

a combined arrangement of {OH and/or {Ox surface groups depending on the detailed

environmental conditions.

6.2 Surface con�guration of uCNPs in a humid environment

The second step is probing the surface con�guration of uCNPs subjected to varied

humid environments according to our understanding of the interaction between H

atoms and individual {Ox group at surfaces of uCNPs. For this reason, we have

constructed a series of cubic uCNP structures with di�erent surface con�gurations

| a combination of {OH and {Ox surface groups and relax them to lowest energy

structures using quantum mechanical calculations based on DFT.

The stability of various relaxed uCNP structures is compared by calculating their

excess energies of formation according to Equations 3.18, 3.19 and 3.23. In determin-

ing relevant values for �O and �H , we note that uCNP synthesis is typically conducted

in the presence of both O2 gas and H2O vapor, and that the ambient temperature

and relative partial pressures of O2 gas and H2O vapor completely determine both

�O and �H (see detailed in section 3.3.3). For experimentally relevant temperatures

(25 � 650 �C) and pressures (10�16 to 102) atm, �O (�H) varies between �4:65 and

�6:90 eV (�4:75 and �6:93 eV). As the DFT calculated energy is not an absolute

quantity, we take �Ce = 0 eV as a global reference energy.

In calculating the excess energies of formation of uCNP structures with various

mixed surface con�gurations of {OH and {Ox surface groups, we invoke the fact that
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Figure 6.2: Phase diagram of ground state surface con�gurations for a series of con-
sidered uCNP structures as a function of �O and �H in a gas phase environment
containing O2 gas and H2O vapor. Warm colors indicate structures terminated solely
with {OH surface groups (see atomic structures in Figure 6.3). Cool colors indicate
structures terminated with mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups (see atomic struc-
tures in Figure 6.4). Black parallel lines indicate the experimentally relevant limits
of the partial pressure of H2O vapor. The white trapezoid abcd indicates the region
of experimental conditions most relevant for the synthesis and application of uCNP
structures.

in an equilibrium gas phase environment containing both O2 gas and H2O vapor,

�O and �H are not independent, but must satisfy the relation 2�H + �O = �H2O,

with �H2O as the chemical potential of H2O vapor. Moreover, the chemical potential

values considered can be connected to experimentally measured enthalpies of O2 gas

and H2O vapor as a function of ambient temperature (T and the partial pressures of

O2 gas (pO2) and H2O vapor (pH2O). In this way, experimental values of T , pO2 and

pH2O (that is, the measured conditions under which a uCNP is synthesized or applied)

can be mapped into chemical potential values that de�ne an experimentally relevant

range of conditions. The mapping of environmental conditions (T , pO2 and pH2O)

unto sets of chemical potential values is non-linear, and de�ned by Equations 3.19
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Figure 6.3: The relaxed, ground-state atomic structures of three OH-terminated cubic
uCNPs with di�erent densities of {OH surface groups. Yellow balls represent Ce
atoms, purple balls represent O atoms, and green balls represent H atoms. For
increasing densities of {OH surface groups, {OH groups are �rst adsorbed on uCNP
f001g facets, then edges and corners.

and 3.23. Furthermore, the relative stability of these uCNP structures with various

surface con�gurations is determined from Equation 3.18. Together, this leads to a

phase diagram of the stable surface con�guration of uCNPs as a function of �O and

�H , as plotted in Figure 6.2. To facilitate use of the phase diagram in Figure 6.2,

a tool implementing Equations 3.19 and 3.23 has been made available to convert

experimental conditions to chemical potential values. The tool allows input of T , pO2

and pH2O values and returns �O and �H values for the speci�ed conditions. In this

way the computationally-predicted stable surface con�guration of uCNP structures

for any given experimental condition can be determined directly from Figure 6.2.

Considering Figure 6.2 itself, we note that within the upper half the phase dia-

gram j�Oj is high, and stable uCNPs are terminated solely with {OH surface groups

(structures indicated by warm colors in Figure 6.2). Figure 6.3 shows the atomic

structures of relaxed OH-terminated uCNPs and highlights the distribution of bound

{OH surface groups at uCNP f001g facets, edges and corners. As a matter of fact, for

hydrothermal synthesis conditions of small CNPs (typically T < 200 �C, pO2 < 1 atm,

and pH2O < 1 atm), the excess energy of formation for OH-terminated CNPs decreas-
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Figure 6.4: The relaxed, ground-state atomic structures of three cubic uCNPs ter-
minated with mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups. Yellow balls represent Ce atoms,
purple balls represent either bulk O atoms or O atoms in {OH surface groups, green
balls represent H atoms, blue balls represent O atoms in {O�

2 surface groups, and pink
balls represent O atoms in {O�

3 surface groups. For increasing numbers of adsorbed
{Ox surface groups, {Ox groups are �rst adsorbed on uCNP corners, then edges and
f001g facets.

es with increasing numbers of bound {OH surface groups, and achieves a minimum

for 74 {OH surface groups (Ce32O101H74). Figure 6.3 shows relaxed OH-terminated

uCNPs structures, including the low energy Ce32O101H74 structure, and highlights the

distribution of bound {OH surface groups to CNP f001g facets, edges and corners.

The 74 {OH surface groups are all negatively charged, each exhibiting Bader charges

consistent with a formal oxidation state of �1. All 27 \bulk-like" O lattice atoms

(single O atoms within the uCNP and each coordinated to 4 Ce atoms) are also nega-

tively charged, exhibiting Bader charges consistent with formal oxidation state of �2,

and all 32 Ce atoms are positively charged, each with Bader charges consistent with

a formal oxidation state of +4. This leads to a straightforward explanation for the

low-energy number of bound {OH groups at the surface of uCNP structures: that is,

the number required to fully oxidize all Ce atoms in the uCNP. Hence, Ce32O101H74

uCNPs have 128 net (formal) positive charges (from the 32 Ce +4 atoms) and 54

negative charges (from the 27 \bulk" O �2 atoms), therefore requiring exactly 74

negatively charged {OH surface groups to give a net neutral uCNP. Finally, we note
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that the uCNP geometries considered here have �1 nm side lengths, and therefore �6

nm2 of surface area, giving a predicted stable density of bound {OH surface groups

of 
calc
OH =12.3 nm�2.

In contrast, within the lower half of the phase diagram, where j�Oj is low, stable

uCNP structures exhibit surface con�guration of mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups

(structures indicated by cool colors in Figure 6.2, and atomic structures in Figure 6.4).

Low energy uCNP structures have {O2 and {O3 surface groups preferentially adsorbed

at uCNP corners, edges and f001g facets, as shown in Figure 6.4. Based on Bader

charge analysis, the oxidation state of {Ox surface groups can be determined by the

same procedure applied above for OH-terminated uCNPs. For the Ce32O125H54 and

Ce32O113H66 structures, all surface groups ({OH and {Ox groups) have formal charges

of -1, while for the Ce32O120H40 structure, a subset of {Ox surface groups have formal

charges of -2. In all cases the sum of formal negative charges ({OH plus {Ox surface

groups) equals the sum of formal positive charges from fully oxidized Ce (+4) atoms.

Hence, the evolution of stable surface con�gurations is simply a reallocation of {OH

and {Ox surface groups in response to changes in the combinations of �O and �H

such that the charge neutrality of all considered uCNP structures is maintained.

From an experimental perspective we note that increasing the magnitude of j�Oj
(or j�H j), e.g. by lowering pO2 (or pH2O), represents increasing di�culty of obtaining

O (or H) atoms from the environment. Similarly, increasing the temperature increases

the di�culty of binding O or H atoms from the environment, and therefore increases

the magnitude of both j�Oj and j�H j. Under typical experimental conditions for syn-

thesizing, characterizing and applying uCNPs, the temperature is held between 25�C

and 650�C, and partial pressures of O2 hsd and H2O vapor range between 102 and

10�16 atm. These pressures constrain accessible chemical potential values between

black solid and dotted lines in Figure 6.2. Further, the temperature constraints limit

the accessible phase space to that enclosed by the white trapezoid abcd|precisely
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the chemical potential range within which transitions in the stable uCNP surface

con�gurations are concentrated.

Speci�cally in terms of experimental synthesis conditions, when H2O vapor is the

major source of H atoms (as assumed here), OH-terminated uCNPs can be fabricated

by constraining temperatures to below 350 �C and handling uCNPs under relatively

high partial pressures of H2O vapor (e.g., ambient humidity levels). In contrast, uCNP

terminated with mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups are expected from synthesis

occurring above 350 �C and under relatively low partial pressures of H2O vapor (e.g.,

dry air). In addition, increasing pO2 directly (e.g., to greater than 1 atm) favors

the formation of uCNPs terminated with mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups, and

increasing temperature generally leads to reduced number of adsorbed {OH surface

groups and increased numbers of adsorbed {Ox surface groups.

6.3 Densities of {OH surface groups bound to cubic uCNPs as a function

of particle size

We note that OH-terminated cubic uCNP structures considered here have �1 nm

side lengths, and therefore 6 nm2 of surface area, giving a predicted stable density

of bound {OH surface groups of 
calc
OH =12.3 nm�2. If such as surface con�guration

represents that of experimentally synthesized cubic uCNP structures, we can predicts

the density of {OH surface groups bound to any-sized cubic uCNPs.

Considering cubic uCNP structures with sizes of 1 nm, 1.5 nm and 2 nm reveals

the relationship between the number of Ce/O atoms and CNP size. For a CNP with

a size of N nm (and therefore containing approximately (2N)3 ceria unit cells), the

number of Ce atoms scales as approximately 32N3 and the number of \bulk" O atoms

(O atoms internal to the CNP) scales as approximately (4N � 1)3. Since the formal

positive charge is contributed from Ce atoms, in the case that each Ce atom is fully

oxidized (+4), CNPs will have 128N3 net formal positive charges. Similarly, the net
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Figure 6.5: Density of adsorbed {OH surface groups as a function of cubic CNP
size calculated from the scaling relationship invoking full oxidation of Ce atoms (see
text for details). Yellow, blue and cyan curves are plotted for cubic CNPs of sur-
face con�gurations consistent with the Ce32O101H74, Ce32O125H54 and Ce32O120H40

structures, respectively. In addition, the yellow curve represents the case where {OH
surface groups are the only surface group to balance net positive charges from CeIV

cations, while blue and cyan curves represent the case where both {OH and {Ox

surface groups are present. Colors have been selected to match subsequent �gure
(Figure 6.2).

formal negative charge contributed from \bulk" O atoms is 2(4N � 1)3, with each

\bulk" O atom contributing -2. Therefore, if all remaining formal positive charges in

a fully oxidized CNP (that is, 128N3 � 2(4N � 1)3) are balanced with surface {OH

groups each contributing a formal charge of -1, we may calculate the density of {OH

surface groups bound to OH-terminated cubic uCNPs, 
calc
OH , as:


calc
OH =

128N3 � 2(4N � 1)3

6N2
=

96N2 � 24N + 2

6N2
: (6.1)

In the limit of large CNPs (N ! 1), therefore, fully oxidized and OH-terminated

CNPs have 
calc
OH = 16, or one {OH group per ceria f001g surface O lattice site. This is
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intuitively correct, as ceria f001g surface anion lattice sites are four-fold coordinated,

with half the cation neighbors of \bulk" anion sites. Finite sized CNPs, particular

those with sizes �30 nm and smaller, have lower densities of {OH surface groups,

even when fully oxidized. Speci�cally, the density of bound {OH surface groups as a

function of CNP size is predicted to be 12.3 nm�2 for �1 nm CNPs, and 15.8 nm�2

for CNPs with side lengths of �30 nm (see yellow curve in Figure 6.5). Therefore,

based on results for OH-terminated �1 nm cubic CNPs, calculations predict a surface

hydroxyl group density of 15.8 nm�2 for �30 nm cubic CNPs, a surface density

�33% higher than the experimentally measured value of 12.9 nm�2 (result from Dr.

Grulk's research group). Partial reduction of such CNPs can reduce the density of

{OH surface groups in proportion to the percentage of CeIV cations reduced to CeIII

cations. Achieving quantitative agreement between calculated and experimentally

observed density of {OH surface groups entirely through CNP reduction, therefore,

would require that �33% of CeIV cations be reduced to CeIII cations.

Scaling calculated densities of {OH surface groups from �1 nm OH-terminated

cubic CNPs yields predicted density of {OH surface groups for �30 nm CNPs that is

�33% higher than the experimentally measured value (
calc
OH = 15:8 nm�2 > 
exp

OH =

12:9 nm�2). This discrepancy can be attributed to a number of factors, including

(i) kinetic limitations preventing removal of all {OH surface groups (arising because

at low surface densities, {OH surface group removal is limited by the requirement

that two bound {OH surface groups combine to form the desorbed H2O molecule),

(ii) misidenti�cation of some chemically bound {OH surface groups as physisorbed

(as noted above, we have assumed that all mass loss during TGA occurring below

110�C is solely due to physisorbed {OH surface groups), (iii) the possibility that at

�nite temperature as-synthesized uCNPs are not fully oxidized (as is the case for bulk

ceria samples, see examples24,231), or (iv) that more tightly bound surface functional

groups other than {OH surface groups are present on as-synthesized uCNPs.
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While all of these e�ects are likely inuencing the measured densities of {OH sur-

face groups bound to cubic uCNPs reported here, the last explanation|that surface

functional groups other than {OH surface groups may be present on as-synthesized

uCNPs|highlights the fact that uCNPs are generally synthesized and applied in

environments where both O2 gas and H2O vapor are abundant. This suggests that

O-containing surface groups other than {OH surface groups, e.g. {O, {O2 and/or

{O3 surface groups, may be present as surface adsorbed anions, reducing the e�ective

density of {OH surface groups. Accounting for negative charges provided by {Ox

surface groups in addition to {OH surface groups (e.g., as in the Ce32O120H40 and

Ce32O125H54 structures), the density of {OH surface groups will be reduced compared

to the case where only {OH groups are present at the surface. From the pattern of

adsorbed surface groups on the Ce32O120H40 and Ce32O125H54 structures found here

(Figure 6.4) and the results of Bader charge analysis, we can develop expressions for

the density of {OH surface groups bound to cubic uCNPs terminated with mixed

{OH and {Ox surface groups analogous to Equation 6.1.

For Ce32O125H54, {Ox surface groups appear only at CNP corners and edges, and

all have Bader charges indicating formal charges of -1. For CNPs with side lengths

of N nm, four corner Ce atoms are present, each binding 2 {O�
x surface groups. In

addition, a single {O�
x surface group binds on each of 12 N nm lengths of CNP edges.

This gives a total negative contribution from {Ox surface groups of �1 � (4 � 2 + 12N).

This leaves net negative charge of 128N3� 2(4N � 1)3� 8� 12N to be accounted for

by {OH surface groups, yielding a density of bound {OH surface groups, 
calc
OH of


calc
OH =

128N3 � 2(4N � 1)3 � 8� 12N

6N2

=
96N2 � 36N � 6

6N2
: (6.2)

For Ce32O120H40, some f001g facet sites are also occupied by {Ox surface groups.

There are 5 facet sites occupied by {O2�
x surface groups (that is, {Ox surface groups
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with Bader charges consistent with formal charges of -2). Similar to the Ce32O125H54

structure, 4 corner sites and 10 edge sites are also occupied by {O�
x surface groups.

Assuming the relative ratio of all {Ox surface groups remains unchanged as CNP

size is increased, total net negative charge provided by all {Ox surface groups will be

4+10N+10N2. This leaves net negative charge of 128N3�2(4N�1)3�4�10N�10N2

to be accounted for by {OH surface groups, yielding a density of bound {OH surface

groups, 
calc
OH of


calc
OH =

128N3 � 2(4N � 1)3 � 4� 10N � 10N2

6N2

=
76N2 � 34N � 2

6N2
: (6.3)

For the experimental conditions used to synthesize sin20{40 nm CNPs from Dr.

Grulke's research group (�nally dried at T = 75�C and pO2 = 0.2 atm pH2O = 10�7

atm), �O is calculated as -4.78 eV and �H as -5.30 eV. These chemical potentials are

predicted to yield a Ce32O120H40 structure terminated with mixed surface con�gu-

ration of {OH and {Ox groups (see Figure 6.4), which, due to the presence of {Ox

surface groups, is expected to have a lower e�ective density of bound {OH surface

groups than OH-terminated CNP structures. This is consistent with the fact that

computationally predicted density of {OH surface groups bound to �30 nm CNPs

are �33% higher than experimentally measured values. Applying Equation 6.3, we

�nd that �30 nm CNPs with surface con�gurations consistent with the Ce32O120H40

structure are predicted to have 
calc
OH � 12:5 bound {OH surface groups per nm2 (see

cyan curve in Figure 6.5)|extremely close to the experimentally measured value of


exp
OH=12.9 nm�2.

6.4 Electronic density of states of OH-terminated uCNPs

Figure 6.6 shows plots of the calculated projected eDOS of bulk CeO2, bulk H-Ce2O3,

Ce32O81H54, and Ce32O101H74 for some atomic orbitals of interest. For the convenience
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Figure 6.6: Calculated projected electronic density states (eDOS) of some interest-
ed atomic orbitals for (a) bulk CeO2; (b) Ce32O101H74; (c) bulk H-Ce2O3 and (d)
Ce32O81H54.

of comparing the relative positions of energy bands, eDOS of each structure is shifted

by setting Fermi energy (Ef ) to zero as the reference energy. Calculated eDOS of all

considered structures can be generally divided into three parts: (1) the valence band

(VB) mainly composed of Ce 5p and O 2p orbitals in character at lower energy region;
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(2) the conduction band (CB) primarily formed by Ce 5d orbitals in character at

higher energy region and (3) gap between VB and CB sit Ce 4f orbitals in character.

In bulk CeO2, each Ce atom is coordinated with 8 neighboring O atoms and

each O atom is coordinated with 4 neighboring Ce atoms. Thus, every atom is fully

saturated in terms of coordination and charge. Compared to bulk CeO2, despite the

existence of {OH surface groups, each atom in Ce32O101H74 is also saturated in terms

of coordination and charge in a di�erent pattern. The delicate structural information

is well manifested through eDOS. The eDOS of Ce32O101H74 share some common

\bulk" features with that of bulk CeO2 while explicitly show its unique feature. For

instance, the position of HOMO (top of O 2p orbitals) for Ce32O101H74 is the same as

that of bulk CeO2, but the position of LUMO (bottom of Ce 5d orbitals) slightly blue-

shifts towards HOMO in Ce32O101H74 relative to bulk CeO2. The former is determined

by \bulk part" Ce and O atoms which is almost the same for both Ce32O101H74 and

bulk CeO2, while the latter is likely related to the surface states of Ce and O atoms in

Ce32O101H74. Such phenomenon becomes more salient for Ce32O81H54 and its overall

band blue-shifts signi�cantly. As both Ce32O101H74 and Ce32O81H54 have two kinds

of O atoms, eDOS of O 2p orbitals split and directly reect two sets of atomic O

bonding states, that is, \bulk part" O atoms each coordinating with 4 neighboring

Ce atoms as well as surface O atoms each coordinating with 2 neighboring Ce atoms

and 1 H atom. In addition, Ce 4f orbitals in Ce32O81H54 split and directly reect

two di�erent states of surface Ce atoms, that is, those located at corners and edges

with unsaturated coordination and charge as well as those at facets with saturated

coordination and charge. Those unsaturated Ce atoms further cause Ce 4f orbitals to

fall below Fermi level, indicating that Ce 4f orbitals are partly occupied by electrons.

The fact that its eDOS are quite similar to that of bulk H-Ce2O3 further con�rms

that some portion of CeIV cations are reduced to CeIII cations, most of which are

likely located at corners and edges, since they are under-coordinated. On the whole,
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the eDOS of Ce32O81H54 exhibit characteristics of bulk H-Ce2O3 and Ce32O101H74,

and the combination of both thereof.

We will further discuss how passivating surface O atoms with H atoms in OH-

terminated uCNPs inuences their electronic structure. The intensity of eDOS in

OH-terminated uCNP structures is greatly enhanced in contrast to that of two typical

bulk ceria structures, and this is simply the nanoscale e�ect as the surface-to-volume

ratio of uCNPs is much greater than that of bulk ceria. Our calculation shows that

for OH-terminated uCNPs, the contribution from Ce 4f orbitals increases relative to

Ce 5p and Ce 5d orbitals, indicating that more states of Ce 4f orbitals are avail-

able to be occupied. This suggests that in a Ce-O-H tri-element system, Ce atoms

gives away more electrons to O atoms and are oxidized even more in OH-terminated

uCNPs compared to bulk ceria, which is further con�rmed by Bader charge analy-

sis on Ce atoms in these two di�erent structures. Moreover, the portion of eDOS

contributed from O 2p orbitals at higher energy relative to lower energy increases

in OH-terminated uCNPs, again suggesting that surface O atoms accept additional

electrons from H atoms compared to \bulk " O atoms. Meanwhile, this is support-

ed by Bader charge analysis on O atoms within OH-terminated uCNPs showing the

presence of two sets of O atoms with distinct charge states (7.2 for \bulk" O atoms

and 7.6 for O atoms within {OH surface groups). Passivating surface O atoms with

H atoms in OH-terminated uCNPs enables surface O atoms to exhibit rather strong

electronegativity to attract electrons from both Ce atoms and H atoms to compensate

its under-coordinated state. In contrast to bulk ceria, the band gap between VB and

CB of hydroxylated uCNPs is reduced, which facilitates electron excitation between

O 2p and Ce 5d orbitals. In summary, it is possible that hydroxylated uCNPs are

more stable and catalytic active than bulk ceria.
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Figure 6.7: Calculated IR absorption spectra for Ce32O81H54 (a) and Ce32O101H74

(b); (c) experimental measured IR absorption spectrum for as-synthesized �30 nm
CNPs; (d) relaxed atomic structures of Ce32O81H54 and Ce32O101H74.

6.5 Infrared spectrum

Step on from eDOS, the IR absorption spectra of both Ce32O81H54 and Ce32O101H74

are calculated and shown in Figure 6.7, respectively. The calculated IR absorption

spectra can be clearly divided into two parts, separately located at higher energy

region and lower energy region. Those peaks above 3000 cm�1 correspond to the

stretching (�-OH) vibration of {OH surface groups123 while those below 900 cm�1

correspond to the bending (�-OH) vibration of {OH surface groups. In the light of

the calculated absorption peak of Ce-O bond at 459 cm�1 in bulk ceria, the absorption

peak at �459 cm�1 in calculated IR absorption spectra for OH-terminated uCNPs

can be attributed to the vibration of Ce-O bond as well. On bulk ceria surface,
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Figure 6.8: Schematic illustration of three measurands used to describe the status of
a facet {OH group. The green ball represent an O atom as the base of a {OH surface
group under consideration, which is leaning towards a nearest {OH surface group
adsorbed at edges/corners whose base O atom is colored in purple. Their spatial
relationship is determined by the distance between the centers of these two base O
atoms, d, the angle between the O-H vector of a considered facet {OH group and the
vector normal to the surface (n), �, and the angle between the O-H vector of this
considered facet {OH group and the direction lining up the centers of these two base
O atoms, �.

three kinds of {OH surface groups have been identi�ed by IR analysis and designated

OH(I), OH(II), and OH(III) with the numeral in parenthesis giving the number of co-

ordinated Ce atoms and with corresponding stretching vibration frequency decreases

in such order19. In OH-terminated uCNPs, only OH(I) and OH(II) are present, but

the case is much more complicated. Generally, it follows two rules: (1) stretching

vibration of OH(I) exhibits higher vibration frequencies than that of OH(II), which

is consistent with the trend observed on bulk ceria surface; (2) {OH surface groups

located at/towards corners and edges exhibit higher vibration frequencies than those

located at/towards facets, which is possibly due to di�erent degree of freedom; (3)

among {OH surface groups located at facets, the vibration frequency of a particular

{OH surface group is determined by the distance to a nearest {OH surface group at

edges/corners and its spatial orientation.

We want to elaborate on the last point here because those {OH surface groups

turn out to be characteristic of fully oxidized OH-terminated uCNPs, exhibiting the
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broad peak around 3440 cm�1 in calculated IR absorption spectrum of Ce32O101H74.

What causes such an apparently intensi�ed IR absorption properties for Ce32O101H74?

We found that the reason lies in their pattern of stretching vibration and local envi-

ronment. Those {OH surface groups are primarily located at facet sites quite close to

edges and corners. When H atom stretches, it moves towards the nearest {OH sur-

face group at edges/corners to form a pseudo H2O structure (H-O� � �H� � �O). Such

an energetically favorable attraction between a positively charged H+ nucleus from

the vibrating {OH surface group and a nearby negatively changed OH� surface group

induces a signi�cant dipole change within the vibrating {OH surface group, thus ex-

hibiting strong IR absorption properties. To clearly describe such a vibration process

and capture the spatial relationship of those {OH surface groups relative to nearby

{OH surface groups at edges/corners, we need three key measurands and they are

schematically illustrated in Figure 6.8. The green atom is the O atom as the base

of a {OH surface group under consideration, which is leaning towards a nearest {OH

surface group at edges/corners whose base O atom is colored in purple. Their spatial

relationship is determined by the distance between the centers of these two base O

atoms, d, the angle between the O-H vector of a considered {OH surface group and

the vector normal to the surface (n), �, and the angle between the O-H vector of

this considered {OH surface group and the direction lining up the centers of these

two base O atoms, �. d is the most important parameter, directly showing how far

a considered {OH surface group is apart from a neighboring {OH surface group at

edges/corners. � measures the degree of a considered {OH surface group titling away

from its base plane and � estimates the extent of a considered {OH surface group

titling away from the nearest {OH surface group at edges/corners. Three measurands

depicting the status of {OH surface groups marked from number 1 to number 9 in

Figure 6.7a are tabulated in Table 6.1. From this table, we generally observe two

governing rules: (1) the importance of three measurands are in the following order, d
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Table 6.1: Summary of required measurands used to describing two neighboring facet
{OH groups

No. wavenumber (cm�1) intensity (a.u.) d (�A) � (�) � (�)
1 3685.40 0.061 2.36 23.42 56.11
2 3669.67 0.059 2.26 22.14 52.52
3 3378.33 0.572 1.92 66.75 15.77
4 3348.64 0.698 1.88 58.25 17.27
5 3313.36 0.764 1.85 62.72 15.14
6 3302.57 0.763 1.81 48.30 22.20
7 3259.82 0.465 1.80 74.55 13.93
8 3273.84 0.868 1.84 74.89 14.33
9 3111.74 0.611 1.73 77.12 12.45

> � > �; (2) smaller d, smaller �, and larger � result in stronger vibration intensities.

Experimentally measured IR absorption spectrum of synthesized �30 nm CNPs

(result from Dr. Grulke's research group) features the broad peak from 3750 cm�1

to 3000 cm�1 centering 3440 cm�1 (see Figure 6.7 and narrow peak centering 1590

cm�1 corresponding to the stretching (�-OH) and in-plane bending vibration (�-OH)

of {OH group, as well as intensi�ed peaks around 600 cm�1 corresponding to the

vibration of Ce-O bond232. Note that the broad peak shown here is not a unique

feature of our sample. It has been observed that small CNP samples with bound

{OH surface groups synthesized via di�erent methods exhibit similar broad peak

pattern in measured IR absorption spectrum as well233,234. Calculated IR absorption

spectrum for fully oxidized OH-terminated uCNPs (Ce32O101H74) perfectly matches

experimentally measured IR absorption spectrum for synthesized �30 nm CNPs.

In contrast, partially reduced OH-terminated uCNPs (Ce32O81H54) show apparently

di�erent IR absorption spectrum. In reduced OH-terminated uCNPs, all {OH surface

groups at edges and corners are gone. Hence, the condition required for {OH surface

groups bound at facets to exhibit high intensi�ed IR absorption properties can no

loner be satis�ed. This is an excellent example showing that structural change of

small CNPs on the atomic scale can be reected via change in macroscopic properties,

such as IR absorption properties examined here. In turn, IR absorption spectrum
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Table 6.2: Comparison of calculated vibration frequencies under IBRION=5 and IR-
BION=7 settings and assigned vibration modes to {Ox surface groups in two repre-
sentative cubic uCNP structures terminated with mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups.

Type of uCNP
Ox Surface Special

Vibration Mode
Vibration Frequency Range (cm�1)

Groups Orientation IBRION=5 IBRION=7

Ce32O125H54

O�
2 laying stretching

1079.01, 1155.72 1194.45, 1180.95
1149.59 | 1072.13 1146.18 { 1081.86

O�
3 standing

symmetric stretching
1190.16, 1176.01 1171.63, 1165.93
1171.94, 1162.45 1161.46, 1160.96

asymmetric stretching
674.62, 672.14 692.81, 680.41
672.08, 670.93 679.32, 678.16

bending 566.70 | 564.87 571.81 | 567.62

Ce32O120H40

O�
2 laying stretching

1201.90 | 1066.21 1189.80 | 1053.03
1055.36, 1020.98 1046.97, 999.74

O2�
2 bridging stretching

901.48, 879.22 938.62, 915.91
876.53, 873.49 890.52, 887.57
870.07,868.78 886.05, 884.63

861.87 881.44

O�
3 laying

symmetric stretching 1027.62, 997.03 1029.18, 1024.86
asymmetric stretching 888.05, 873.74 893.53, 884.01

bending 661.39, 628.71 663.17, 649.17

O2�
3 bridging

symmetric stretching
1006.12 1010.80

858.50, 836.65 872.32, 859.94

asymmetric stretching
710.01 729.16

701.13, 697.96 716.57, 707.65

bending
574.73 588.12

564.02, 552.33 567.19, 558.95

featuring broad absorption peak around 3440 cm�1 can serve as a �ngerprint to

determine whether a OH-terminated uCNP is fully oxidized or not.

Above are the discussion on IR absorption properties of OH-terminated uCNPs.

For uCNPs terminated with mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups, their IR absorption

spectra can be viewed as the combination of both OH-terminated and Ox-terminated

uCNPs. Actually, it is those features associated with {Ox surface groups that makes

uCNPs with surface con�gurations of mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups interesting.

Vibration frequencies together with vibration modes assigned to corresponding

{Ox surface groups with dissimilar chemical bonding status as well as spacial orienta-

tion for two representative cubic uCNPs terminated with mixed {OH and {Ox surface

groups are tabulated in Table 6.2. Results obtained from both IBRION=5 and IBRI-

ON=7 calculations are listed in the table. Again, we see that �xed-atom calculation

(IBRION=5 ) is a reliable estimation and further simpli�cation of all-atom based
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Figure 6.9: Calculated IR absorption spectrum of Ce32O125H54 within the vibration
frequency range of adsorbed {Ox surface groups: (a) O�

2 ; (b) O�
3 ; and (c) combined.

yet time-consuming calculation (IBRION=7 ), similar to the case we have shown for

Ce32O101, Ox-terminated uCNP (see section 4.4), where we have discussed the IR

absorption spectrum of {Ox surface groups in detail. Now we will only briey point

out something worth noting on the IR absorption spectrum of uCNPs terminated

with mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups here. First of all, the patterns of di�erent

{Ox surface groups arranging themselves towards preferable adsorption location and

orientation at surfaces of Ox-terminated uCNPs all apply here. Meanwhile, similar

vibration frequency range pertaining to a vibration mode of a particular {Ox surface

group shown in uCNPs terminated with mixed {OH and {Ox surface groups, on the

one hand, validates our previous results on Ox-terminated uCNPs, and on the other

hand can be used as the �ngerprint to determine whether {Ox groups are present

at surfaces of experimentally synthesized uCNPs and even their types and chemical

statuses.

From the computational perspective, we appreciate the convenience, relatively
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Figure 6.10: Calculated IR absorption spectrum of Ce32O120H40 within the vibration
frequency range of adsorbed {Ox surface groups: (a) O�

2 ; (b) O2�
2 ; (c) O�

3 ; (d) O2�
3

and (e) combined.

cheap computational cost and reliability of IBRION=5 calculation. However, it only

generates vibration frequency, possible vibration peak positions. The complete IR

absorption spectrum requires the relative intensity of each vibration peaks besides

their positions, which can only be obtained from IBRION=7 calculation. To establish

a general sense of which vibration mode is more likely to be observed in experimentally

measured IR absorption spectrum of synthesized uCNPs, we still need to analyze

IBRION=7 calculation results.
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Since we mainly care the vibration of adsorbed {Ox surface groups, a portion of

the complete calculated IR absorption spectra i.e. within the vibration frequency

range of adsorbed {Ox surface groups for Ce32O125H54 and Ce32O120H40 are shown

in Figures 6.9 and 6.10, respectively. For negatively charged {Oxsurface groups,

their vibration frequency range is between 1200 cm�1 and 500 cm�1. Obviously, the

stretching of {O�
2 surface groups exhibits much stronger intensity than any vibration

mode of {O2�
2 , {O�

3 and {O2�
3 surface groups, and locates within 1200 | 1000 cm�1,

centering around 1100 cm�1. Thus, if all those negatively charged {Ox surface groups

are present in uCNPs, vibration information of {O2�
2 , {O�

3 and {O2�
3 surface groups

are more than likely to be overriden by that of {O�
2 surface groups. To consider

the case where {O�
2 surface groups are not present, we have separated vibration fre-

quency of each {Ox surface group to observe their pattern. Consistent with common

knowledge of molecular IR absorption spectroscopy, for triatomic molecules, our cal-

culated results show that symmetric stretching exhibits stronger intensity than that

of asymmetric stretching and bending, and that their frequency order is as follows:

symmetric stretching > asymmetric stretching > bending.

We should pay attention to triatomic {Ox surface groups, because they have three

separate sets of IR absorption peaks in three range, namely, 1100 | 900 cm�1, 850 |

700 cm�1, and 650 | 550 cm�1. Interestingly, these regions are commonly neglected

by experimentalists when they do IR spectrum measurement on uCNPs, but the

highly probable evidence to verify the presence of triatomic {Ox groups adsorbed at

surfaces of uCNPs. Together with Table 4.4, without the inuence of other carbon-,

nitrate- and sul�d-based molecular species, we can con�dently assign peaks appearing

in experimentally measured IR absorption spectrum of uCNPs within this window

of 1200 | 500 cm�1 to certain {Ox surface groups. For instance, IR absorption

peaks around 1050 cm�1 can be asymmetric stretching of laying {O3 surface groups

or symmetric stretching of laying {O�
3 surface groups, while peaks around 850 cm�1
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can be asymmetric stretching of standing {O3 surface groups, asymmetric stretching

of bridging {O�
3 surface groups, or asymmetric stretching of bridging {O2�

3 surface

groups. In order to precisely assign a (or a set of) vibration frequency to a particular

{Ox surface group, we need to comprehensively examine the related frequency and

intensity of other vibration modes.

6.6 Summary

Moving forward from the investigation of the surface con�guration of uCNPs in a

pure oxygen environment, an idealized case, we have further explored the surface

con�guration of uCNPs in a humid environment, a more complicated but realistic

case. In addition to various {Ox surface groups, like the idealized case, {OH surface

groups are also found to be present at surfaces of uCNPs. The presence of adsorbed

{OH surface groups is consistent with the experimental characterization of small C-

NPs. However, experiments cannot reveal the atomic scale arrangement of adsorbed

surface groups. Atomistic quantum mechanical calculations have been used not only

to determine the surface con�guration of uCNPs, but more importantly to investigate

how it varies in response to a particular environment, for instance, the temperature

and partial pressure of ambient gaseous atmosphere. Combining calculated excess

energies of formation for uCNPs with mixed surface con�gurations of {OH and {Ox

surface groups with previously tabulated thermochemical data yields a phase diagram

for uCNP surface con�gurations as a function of �H and �O. These results demon-

strate that tuning the environmental conditions under which uCNPs are synthesized

and/or applied can have a signi�cant impact on the surface con�guration of uCNPs.

For conditions involving O2 gas and H2O vapor, we have shown that the distribution

of adsorbed {OH and {Ox surface groups can be varied by changing the tempera-

ture and partial pressures of O2 gas and H2O vapor. These results not only provide

an initial map for the design of uCNPs with controlled surface con�gurations, but
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demonstrate that combined computational and experimental studies can be leveraged

to reveal the detailed structure and properties of uCNPs.

As adsorbed {OH surface groups are experimentally considered an important

structural feature of uCNPs, we have speci�cally examined (1) the density of {OH

surface groups bound to uCNPs and (2) IR absorption spectrum of OH-terminated

uCNPs. Assuming {OH surface groups as the only surface functional group present

at uCNP facets, edges and corners results in the computationally predicted density

of {OH surface groups �33% higher than the experimentally measured value. This

discrepancy can be recti�ed by considering the possibility that both {OH and {Ox

groups are present at surfaces of uCNPs. Furthermore, calculated IR absorption

spectra of uCNPs have shown that the detailed information concerning the surface

con�guration of uCNPs can be reected in their IR absorption spectra. This infor-

mation includes whether uCNPs are fully oxidized or not, what surface functional

groups are present, and the possible atomic arrangement of present surface function-

al groups, which again demonstrates that combined computational and experimental

studies can be leveraged to reveal the detailed structure and properties of uCNPs.
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Chapter 7 Water-gas shift reaction over OH-terminated ultra-small

CNPs

7.1 Catalytic pathway of WGS reaction over pure OH-terminated uCNPs

As we have discussed in Chapter 6, the surface of as-synthesized uCNPs are typical-

ly populated with numerous {OH surface groups. When they are applied in WGS

reaction, those {OH surface groups are still likely to be present in the application

environment. Note that traditional viewpoint of ceria catalyziing WGS reaction con-

siders the metal to be crucial for breaking incoming H2O and generating {OH surface

groups. In addition, it is suggested that H2O dissociation is the overall rate deter-

mining step and quite energy-consuming. In retrospect, OH-terminated uCNPs seem

have already met these conditions. It is interesting to examine the possible catalytic

pathway of WGS reaction over OH-terminated uCNPs. For simplicity, we choose

a thermodynamic stable cubic uCNP structure, Ce32O101H74, as the representative

structure to conduct this investigation.

To �nd out possible pathways, we have �rst explored the interaction between

H2O/CO and surface of uCNPs and have identi�ed a series of relaxed structures with

local minimum energy. By comparing the relative energy of those relaxed structures,

we have further paired some relaxed structures that have local minimum energies

and probed the energetics and kinetics of elementary steps connecting those paired

structures to form complete reaction pathways. In general, we found two possible

mechanisms, i.e. formate mechanism and dehydrogenation mechanism.

7.1.1 Formate mechanism

Typical formate mechanism over metal/ceria catalysts involves two key steps, i.e.

dissociating adsorbed H2O molecules at metal/ceria interface into adsorbed H atoms
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Figure 7.1: Three possible WGS reaction pathways realized via OH-terminated
uCNPs following formate mechanism. Chemical elements marked with sin-
gle/double/triple prime symbols represent atoms adsorbed to di�erent surface Ce
atoms of OH-terminated uCNPs. Letter \u" stands for \unidentate" and letter \b"
stands for \bidentate".

on the metal surface and adsorbed {OH groups on ceria surface, as well as combin-

ing adsorbed CO molecules on the metal surface and adsorbed {OH groups on the

ceria surface to form the intermediate|formate. Here, we call it formate mechanism

primarily recognizing the formation of formate as the intermediate, and showing how

OH-terminated uCNPs ful�ll both catalytic functions the metal/ceria system.

Three dissimilar pathways all having formate as the intermedate have been identi-

�ed and relative energies of pertinent local minimmum energy structures are plotted in

Figure 7.1. For the convenience of comparing energy di�erences among those relaxed

structures, we set the starting system, which is H2O, CO and the OH-terminated uC-

NP, as the reference system, and its total ground state energy (calculated from VASP
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at T = 0 K) to be zero. In pathway 1, incoming H2O and CO molecules, without

interacting with the surface of the OH-terminated uCNP, directly form a formic acid

by themselves, lowing the total energy of the system by 0.85 eV [see step (1)]. It then

adjust its spatial orientation to be ready to interact with a {OH group at the surface

of the OH-terminated uCNP (see Figure 7.2(1)), which lowers the total energy of

the system by another 0.27 eV. Now the energy of the system reaches its bottom for

this particular reaction pathway [see step (2)]. The �nal big step is using this {OH

surface group to assist the formate acid decomposing into H2 and CO2 molecules to

accomplish WGS reaction, ending up with increasing the total energy of the system

by 0.5 eV (see [step (3)]. In pathway 2, a CO molecule �rstly approaches a {OH

surface group to form a bidentate formate adsorbed to two di�erent surface Ce atoms

of the OH-terminated uCNP (see Figure 7.3(1)), which lowers the total energy of the

system by 0.98 eV [see step (i)]. Once the formate is formed, a H2O molecule comes

along ready to attack the adsorbed formate. Note that instead of traveling a long

distance to interact with the adsorbed formate, H2O molecule strategically passes

a H atom to a nearby {OH surface group sitting between itself and the adsorbed

formate and then switches position with that {OH surface group. The {OH surface

group originally sitting at the surface O lattice site receives a H atom from the H2O

molecule which later turns into another {OH surface group and itself ends up with

becoming a new H2O molecule close enough to the targeted adsorbed formate [see

step (ii)]. This increases the total energy of the system by 0.21 eV. Then this newly

formed H2O molecule attacks the adsorbed formate with each donating a H atom to

form a H2 molecule. Their residuals together form a unidentate bicarbonate, increas-

ing the total energy of the system by another 0.30 eV [see step (iii)]. Finally, the

unidentate bicarbonate adjusts its structure (see Figure 7.3(5)) and dissociates into

CO2 molecule and a {OH surface group to accomplish WGS reaction and recover the

original surface con�guration of the OH-terminated uCNP (see Figure 7.3(6)), which
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lowers the total energy of the system by 0.16 eV [see step (iv)]. In pathway 3, the �rst

step is similar to that in pathway 2, which is a CO molecule interacts with a {OH

surface group but form a unidentate formate adsorbed at one surface O lattice site

of the OH-terminated uCNP. Due to di�erent bonding status of the formed formate,

this time the total energy of the system is lowered even more, by 1.11 eV [see step

I]. Next, this unidentate formate leans towards a neighboring {OH surface group and

interacts with it by each donating a H atom to form a H2 molecule. Their residuals

together form a bidentate carbonate adsorbed to two di�erent surface Ce atoms of

the OH-terminated uCNP, resulting in an increase of the total energy of the system

by 0.17 eV [see step II]. Then an incoming H2O molecule approaches and further

passes a H atom to one of two O atoms within the bidentate carbonate bonded to

surface Ce atoms, causing the bidentate carbonate to become a unidentate bicarbon-

ate (see Figure 7.4(4)) as well as itself to re�ll the surface O lattice site of the uCNP

left behind by the newly formed unidentate bicarbonate [see step III]. This process

slightly lowers the total energy of the system by 0.01 eV. Finally, it goes through a

step similar to the last step in pathway 2, that is the unidentate bicarbonate adjusts

its structure (see Figure 7.4(5)) and dissociates into a CO2 molecule and a {OH sur-

face group to accomplish WGS reaction (see Figure 7.4(6)) and recover the original

surface con�guration of the OH-terminated uCNP [see step IV]. The di�erence is

that, at this time, the total energy of the system is increased by 0.32 eV.

All the above discussion on the reaction energy for di�erent pathways does not

consider the kinetic factor, i.e. the activation energy de�ning the rate of each step.

The step having largest activation energy is considered the rate determining step of

the overall pathway. However, if the activation energy of one step is too large, that

step in practice is very unlikely to happen, no matter how energetically close the

beginning state is to the end state within that step. Now we especially engage in this

point to examine whether an assumed particular step within a pathway can actually
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Figure 7.2: Key products during WGS reaction along pathway 1 following the formate
mechanism. Yellow greenish balls represent Ce atoms, pink balls represent O atoms
of the OH-terminated uCNP, cyan balls light green balls represent C atoms, blue
balls represent O atoms from the CO molecule, light purple balls represent O atoms
from the H2O molecule, and yellow balls represent H atoms from the H2O molecule.
Some balls are enlarged to clearly show the atoms actively participating in the WGS
reaction. Note that di�erent color is also used to track the movement of interested
atoms.

happen within a reasonable and �nite period of time.

In pathway 1, NEB calculation shows that step (1) together with step (2) generally

brings down the total energy of the considered system. To accomplish these two steps,

it requires overcoming a little energy barrier (no more than 0.20 eV), indicating that

reaction rate for step (1) and step (2) is very fast. Step (3) is the crucial step for

the overall pathway because it involves how the OH-terminated uCNP functions to

facilitate dissociating formic acid into the �nal products of WGS reaction. Firstly,

the formic acid passes a H atom to a {OH group at the surface of the OH-terminated
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uCNP. As a result, the formic acid itself becomes formate by losing a H atom, and the

{OH surface group becomes a surface adsorbed H2O molecule by gaining a H atom

(Figure 7.2(2)). Secondly, the formate intermediate gradually adjusts its orientation

to reach a point that its H atom is appropriately positioned to reap o� another H

atom from the surface adsorbed H2O molecule (Figure 7.2(3)). Thirdly, both the

formate and H2 molecule give up a H atom and ready to interact with each other.

In this process, a transition state is that one H atom is in the middle of leaving the

H2O molecule while approaching another H atom which is in the middle of leaving

the formate (Figure 7.2(4)). Lastly, both H atoms completely escape from their hosts

and combine into a single H2 molecule; at the same time, the formate turns into a

CO2 molecule, and the newly formed {OH surface group recovers the original surface

con�guration of the OH-terminated uCNP (Figure 7.2(5)). The activation energy of

step (3) is 1.42 eV.

In pathway 2, NEB calculation shows that step (i) and step (iv) brings down the

total energy of the considered system by overcoming a small energy barrier (0.08 eV

and 0.42 eV, respectively). Steps (ii) and (iii) are energy climbing steps that need

to be carefully examined. Step (ii) is simply an incoming H2O molecule pushing

and giving a H atom to a -OH surface group to form a new H2O molecule away

from the surface of the OH-terminated uCNP while itself becoming a {OH surface

group to reoccupy that surface site of the OH-terminated uCNP (Figure 7.3(2)). The

activation energy required to accomplish this step is 0.53 eV, suggesting its rate is fast.

Step (iii) is quite similar to step (3) in pathway 1, that is a H2O molecule interacts with

the adsorbed formate to generate a single H2 molecule. And a transition state is that

one H atom is in the middle of leaving the H2O molecule while approaching another

H atom which is in the middle of leaving the bidentate formate (Figure 7.3(3)). As we

know from pathway 1, demanding both a H2O molecule and an adsorbed formate to

give up a H atom is rather energy consuming, it is expected that the activation energy
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Figure 7.3: Key products during WGS reaction along pathway 2 following the formate
mechanism. Yellow greenish balls represent Ce atoms, pink balls represent O atoms
of the OH-terminated uCNP, cyan balls light green balls represent C atoms, blue
balls represent O atoms from the CO molecule, light purple balls represent O atoms
from the H2O molecule, and yellow balls represent H atoms from the H2O molecule.
Some balls are enlarged to clearly show the atoms actively participating in the WGS
reaction. Note that di�erent color is also used to track the movement of interested
atoms.

should be high. The di�erence is that the newly formed {OH surface group from the

H2O molecule losing a H atom further combines with the residual of the bidentate

formate to form a unidentate bicarbonate (Figure 7.3(4)), instead of recovering the {

OH surface group of the OH-terminated uCNP. This leads to a much higher activation

energy, 2.66 eV, which indicates this step is very unlikely to happen under applied

reaction condition.

In pathway 3, step I is quite similar to step (i) in pathway 2. An incoming CO2

molecule interacts with a {OH surface group of the OH-terminated uCNP to form a

unidentate formate (Figure 7.4(1)) rather than a bidentate formate. It is within our
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Figure 7.4: Key products during WGS reaction along pathway 3 following the formate
mechanism. Yellow greenish balls represent Ce atoms, pink balls represent O atoms
of the OH-terminated uCNP, cyan balls light green balls represent C atoms, blue
balls represent O atoms from the CO molecule, light purple balls represent O atoms
from the H2O molecule, and yellow balls represent H atoms from the H2O molecule.
Some balls are enlarged to clearly show the atoms actively participating in the WGS
reaction. Note that di�erent color is also used to track the movement of interested
atoms.

expectation, the energy barrier for this step is quite small (0.03 eV). Again step II is

generating a single H2 molecule and a transition state is that one H atom is in the

middle of leaving the {OH surface group while approaching another H atom which

is in the middle of leaving the unidentate formate (Figure 7.4(2)). Instead of relying

on a formate interacting with a surface adsorbed H2O molecule, a H2 molecule is

generated via the interaction between a unidentate formate and a neighboring {OH

surface group both adsorbed at the surface of the OH-terminated uCNP. This leads to

the formation of a bidentate carbonate (Figure 7.4(3)) and a expected high activation
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energy of 2.76 eV, which again indicates this step is very unlikely to happen under

applied reaction condition.

In sum, formate mechanism requires formate intermediate as one source to provide

a H atom and a H2O molecule (or a {OH surface group) as another source to o�er

another H atom so as to generate a single H2 molecule. Such a way of breaking a

O-H bond is very energy demanding, to some extent con�rming the viewpoint from

previous investigations of WGS reaction on metal/ceria catalyst system. Meanwhile,

the advantage of readily available {OH groups at the surface of uCNP is not taken

in an energy e�cient way.

7.1.2 Dehydrogenation mechanism

Here, dehydrogenation mechanism is a new terminology we invent here to highlight

two important dehydrogenation steps within this particular reaction pathway to real-

ize WGS reaction speci�cally over a OH-terminated uCNP. The ground state relaxed

structures comprising the overall pathway have been identi�ed and their relative en-

ergies are plotted in Figure 7.5. For the convenience of comparing energy di�erences

among those relaxed structures, we set the starting system, which is H2O, CO and

the OH-terminated uCNP, as the reference system, and its total ground state energy

(calculated from VASP at T = 0 K) to be zero.

The �rst half of step (a) is more or less a repetition of step I in pathway 3 following

formate mechanism, which is a CO2 molecule interacting with a {OH surface group of

the OH-terminated uCNP. The second half of step (a) is that newly formed formate

intermediate abandons its H atom and becomes a CO2 molecule while the H atom left

behind sits right at a surface O lattice site between two surface Ce atoms of the OH-

terminated uCNP. This time, the newly formed formate intermediate is not adsorbed

to the surface of the OH-terminated uCNP and then ready to go through subsequent

steps so as to generate a single H2 molecule, but is directly transformed into a CO2
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Figure 7.5: The possible WGS reaction pathway realized via OH-terminated uC-
NPs following dehydrogenation mechanism. Chemical elements marked with sin-
gle/double prime symbols represent atoms adsorbed to di�erent surface Ce atoms of
OH-terminated uCNPs.

molecule. The total energy of the system is marginally lowered by � 0.15 eV, much

less compared to the �rst step in three di�erent pathways of formate mechanism that

lowers the total energy of the system by at least 0.85 eV. However, this seemingly

une�ective energy-reducing step in fact sets a higher energy starting point for the

next energy climbing step, which in turn e�ectively lowers the activation energy of

the next step to some extent. Starting from step (b), an incoming H2O molecule

gradually gets close to the H atom dissociated from the formate and a neighboring

{OH surface group of the OH-terminated uCNP, which increases the total energy

of the system by 0.52 eV. In step (c), the H2O molecule donates one H atom to

a {OH surface group, which is transformed into a surface adsorbed H2O molecule,

and combines itself with the H atom dissociated from the formate to form another
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Figure 7.6: Key products during WGS reaction along the pathway following the
dehydrogenation mechanism. Yellow greenish balls represent Ce atoms, pink balls
represent O atoms of the OH-terminated uCNP, cyan balls light green balls repre-
sent C atoms, blue balls represent O atoms from the CO molecule, light purple balls
represent O atoms from the H2O molecule, and yellow balls represent H atoms from
the H2O molecule. Some balls are enlarged to clearly show the atoms actively par-
ticipating in the WGS reaction. Note that di�erent color is also used to track the
movement of interested atoms.

surface adsorbed H2O molecule (see Figure 7.6(4)). This lowers the total energy of the

system by 0.81 eV. In the �nal step (d), these two neighboring surface adsorbed H2O

molecules each gives up one H atom to generate a sinlge H2 molecule and meanwhile

recover the surface con�guration of the OH-terminated uCNP to accomplish WGS

reaction, lowering the total energy of the system by another 0.19 eV.

In the same token, we need to take the kinetic factor into account to assess

whether the assumed pathway is energetically practical or not. In Step (a), the

formate intermediate that is desorbed from the surface of the OH-terminated uCNP
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is the transition state (Figure 7.6(1)). To complete forming the formate intermediate

and further dissociating the formate into a CO2 molecule and a surface adsorbed H

atom (Figure 7.6(2)), it requires overcoming a moderate energy barrier, calculated as

0.31 eV. When H2O molecule approaches closer and closer to the surface of the OH-

terminated uCNP in step (b), the total energy of the system is generally increasing

until the system reaches its transition state (Figure 7.6(3)), where the H2O molecule

is facing downward with closest distance to both the {OH group and the H atom

at the surface of uCNP. The activation energy of this step is 0.67 eV. Once two

surface adsorbed H2O molecules are formed at two surface O lattice sites of the OH-

terminated uCNP (Figure 7.6(5)), the energy of the system is dropped signi�cantly,

leading to a lower energy starting point for the last step. The last step is also a

energy climbing one, with two H atoms each from a surface adsorbed H2O molecule

getting together to form a single H2 molecule as the transition state (Figure 7.6(6)).

The activation energy of this step is 0.34 eV. It turns out that step (b) is the biggest

energy barrier required to overcome in this dehydrogenation mechanism, suggesting

that this is the rate determining step.

7.2 Summary

We have explored the possibility of a widely proposed WGS reaction mechanism,

formate mechanism, and a new WGS reaction mechanism speci�c in this study, de-

hydrogenation mechanism, for the OH-terminated uCNP. In retrospect, for this par-

ticular structured uCNP, reaping o� H atoms both from the formate intermediate

and a H2O molecule or a {OH surface group is very energy demanding. However,

direct transformation of the formate intermediate into a CO2 molecule by dropping

a H atom to the surface of uCNP only requires a moderate energy cost. As a re-

sult, dehydrogenation mechanism is more likely to be the pathway of WGS reaction

over the OH-terminated uCNP in practice. Another advantage of dehydrogenation
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mechanism is that it fully uses the nature of two surface adsorbed H2O molecules to

generate the H2 molecule, another energy inexpensive pathway particular to the OH-

terminated uCNP to simultaneously realize the recovery of its surface structure and

the formation of one �nal product of WGS reaction (H2 molecules). Note that the

realization of such a catalytic mechanism seems only depend on {OH surface groups;

however, as a matter of fact, Ce atoms function as the electron acceptor, which is in

stark contrast to the conventional view regarding the function of Ce atoms (served

as the electron donor).

WGS reaction is only investigated over a OH-terminated uCNP in this study.

It seems that this is a special case study; however, it reveals some crucial ideas in

the dehydrogenation mechanism that can be generalized to uCNPs of various surface

con�gurations. It is simply because that {OH surface groups are one of the key surface

functional groups unanimously present in uCNPs with any surface con�guration.

This well demonstrates that combined computational and experimental studies can

be leveraged to reveal the detailed structure and catalytic properties of uCNPs.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and future work

8.1 Concluding results of this research work

The design and development of low-cost but highly active and selective catalysts con-

tinues to be a major focus of e�orts in materials chemistry. Ceria-based materials,

particularly, ultra-small ceria nanoparticles (uCNPs) are increasingly becoming the

focus of interdisciplinary researchers, due to their excellent catalytic potentials in en-

ergy and biomedical applications. Understanding the surface structure of uCNPs and

catalytic behavior thereof is to harness and functionalize uCNPs for the realization

of the maximum e�cacy in catalyzing desirable reactions.

Over the past 30 years, explanations for the mechanism of ceria catalysis have, to

date, assumed ideal, stoichiometric bulk-cut surface con�gurations, or minor pertur-

bations thereof. This long standing viewpoint has in fact become a stumbling block

to understand the surface structure and catalytic properties of uCNPs, perplexing

experimentalists devoting to improving, controlling and designing better function-

alized uCNPs in diversi�ed energy and biomedical applications. By lifting such a

constraint and not assuming particular concentrations or con�gurations of atoms at

uCNP surfaces, a comprehensive exploration of the stability of uCNPs with various

surface con�gurations versus environmental factors has been completed. We have

�rst examined the surface con�guration of uCNPs in a pure oxygen environment (an

idealized case) and then in a humid environment (a more complicated but realistic

case). This leads to a groundbreaking �nding that uCNPs are covered with various

surface functional groups, for instance, {OH and {Ox surface groups in this study.

Moreover, the type and atomic arrangement of those surface functional groups are

internally varied with and determined by the synthesis and application environment

of uCNPs. Such a dynamic picture about the surface con�guration of uCNPs, not
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only to some extent explains the seemingly controversial experimental observation

on the behavior of uCNPs, which is uCNPs sometimes behave as an oxidizing agent

and sometimes as a reducing agent, but more importantly provides a recipe for ex-

perimentalists to tune the functionalization of uCNPs via controlling their surface

con�gurations in a targeted way.

Besides environmental factors governing the surface con�guration of uCNPs, we

have also investigated the intrinsic reason of forming those functional groups at sur-

faces of uCNPs. Above all, it is due to the nature of under-coordinated corners,

edges, and f100g facets depending on the shape of considered uCNPs. The number

(or density) of surface functional groups, which increases the coordination of near

surface Ce atoms, is o�set by intrinsic O-vacancies within the \bulk" part, which

decreases the coordination of internal Ce atoms. When the size of uCNPs is suf-

�ciently large, the nanoscale induced surface e�ect is replaced by the bulk surface

property, shown as the size-dependent surface termination transition in section 4.5.

Moreover, it is controlled by the charge neutrality of considered uCNPs. The \bulk"

part is generally positively charged as positive charges contributed from Ce cations

exceed negative charges contributed from \bulk" O anions, the rest positive charges

need to be balanced by negatively charged functional groups at surfaces of uCNPs.

Again, this balance is size-dependent, shown as varying density of {OH surface group-

s as a function of CNP size in section 6.3. In a word, uCNPs can be viewed as a

\core-shell" structure, with positively charged reduced core and a �nite number of

under-coordinated Ce atoms as well as negatively charged oxidized shell and a �nite

number of super-coordinated Ce atoms. Their surface con�guration is intrinsically

dominated by both non-stoichiometry nature of corners, edges and f100g facets as

well as charge neutrality requirement, both of which are size-dependent. Thus, non-

bulk like surface con�gurations is only limited to CNPs below a certain size, and it

is purely a nanoscale e�ect.
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Two typical reactions catalyzed by ceria, namely CO oxidation and water-gas

shift reaction, has been used to computationally assess uCNP structures. In general,

surface functional groups have been shown to be essential active components that

direct and drive the proceeding of those catalytic reactions. They directly interact

with incoming species to be catalyzed and function as the building block to establish

energetically favorable pathways. This is in stark contrast to conventional picture

regarding the catalytic mechanism of uCNPs that O-vacancies are the dominate factor

and it is energetically more favorable to form O-vacancies in uCNPs.

In addition, we have calculated IR absorption spectra of some interested uCNP

structures. Calculated IR absorption spectra together with experimentally measured

IR absorption spectra not only can be used as the �ngerprint to determine the surface

con�guration of synthesized uCNPs and uCNPs applied in a speci�c environment, but

also can identify the type of present functional groups, and even predict their chemical

status and distribution at surfaces of uCNPs.

8.2 Future research directions

This work opens up many opportunities for further practical applications of uCNPs

in energy, environment, and health-related �elds. For instance, this work will help

maximize uCNPs' ability to split H2O molecules to produce H2 molecules as an al-

ternative green energy substitute for fossil fuels, to convert toxic gas (e.g., CO) to

nontoxic gas (e.g., CO2) for mitigating automobile exhausts, and to reduce oxidative

stress (a key precursor state to many chronic diseases) in the human body. All of

these applications rely on successfully preventing the agglomeration of uCNPs and

enhancing various functionalities of uCNPs, which are potentially my future research

directions. Current experimental studies have examined a series of organic molecules

called surfactants to evaluate their e�ects on preventing the agglomeration of uC-

NPs. However, those organic molecules either improve the agglomeration but weaken
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the functionalities of uCNPs or vice versa. This work to date has laid down all the

foundation necessary to understand how surfactants inuence the atomic and elec-

tronic structures of uCNPs, how to collect associated data from both computational

and experimental studies, and most importantly, to e�ectively design surfactants and

fabrication processes to produce uCNPs of speci�c reactive surface con�gurations.

8.3 Overall conclusions

From this research work, we can clearly see that the structure and catalytic proper-

ties of uCNPs is completely di�erent from bulk ceria materials. The current perspec-

tive concerning the structure and catalytic behavior of uCNPs needs an urgent and

paradigm shift. Out results unambiguously show that studying uCNPs has nothing

to do with intrinsic O-vacancies, but everything to do with surface functional groups.

If one wants to design a functional uCNP, the �rst thing to be aware of is that the

surface con�guration (e.g., the type, density and distribution of potentially present

surface functional groups) of uCNPs is very sensitive to the synthesizing and pro-

cessing environment. One must carefully control their synthesizing and processing

conditions in order to obtain uCNPs with the desired surface con�gurations. In to-

day's applications of uCNPs, surfactants are crucial elements to functionalize uCNPs.

After knowing the potential surface con�gurations of uCNPs via joint experimental

and computational study, one need to smartly choose one or a series of desirable

surfactants. For instance, if uCNPs are decorated with negatively charged {OH and

{Ox surface groups, employing polarized surfactants with positively charged end will

likely to form strong Coulomb interaction or even forming new chemical bonding

with {OH surface groups, while those surfactants with functional groups exhibiting

reducing properties will likely be oxidized by {Ox surface groups or even form new

chemical bonding to the surface of uCNPs. Likewise, if one wants to separate a

surfactant from the surface of uCNPs, such a surfactant should not contain any func-
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tional group that potentially exhibits strong interaction or even forms new chemical

bonding with surface functional groups of uCNPs, and vice versa. To carry out an

e�cient research, one needs to associate what computational studies are capable of

intimately with what experimental studies are capable of. Finding where they are

connected and start from the joint point is the key step to move forward.

Copyright c Xing Huang, 2014.
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Appendix: Exemplary input �les for DFT calculations performed in this

study

Following are exemplary INCAR �les taken as computation inputs by the computa-

tional tool (VASP) employed in this dissertation work to perform all calculations.

Direct relaxation calculation

PREC = High

ENCUT = 400

ALGO = Fast

LREAL = A

NPAR = 12

NSIM = 4

ISTART = 0

ICHARG = 1

ISMEAR = 0

SIGMA = 0.1

EDIFF = 1e-4

EDIFFG = 1e-3

IBRION = 2

ISYM = 0

MAXMIX = 60

IALGO = 48

NSW = 100

NELM = 100

POTIM = 0.5

LASPH = .TRUE.

LDAU = .TRUE.

LDAUL = 3 -1 -1 -1

LDAUU = 5 0 0 0

LMAXMIX = 6
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Electronic density of states calculation

PREC = High

ENCUT = 400

ALGO = Fast

ISTART = 0

ICHARG = 1

LREAL = A

NPAR = 12

NSIM = 4

ISMEAR = 0

SIGMA = 0.1

EDIFF = 1e-5

EDIFFG = 1e-4

IBRION = 2

ISYM = 0

MAXMIX = 60

IALGO = 48

LCHARG = .FALSE.

LWAVE = .FALSE.

LORBIT = 11

EMIN = -25

EMAX = 20

NEDOS = 4500

NSW = 0

NELM = 120

NELMIN = 6

NBANDS = 1392

POTIM = 0.8

LDAU = .TRUE.

LDAUL = 3 -1 -1

LDAUU = 5 0 0

LMAXMIX = 6
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IR absorption spectrum calculation

PREC = High

ENCUT = 400

ALGO = Fast

LREAL = .FALSE.

ISTART = 0

ICHARG = 1

NPAR = 12

NSIM = 4

ISMEAR = 0

SIGMA = 0.1

EDIFF = 1e-6

EDIFFG = 1e-6

IBRION = 7

LEPSILON = .TRUE.

ADDGRID = .TRUE.

ISYM = 0

MAXMIX = 60

IALGO = 48

NSW = 1

NWRITE = 3

NELMIN = 10

LWAVE = .FALSE.

LCHARG = .FALSE.

POTIM = 0.005

LASPH = .TRUE.

LDAU = .TRUE.

LDAUL = 3 -1 -1

LDAUU = 5 0 0

LMAXMIX = 6
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Nudged elastic band calculation

SYSTEM = NEB

PREC = High

ENCUT = 400

ALGO = Fast

SPRING = -5

IMAGES = 6

LREAL = A

NPAR = 8

NSIM = 4

ISMEAR = 0

SIGMA = 0.1

EDIFF = 1e-3

EDIFFG = 1e-3

LCLIMB = .TRUE.

IBRION = 3

SMASS = 2

ISYM = 0

MAXMIX = 60

IALGO = 48

NSW = 1000

NELMIN = 5

NELM = 80

POTIM = 0.1

LASPH = .TRUE.

LDAU = .TRUE.

LDAUL = 3 -1 -1 -1

LDAUU = 5 0 0 0

LMAXMIX = 6
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Dynamical matrix calculation

PREC = High

ENCUT = 400

ALGO = Fast

NPAR = 16

NSIM = 4

ISMEAR = 0

SIGMA = 0.1

MAXMIX = 60

IALGO = 48

LASPH = .TRUE.

LDAU = .TRUE.

LDAUL = 3 -1 -1 -1

LDAUU = 5 0 0 0

LMAXMIX = 6

IBRION = 3

POTIM = 0.0

ISYM = 0

NSW = 115

EDIFF = 1E-7

EDIFFG = -1E-6

LREAL = A

LWAVE = .FALSE.

LCHARG = .FALSE.

# DIMER PARAMETERS

ICHAIN = 1

# OPTIMIZER PARAMETERS

IOPT=2
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